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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Farms are critical community resources and engines for Maine’s
economic growth. Engagement with farm business owners is essential to
understanding farmers’ needs and priorities and the ways in which
existing policies and programs do and do not support farms. The
following report presents results from a statewide engagement process
designed to identify and explore farmers’ needs and priorities in order to
elevate these needs and priorities to the attention of decision-makers
and agriculture service providers.

“The farm isn’t a ‘leave work’
kind of job where you go home
to something completely
separate. It’s something I live
and breathe and can’t separate
from the rest of my life.”
-Farmer

Participant Data
A majority of participants in this process were farmers (68%), but farmer participants represented only a sub-set
of all Maine farmers. Some farmer participants noted their reliance on farm income to support their households,
and other farmer participants noted having non-farm income sources that support their households. The
remaining 32% of participants reported having one or more of the following roles: nonprofit agriculture service
providers; for-profit agriculture service providers; government (non-elected); educational institutions;
commodity groups and associations; elected officials; or other entities and professions not directly related to
agriculture. Participants represented every Maine county except Piscataquis County and were spread relatively
evenly across the state with the exception of Cumberland County, which had 28 participants – 17% of
participants overall. Among farmer participants, the largest number operated within animal agriculture (64),
followed by vegetable producers (45), then fruit producers (30). Twenty-six farmers reported that they produce
three or more products.

Farmers’ Needs & Priorities
This report includes two types of analysis of the feedback collected on farmers’ needs and priorities: 1) recurring
themes across all data sources from the six-month engagement process; and 2) major and sub-themes within
each of these five categories: enhance the profitability of farming; increase investment in R&D; support farm
transition (land, people & businesses); protect Maine’s farm resources; and connect Maine-produced food with
healthy eating. All feedback is included in Appendices H – P on pages 34 – 123.
 Recurring Themes Overall
Farmers who provided input expressed the greatest desire for support to meet their day-to-day business
needs. Farmers’ indicated that their greatest need is for a variety of information, resources, and education to
support day-to-day farm operations. Farmers also noted the importance of service providers keeping
accessibility of information, resources, and training in mind and bringing resources directly to farmers on the
farm. Examples of desired information, resources, and training are:
 On-farm support (to gain knowledge and skills related to managing soils, infrastructure, water resources,
adaptations to climate change, pests, and technology);
 Marketing (to ensure access to consumers who will buy farmers’ products);
 Business planning (to ensure farmers have the tools and strategies to manage and grow their farm
businesses);
 Market research (to understand consumer preferences and new product trends);
 Professional services (to support financial planning and farm transition);
 Commodity specific support (to offer tailored solutions to on-farm challenges); and
 Research about farming practices (to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of farm operations).
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Participants in this process consistently and emphatically cited the importance of profitability to current and
future farm viability. They noted that farmers’ ability to invest time and resources in research and development,
farm transition planning, and protection of natural resources is restricted in the absence of profitability.
Farmers also expressed a strong desire for changes to external factors that limit profitability and influence
their day-to-day business needs in order to alleviate pressure on farms and allow for greater farm viability.
Participants’ discussion emphasized increasing consumer education on the value of farms as a service to the
community, environment, and economy.
The top recurring themes overall are included in the box below.
Recurring Themes across All Feedback Streams
(Number of mentions appears in parentheses)

Farmers’ Desire for Support to Meet Day-to-Day Business Needs:








Access to information, resources, and training (e.g. on-farm support, marketing, business planning, market
research, farm transition services, commodity specific support, research about farming practices, etc.) (274)
Access to new and existing markets where farm businesses can sell their products (89)
Solutions to rising production and processing costs (e.g. labor, energy, transportation, animal feed, and farm
infrastructure) (83)
Solutions to labor challenges (e.g. labor shortage, worker retention, workforce training, employee housing,
and worker’s compensation) (58)
Access to capital for necessary improvements to and investments in the farm business (39)
Profitability is essential and a pre-requisite for implementing solutions to day-to-day farm operations
challenges (27)

Farmers’ Desire for Changes to External Factors that Limit Profitability & Influence Day-to-Day Business Needs:









Increase consumer education on the value of farms as a service to the community, environment, and
economy (63)
Change tax policies at all levels of government that currently limit the viability of Maine farm businesses (40)
Expand efforts to keep land in agriculture or available for agricultural use (39)
Reduce the existing regulatory burden on Maine farm businesses (35)
Make changes to existing agriculture policies and programs (35)
Limit market intervention by nonprofits and government, which creates unbalanced competition (30)
Determine financial valuation of farms based on land, soil, and infrastructure, in recognition of the full
benefits of farms to communities (20)

 Top Themes by Discussion Topic


Enhance the Profitability of Farming: Of the five topics, participants spent the most time discussing
profitability. Access to existing and new markets where products can be sold was the most frequently
referenced factor contributing to the profitability of farms. Difficulty attracting and retaining workers
was the most frequently discussed factor limiting the profitability of farms.



Increase Investment in R&D: Participants expressed the strongest desire for research about farming
practices that is conducted on farms, the “living laboratories.” Among non-research supports,
participants expressed the greatest desire for access to technical assistance that is tailored to the farm –
size, scale, commodity, etc. In terms of the entity best suited to provide research support to farmers,
participants overwhelmingly favored the University of Maine Cooperative Extension.
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Support Farm Transition (Land, People & Businesses): Access to professional services (e.g. lawyers,
accountants, estate planners, etc.) was most frequently cited among factors that support a farm’s ability
to engage in transition planning. Tax burden was most frequently cited among factors impeding farm
transition planning.



Protect Maine’s Farm Resources: Needs for both on-farm and off-farm support were most frequently
mentioned. The most predominant type of off-farm support was changes to existing agriculture policies
and programs, and the most predominant type of on-farm support was for soil management and health.



Connect Maine-Produced Food with Healthy Eating: Participants favored gleaning practices and
programs as activities that do a good job working with farms to supply Maine-produced food to hungry
families. Participants also recognized that many programs work in some ways but not all – the top three
examples provided by participants were Maine Harvest Bucks, gleaning practices and programs, and
food banks. Participants asserted that the best way to increase access to Maine-produced food in our
state was expanding farmers’ access to new and existing markets where their products can be sold.
Participants also expressed a need for marketing and advertising support in order to effectively
capitalize on opportunities to access new or expanded markets.

Conclusion
Farmers are not a homogenous group. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to addressing farmers’ needs or
determining farmers’ priorities. However, clear themes around the needs and priorities of Maine farmers have
emerged from the feedback collected through this statewide engagement process. Profitability is essential to
the current and future viability of Maine farm businesses. Profitability can be enhanced through:



Greater availability of information, resources, and education to support farmers’ day-to-day business
and farm management needs; and
Changes to external factors that limit profitability and influence farmers’ day-to-day business needs.

Farmers want decisions about agriculture policies and programs to be informed by a current understanding of
farmers’ needs and priorities, and adaptable to the capacity of individual farms. When this happens, negative
impacts on farms can be minimized and more farms will benefit.
Feedback about the listening sessions was largely positive, but a few participants expressed concern that voices
of key commodity groups were not represented in the process. Many participants expressed interest in future
feedback opportunities and curiosity about how the information collected during the engagement process
would be used. Participants’ ideas for how this information could be used included: inform all levels of
government, inform policy advocacy efforts, serve as a basis for further discussion, inform agriculture-related
organizations, and educate consumers.
The critical next step is for decision-makers and organizations whose aim is to support Maine farms to listen to
this input, seek additional opportunities to engage with farmers in Maine, and bring some of the ideas in this
report to action.
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II.

BACKGROUND

The primary objective of the statewide engagement process was to understand the needs and priorities of
Maine farm business owners. A number of groups statewide are invested in and have been working on issues
related to agriculture in Maine for many years. While the work is not new, this report is about a specific
engagement process carried out between August 2018 and January 2019 by a planning cohort of farm business
owners and organizations whose aim is to support Maine farms (see page 1).
The engagement process was an outgrowth of an Initial Agriculture Policy Platform that was created earlier in
2018 by a separate group of individuals, some of whom also participated in the planning cohort later in the year.
The organizations that worked on the Initial Agriculture Policy Platform are: Maine Farmland Trust; Coastal
Enterprises, Inc. (CEI); the Maine Farm Bureau; the Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association (MOFGA);
the Maine Sustainable Agriculture Society (MESAS); Good Shepherd Food Bank; Cultivating Community; and
Maine Food Strategy.
The organizations referenced above recognized the importance of hearing directly from farmers about their
needs and priorities and collectively decided that outreach to and engagement with farm business owners
statewide was imperative. These organizations also obtained permission from the Agriculture Council of Maine
(AGCOM) to use the five goals in AGCOM’s strategic plan, which were informed by AGCOM’s substantial past
work around Maine farmers’ needs and priorities, as a framework for both the Initial Agriculture Policy Platform
and the conversations during the statewide engagement process. The goals are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enhance the Profitability of Farming
Increase Investment in R&D
Support Farm Transition (Land, People & Businesses)1
Protect Maine’s Farm Resources
Connect Maine-Produced Food with Healthy Eating

The statewide engagement process described in this report represents a first step toward understanding
farmers’ needs and priorities. The aim is for this process to spur continued, broader, and deeper dialogue in
order to elevate the needs and priorities of Maine farm business owners to the attention of government,
agriculture service providers, and others operating within the statewide agriculture economy. The findings
discussed in this report reflect the perspectives of participants in the statewide engagement process and do not
represent the views of all Maine agriculture interests, an official policy platform, or an endorsement by the
planning cohort members or the organizations they represent.

1

The planning cohort made minor changes to the wording of a few of the AGCOM strategic plan categories, and the topic
“Support the Next Generation” was changed to “Support Farm Transition (Land, People & Businesses)” in order to broaden
the category.
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III.

METHODOLOGY

With the help of two independent consultants – one to facilitate the listening sessions and another to document
the process and write the final report – the planning cohort implemented the following engagement strategies
between August 2018 and January 2019 with statewide farmers and non-farmers:
Engagement Opportunity
Test Run
Listening Sessions
Survey
Other Feedback
TOTAL:

Participants
26
141
51
3
221

The Initial Agriculture Policy Platform informed the creation of the Potential Ideas List, a handout made available
as an optional reference material for all participants in the engagement process (see Appendix A). An overview
of each engagement opportunity is provided below.
Test Run
The planning cohort delivered a test run of the listening session presentation to attendees of the August 2018
AGCOM meeting. Feedback from AGCOM members in attendance on the presentation language and format is
included in Appendix B. All other test run feedback pertaining to farmers’ need and priorities, including written
feedback submitted by the Maine Aquaculture Association, the Maine Potato Board, and the Maine Vegetable &
Small Fruit Growers Association (MVSFGA), was incorporated with all participant feedback and is included in
Appendices H – P. The planning cohort made changes to the listening session presentation as a result of this
feedback.
Following the test run and prior to launching the statewide engagement process, the planning cohort members
engaged in extensive marketing and promotion efforts, which are detailed in Appendix C.
Listening Sessions
The planning cohort administered a statewide scheduling survey during the summer of 2018 to collect feedback
from prospective participants on the dates, times and locations that would result in strong participation. The
survey received 250 responses, and nine listening sessions were scheduled in accordance with the survey
responses. Eight in-person sessions were held in locations from Falmouth to Presque Isle, and one session was
held by webinar. A copy of the small group discussion worksheet is included in Appendix D.
Survey
The survey was available from November 28, 2018 until January 31, 2019, and included the same five topics that
were presented and discussed during the listening sessions (enhance the profitability of farming, etc.). Each of
the planning cohort members contributed to survey dissemination efforts. A copy of the survey is included in
Appendix E.
Other Feedback
A few participants shared feedback by email to the maineagneeds@gmail.com account and by hand delivery of
typed comments.
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IV.

DATA LIMITATIONS
The limitations of the data collected during the engagement process are: 1) feedback represents the voices of a
subset of, not all, Maine farmers; 2) while the majority of participants were farmers, some feedback was from
non-farmers; 3) listening sessions were not recorded, so the process relied on note-takers to record small group
discussion and report-outs; and 4) comments were not attributed, limiting the ability to identify emerging
themes by commodity, for example. There were a few instances when a comment included identifying
information about commodity or farmer status.

V.

PARTICIPANT DATA
1. Participants’ Roles
A majority of the participants in this process were farmers (68%). Some farmer participants noted their
reliance on farm income to support their households, and other farmer participants noted having non-farm
income sources that support their households. Twenty-five percent (25%) of farmers reported having
another role in addition to being a farmer (e.g. “farmer” and “nonprofit agriculture service provider” or
“farmer” and “educational institution”).
Thirty-two percent (32%) of participants were non-farmers representing one or more of the seven other
roles represented in Figure 1.3 A complete list of participants’ organizational affiliations is included in
Appendix F. Twenty percent (20%) of all participants reported having more than one role.
Table 1: Participation & Farmer
Representation

Figure 1: Participants' Roles (n=162)
Farmers
21

2
14
13
7

110

7
26

Nonprofit Ag
Service Providers
For Profit Ag
Service Providers
Government (nonelected)
Educational
Institutions
Commodity Groups
& Associations
Elected Officials
Other

Engagement
Opportunity
Test Run
Webinar
Ellsworth
Lisbon Falls
Falmouth
Skowhegan
Presque Isle
Waldoboro
Ag Trades
Show 1
Ag Trades
Show 2
Survey
Other
Feedback
TOTAL

Participants Farmer
Representation
26
NA
11
55%
18
39%
11
73%
26
69%
15
60%
13
62%
17
41%
16
38%
14

29%

51
3

90%
100%

2212

68%

2

This figure includes duplicates as some people participated in more than one engagement opportunity.
“Other” includes these responses: veterinarian, volunteer, local food advocate, all, interested community member,
student, policy worker, researcher, Ag service provider (type/name not given), pathologist, former Commissioner of the
Maine Department of Agriculture, and Maine Beef Producers Association (MBPA) former President.
3
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2. Geographic Representation
Participants represented 72 Maine towns and every Maine County except Piscataquis County. Forty-seven
participants were the only representative of their city or town in this process.
Participants were spread relatively evenly across the state with the exception of Cumberland County, which
had the highest turnout (28 participants), followed by Aroostook County (12 participants), and Somerset
County (10 participants). A complete list of participants’ towns is included in Appendix G.

3. What Farmer Participants Produce
Among farmers, animal agriculture was the most frequently cited product type, followed by vegetables, and
then fruits. Twenty-six (26) farmers reported that they produce three or more products (see Figure 24 5).
Farmer participants represented a range of experience levels, with some producing for many years and
others just starting their farms and not yet producing.

Number of Farmer Participants

Figure 2: What Participants Produce (n=203)
70

64

60
50

45

40
30
30
20
10

17
12

12

11

7

5

0

4

The total figure (n=203) includes duplicates as some farmers noted producing more than one product.
“Vegetables” also includes herbs and mushrooms; “Fruits” includes tree fruits and small fruits; “Horticulture” also includes
Christmas trees and forestry; “Tree Products” includes maple syrup, bees/honey and firewood; and “Other” includes
proteins, online grocery, start-up creamery, crops, and children.
5
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VI.

FINDINGS REGARDING PARTICIPANTS’ NEEDS & PRIORITIES
1. Recurring Themes across All Feedback
Major Recurring Themes
Farmers expressed the greatest desire for support to meet their day-to-day business needs, with a strong
emphasis on access to information, resources, and training. On-farm support was the type of information,
resources, and training cited most frequently (e.g. information or technical assistance with soil management
and health, irrigation infrastructure and practices, scale appropriate infrastructure, water protection and
management, adaptations to climate change, pest management, technology, and demonstration projects).
The other desired types of information, resources, and training included marketing, business planning,
market research, professional services to support farm transition, commodity specific support, and research
about farming practices. The other top recurring themes under types of support to meet farmers’ day-to-day
business needs are shown in the box below.
Farmers also expressed a strong desire for changes to external factors that limit profitability and influence
day-to-day business needs in order to alleviate pressure on farms and allow for greater farm viability. These
comments centered on consumer education – about the health benefits of consuming local food, the
economic benefits of shopping locally, the real cost of production, and the steps involved in bringing food
and fiber to market – and on the importance of community buy-in around the significant value and benefit
farms provide as a service to communities and economies. The other top recurring themes related to
desired changes to external factors that limit profitability and influence day-to-day business needs are
shown in the box below.
Recurring Themes across All Feedback Streams
(Number of mentions appears in parentheses)

Farmers’ Desire for Support to Meet Day-to-Day Business Needs:








Access to information, resources, and training (e.g. on-farm support, marketing, business planning, market
research, farm transition services, commodity specific support, research about farming practices, etc.) (274)
Access to new and existing markets where farm businesses can sell their products (89)
Solutions to rising production and processing costs (e.g. labor, energy, transportation, animal feed, and farm
infrastructure) (83)
Solutions to labor challenges (e.g. labor shortage, worker retention, workforce training, employee housing,
and worker’s compensation) (58)
Access to capital for necessary improvements to and investments in the farm business (39)
Profitability is essential and a pre-requisite for implementing solutions to day-to-day farm operations
challenges (27)

Farmers’ Desire for Changes to External Factors that Limit Profitability & Influence Day-to-Day Business Needs:









Increase consumer education on the value of farms as a service to the community, environment, and
economy (63)
Change tax policies at all levels of government that currently limit the viability of Maine farm businesses (40)
Expand efforts to keep land in agriculture or available for agricultural use (39)
Reduce the existing regulatory burden on Maine farm businesses (35)
Make changes to existing agriculture policies and programs (35)
Limit market intervention by nonprofits and government, which creates unbalanced competition (30)
Determine financial valuation of farms based on land, soil, and infrastructure, in recognition of the full
benefits of farms to communities (20)
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Minor Themes
While not cited at a high frequency, participants noted on several occasions that farmers’ needs are not
uniform – differences in scale, commodity, topography, location, and soil make it difficult to identify onesize-fits-all solutions.
Some participants expressed serious concerns about the viability of farms as businesses due to on-farm and
off-farm factors that limit profitability.
Some farmers noted a strong desire to be heard by decision-makers so that policies and programs impacting
Maine farms are informed by the needs and best interests of farmers.

2. Major and Sub-Themes: Enhance the Profitability of Farming
Major Theme: Factors Contributing to Profitability
Access to existing and new markets was the most frequently cited
factor contributing to profitability and refers to farmers’ ability to get
products into the hands of consumers whether through grocery store
chains, restaurants, farmers markets, agreements with large, local
buyers, or global market development.

“A vast majority of Mainers buy
their food from chain grocery stores
where the vast majority of food is
not Maine-grown. That is a dilemma
– figuring out how to replace with
Maine-grown products.”
-Non-Farmer

Farmers’ ability to diversify products and production capabilities was
also important to farmers for four primary reasons: 1) it leads to an
expanded potential customer base; 2) it allows farmers to change or add product offerings in response to
changing consumer preferences; 3) it allows farmers to access year-round markets; and 4) it allows farmers
to reduce waste by using the after-harvest to make value-added products.
Table 2: Enhance the Profitability of Farming (n=506, see Appendix H)
Discussion Question: What do farmers need to keep their current business going or to increase profits?
Factors Contributing to Profitability (268)
Factors Limiting Profitability (159)
Top 5 Sub-themes:
Top 5 Sub-themes:
1) Access to Existing & New Markets (26)
2) Selection of Business Model & Ongoing Business Planning
(21)
3) Tie between:
 Access to Information, Resources & Training – General
(19)
 Farmers’ Ability to Diversify Products & Production &
Processing Capabilities (19)
4) Tie between:
 Lower Production & Processing Costs (18)
 Consumer Education & Community Buy-In (18)
5) Access to Capital (17)

1) Difficulty Attracting & Retaining Qualified Workers (23)
2) Rising Production & Processing Costs – Labor (13)
3) Market Competition (11)

4) Tie between:
 Limited Access to New or Existing Markets (10)
 Regulatory Burden (10)
5) Tie between:
 Inability to Control Price (8)
 Farms are Not Viable Businesses (8)
 Rising Production & Processing Costs – General (8)
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Major Theme: Factors Limiting Profitability
Difficulty attracting and retaining qualified workers was a top concern among farmers. These comments
addressed: managing turnover within the harvest season; labor shortages; retaining consistent labor from
one season to the next; competition for labor with industries, such as landscaping, cannabis and others;
meeting standards for housing and the housing needs of migrant farm workers; and accessing a labor pool
that can meet required qualifications.
Minor Themes
In the context of the conversation about enhancing the profitability of farming, participants expressed some
agreement about the importance of making existing policies and programs more informed by and
responsive to the nuances and complexities of agriculture. Examples of these comments appear below.
Examples of Participants’ Recommended Improvements to Policies and Programs
“Better oversight over how NRCS (National Resources Conservation Service) funds are used and more
standardization across the State.”
“Make the Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) certification more affordable to producers which will open markets
for products. $1,000.00 or more annually penalizes farmers who are located more than an hour from Augusta or
Presque Isle.”
“Food Safety regulations via FSMA (Food Safety Modernization Act) are going to arrive at the state level starting
in 2019. The rollout of new rules, enforcement and support for farmers needs to be done in a clear and accessible
way. The state of Maine should invest in making FSMA a positive change in Maine agriculture focused on food
safety and making farms better. A cost share for necessary upgrades to food handling and processing would be a
step in the right direction.”
“We need to provide municipalities with a blueprint for farm friendly policies. Your local town should be the last
thing standing in your way of being a successful farm.”

3. Major and Sub-Themes: Increase Investment in R&D
Major Theme: Research about Farming Practices
Research taking place on the farm, the “living laboratories,” was
most frequently cited in the conversation about research about
farming practices. Participants’ perspectives represented fruit,
vegetable and blueberry growers, among others. Responses
addressed the need for trial gardens and demonstration projects
as well as the value of farmers leading on-farm research.
Other examples of needed research about farming practices that
were cited by participants are: response to climate change;
livestock management; crop variety research; and equipment.

“Farmer-based, on-farm demonstration
projects are the best way to get the
word out, disseminate and translate
findings from farm to farm. Early
adopters diffuse ideas. Otherwise, there
is no direct link to academic researchers
who can support practice with hard
(scientific) data. Merge research with
farming practices and vice versa.”
- Farmer

Major Theme: Non-Research Farmer Supports
Participants cited access to tailored technical assistance most frequently as a type of needed non-research
support. Their preferred means of receiving technical assistance is having knowledgeable individuals come
to the farm to help troubleshoot challenges, provide information, or offer resources that are tailored to the
scale, equipment, and commodity of the farm.
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Table 3: Increase Investment in R&D (Q1) (n=360, see Appendix I)
Discussion Question (1 of 2): What types of research would best support your business? (216)
Research about Farming Practices (102)
Non-Research Farmer Support (66)
Top 5 Sub-themes:
Top 5 Sub-themes:
1) On-Farm Research (15)
2) Research about Farming Practices – General (13)
3) Pest Management (10)
4) Production & Processing (9)

5) Tie between:
 Soil Management (8)
 Technology (8)

1) Increase Access to Tailored Technical Assistance (14)
2) Ensure Research is Driven by Farmer Needs (11)
3) Increase Access to Grant Funds for Research & Assistance
Writing Grant Proposals (8)
4) Tie between:
 Educate Consumers (5)
 Compensate Farmers for On-Farm Research (5)
5) Tie between:
 Address Cost Barriers (4)
 Focus on Workforce Development (4)
 Increase Access to Farmer Education (4)

Major Theme: Institutions or Entities that are Best Suited to Provide Research Support to Farms
Participants overwhelmingly cited the University of Maine Cooperative Extension as the entity best suited
to provide research support to farms. Participants described Cooperative Extension as “invaluable,” “doing a
great job,” and “relentless with research on value-added products and food safety.”
Participants also focused on the importance of disseminating research findings and information relevant to
farmers. Other entities that were frequently cited as suited to provide research support to farms were the
University of Maine, Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association (MOFGA), and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
Table 4: Increase Investment in R&D (Q2) (n=360, see Appendix I)
Discussion Question (2 of 2): What institutions or entities are best suited to provide that research support? (144)
Top 5 Major Themes (no sub-themes):
1) University of Maine Cooperative Extension (38)
2) Dissemination is Critical (17)
3) University of Maine (16)
4) Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association (MOFGA) (12)
5) U.S. Department of Agriculture (10)
Minor Themes
Some participants articulated a need for market research, including on consumer preferences, product
development, marketing and advertising, market development, determining profit margins and effects, and
cost-benefit analysis.
Some participants noted that dissemination methods should take into account the intended audience (e.g.
some people prefer email communication, others prefer print or word-of-mouth).
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4. Major and Sub-Themes: Support Farm Transition (Land, People & Businesses)
Major Theme: Factors that Support a Farm’s Ability to Engage in Transition Planning
Farmers need access to professional services like lawyers, accountants and estate planners in order to
engage in farm transition planning, no matter what the transition circumstances are.
Participants also expressed an interest in more connections to
farmers seeking to purchase or lease land. These connections help
to make retirement possible for farmers who depend on the sale of
their farm to generate retirement funds and for farmers who do
not have a family member who will take over the farm business.
Participants want to keep land in agriculture and recognized the
need to attract, retain, and train the next generation of farmers
through apprenticeships, internships, and other programs to
develop a pipeline of qualified workers who are willing to be farm
owners.

“This is the number one challenge
facing beginning farmers. How do we
bridge the gap between farmers that
are reaching retirement age (and
don't have a succession plan in place)
and new farmers seeking land?”
-Farmer

Major Theme: Factors Impeding Farm Transition Planning
Tax burden was cited most frequently as an impediment to farm transition planning, with specific
references to inheritance, capital gains, and property taxes. One participant suggested that a voluntary
municipal tax rebate for land with an agriculture easement, as is in place in New Hampshire, would have a
positive effect on farm business owners.
Next, participants gave roughly equal focus to the lack of incentives or desire to enter farming and farmers’
limited ability to save for retirement. To remain in production, land needs to be farmed. Due to the
complexity of operational and external challenges that farm business owners experience, incentives may be
necessary to encourage future generations to choose farming over other careers. Farmers’ limited ability to
save for retirement means that retirement may not be possible and, as a result, farmers’ options for farm
transition can be quite limited.
Table 5: Support Farm Transition (Land, People & Businesses) (n=219, see Appendix J)
Discussion Question: What support do new and existing farmers need for retirement, estate planning and land
transfer?
Factors that Support a Farm’s Ability to Engage in
Factors Impeding Farm Transition Planning (44)
Transition Planning (135)
Top 5 Sub-themes:
Top 5 Sub-themes:
1) Access to Professional Services (e.g. lawyers, accountants,
estate planners, etc.) (26)
2) Connections between Farmland Owners & Farmers
Looking to Purchase or Lease Farmland (14)
3) Keep Land in Agriculture (13)
4) Attract, Train & Retain the Next Generation of Farmers (9)
5) Tie between:
 A Pension Program for Farmers (8)
 Access to Affordable Professional Services (e.g. lawyers,
accountants, estate planners, etc.) (8)
 Valuation based on Whole Farm Business (Land, Soil &
Infrastructure) – Not Just Land (8)

1) Tax Burden (19)
2) Tie between:
 Lack of Incentives or Desire to Enter Farming (8)
 Farmers’ Limited Ability to Save for Retirement (8)
3) Market Intervention by Nonprofits & Government (4)
4) Cost Barriers to Transition Planning (2)
5) Tie between:
 Land Transfer is Not an Issue (1)
 Unsure (1)
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Minor Themes
A number of participants reinforced that farm transition is contingent upon farm viability, and a few farmer
participants advised their peers to begin farm transition planning early.

5. Major and Sub-Themes: Protect Maine’s Farm Resources
Major Theme: Off-Farm Support
The most frequently cited type of off-farm support – external factors that impact farm operations – was
changes to existing agriculture policies and supports. Examples of participants’ comments appear in the
box below.
Examples of Participants’ Recommended Changes to Existing Agriculture Policies & Supports
“GAP (Good Agriculture Practices) certification is expensive – more resources for that? Process needs to be more
streamlined – need state
inspectors not just federal (takes too long and too much bureaucracy)”
“Need help from Maine Department of Ag to support blueberry and cranberry industry.”
“State Planning Office? There isn’t one, so reinstate it?”
“Make it illegal to feed coyotes within x miles of livestock farm.”
“Dairy – we still have a dairy industry in Maine because of the tier program.”
“Support from our municipality. We can't afford the building and electrical permits that our town requires. They
should want our business to thrive and succeed, not hinder us with costly permits for greenhouses and walk-in
coolers.”

Major Theme: On-Farm Support
Participants overwhelmingly cited soil management and health as an important and needed type of on-farm
support. They referenced soil testing and the importance – and cost – of nutrient management plans,
erosion control practices, managing changing soil structure, soil fertility, cover cropping practices, and
healthy soils research.
Farmers stressed the importance of on-farm technical assistance so that farmers do not have to take time
away from the farm, which interrupts productivity.
Table 6: Protect Maine’s Farm Resources (n=209, see Appendix K)
Discussion Question: What assistance or resources do you need to keep your land, soils, and infrastructure in
production and to manage your natural resources?
Off-Farm Support (75)
On-Farm Support (55)
Top 5 Sub-themes:
Top 5 Sub-themes:
1) Changes to Existing Agriculture Policies & Programs (13)
2) Opportunities & Incentives for Keeping Land in Agriculture
(11)
3) Information Sharing (7)
4) Affordable Health Insurance (6)

5) Tie between:
 Reduce Tax Burden (5)
 Community Education & Buy-In (5)

1) Soil Management & Health (23)
2) On-Farm Technical Assistance (7)
3) Irrigation Infrastructure & Practices (5)
4) Tie between:
 Scale-Appropriate On-Farm Infrastructure (4)
 Water Protection & Management Practices (4)
5) Adaptations to Climate Change (3)
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Minor Themes
Several participants cited types of financial support as a need. Among the types of financial support
discussed, participants prioritized government funding and subsidies and access to capital.
The regulatory burden on farms was cited somewhat frequently as a factor limiting farmers’ ability to
manage their farm operations. A few examples of these comments appear in the box below.
Examples of Participants’ Comments about the Regulatory Burden on Farms
“GAP (Good Agriculture Practices) laws. Pesticide regulations in towns for processing.”
“These regulations are one size fits all but generally inappropriate for small farm operations.”
“I find in Southern Maine there are 70-foot setbacks from the white stripe on the road. I can’t do many things I need to
do like put it in for parking or buildings. There are a lot of building code problems.”
“Federal rules – state enforced dairy antibiotic testing of raw milk: too many tests/double testing is expensive. Selling
the raw milk created extra income, but now you can’t.”
“DEP (Department of Environmental Protection) – NCRS (Natural Resources Conservation Service) can sometimes be
overly regulatory on issues such as drainage and degrading of ditches. Also deer fencing was placed in a costly and
unproductive way.”
“Wetlands protection laws can be overly burdensome.”

A few participants, both farmers and non-farmers, cited the need for data on weather patterns and
forecasting. Greater availability and accuracy of this type of data would help farmers to be more efficient in
their operations (e.g. irrigation practices) and more prepared for weather events so that they can minimize
loss of crops or damage to infrastructure.

6. Major and Sub-Themes: Connect Maine-Produced Food with Healthy Eating
Major Theme: Programs that Work
Gleaning practices and programs were cited most frequently. Gleaning
is a process that provides excess product that might otherwise go to
waste. References to specific gleaning programs were: Healthy Acadia,
Healthy Communities, Community Food Councils, Cumberland County
Gleaning Initiative, Maine Gleaning Initiative, and Wayside Food
Programs.
SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) and Maine
Harvest Bucks were also cited frequently. Participants liked the fact
that SNAP participants can use SNAP benefits at farmer’s markets
because it expands the consumer base for farmers and makes local,
healthy food more accessible to low-income individuals and families.
Participants liked Maine Harvest Bucks for similar reasons but more
specifically because the program increases participants’ purchasing
power for fruits and vegetables through the availability of dollar-fordollar matching funds for these purchases.

“Farmer’s markets – SNAP
benefits – has been great for
Houlton Community Market.”
-Farmer

“The Harvest Bucks/double
dollars down nutrition incentive
program for fresh fruits and
vegetables should be replicated
with meat and dairy.”
-Farmer

Participants also noted these other programs that work: Good Shepherd Food Bank, Mainers Feeding
Mainers,6 WIC, Farm-to-School programs, and others.
6

Good Shepherd Food Bank and Mainers Feeding Mainers were grouped separately based on participants’ comments, but
Mainers Feeding Mainers is a program of Good Shepherd Food Bank.
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Major Theme: Programs that Work in Some Ways but Not All
Some participants noted that Maine Harvest Bucks is time intensive due to record-keeping and reporting
requirements. Costs and paperwork were also noted as challenges for farmers who participate in SNAP/EBT
and the Senior Farm Share program. Participants noted that gleaning programs have potential but need an
educated manager with on-farm experience and knowledge.
Table 7: Connect Maine-Produced Food with Healthy Eating (Q1) (n=301, see Appendix L)
Discussion Question (1 of 2): What programs currently do a good job working with farms to supply Maineproduced food to hungry families? What is not working? (108)
Programs that Work (72)
Programs that Work in Some Ways but Not All (25)
Top 5 Sub-themes of Major Theme #1:
All Sub-themes of Major Theme #2:
1) Gleaning Practice & Programs (13)

2) SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) (12)
3) Maine Harvest Bucks (11)
4) Good Shepherd Food Bank (8)

1) Tie between:
 Maine Harvest Bucks (4)
 Gleaning Practice & Programs (4)
 Food Banks – General (4)
2) SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)
(3)
3) Senior Farm Share (2)
4) Tie between:
 Farm-To-School Program (1)
 Hunters for the Hungry (1)
 Mainers Feeding Mainers (1)
 Good Shepherd Food Bank (1)
 Programs for Seniors – General (1)
 Maine Food Sovereignty Bill (1)

5) Mainers Feeding Mainers (6)

Major Theme: Actions Increasing Farmers’ Ability to Get Products to Market
Expanding farmers’ access to new and existing markets where their products can be sold was most
frequently cited by participants as the best way to increase access to Maine-produced food statewide.
Participants also expressed a need to lower distribution and processing costs and improve distribution
channels. References were made to these specific distribution costs as burdensome to farms: rising shipping
cost; cost of truck space with large distributors; fuel cost; and need to expand fuel tax exemption to on-road
vehicles. Suggested improvements to distribution channels dealt primarily with improving the delivery
channels for food to get from parts of rural Maine – and from farms located far from the I-95 corridor – to
more populated areas in Southern Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts.
Another major factor affecting farmers’ ability to get product to market is limited processing infrastructure.
Farmers expressed two needs here: 1) the need for more processing facilities (e.g. state-inspected,
affordable butchers and processing facilities, generally); and 2) the need for strengthening the processing
sector to be able to meet the needs of farms that are looking to process at widely different scales.
Major Theme: Types of Information, Resources & Education that would Benefit Farmers
Participants noted a desire for marketing and advertising support and, more specifically, for state
government promotion of Maine-produced products and support for the individual marketing and
advertising efforts of Maine farm businesses.
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Minor Themes
Some participants offered examples of programs that they feel do not work. Equal emphasis, though small,
was given to government subsidies for farmers to supply food to low-income individuals and the Senior
Farm Share Program. Critiques of government subsidies took the position that this method of intervention
was fundamentally not the right approach to addressing food insecurity. Critiques of the Senior Farm Share
program focused on the farm share price point not being sufficient to allow farms to generate a profit.
Several participants expressed that food insecurity is not an agriculture issue and should not be part of the
agriculture policy agenda.
Table 8: Connect Maine-Produced Food with Healthy Eating (Q2) (n=301, see Appendix L)
Discussion Question (2 of 2): What are the best ways to increase access to Maine-produced food in our state?
(193)
Actions Increasing Farmers’ Ability to Get
Types of Information, Resources & Education that would
Products to Market (69)
Benefit Farmers (28)
All Sub-themes of Major Theme #1:
All Sub-themes of Major Theme #2:
1) Expand Access to New & Existing Markets (39)
2) Lower Distribution Costs & Improve Distribution
Channels (18)
3) Increase & Strengthen Processing Infrastructure (7)
4) Tie between:
 Increase Availability of & Access to Farm Land (2)
 Increase Access to Capital (2)
5) Reduce Tax Burden (1)

1) Marketing & Advertising (14)
2) Farmer Education & Support (5)
3) Financial Incentives for Farms to Work with Charitable Food
Programs (4)
4) Tie between:
 Community Resources (2)
 Peer Networking Opportunities (2)
5) Market Research (1)

Minor Themes
A number of participants cited a need to change consumer behavior as a means for increasing access to
Maine-produced food in our state. About two-thirds of these participants cited the importance of consumer
education about food and fiber production in our state, and the remaining one-third emphasized the
importance of increasing demand for local products.
VII.

CONCLUSION
Farmers are not a homogenous group. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to addressing farmers’ needs or
determining farmers’ priorities. However, clear themes around the needs and priorities of Maine farmers have
emerged from the feedback collected through this statewide engagement process. Profitability is essential to
the current and future viability of Maine farm businesses. Profitability can be enhanced through:



Greater availability of information, resources, and education to support farmers’ day-to-day business
and farm management needs; and
Changes to external factors that limit profitability and influence farmers’ day-to-day business needs.

The critical next step is for decision-makers and organizations whose aim is to support Maine farms to listen to
this input, seek additional opportunities to engage with farmers in Maine, and bring some of the ideas in this
report to action.
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APPENDIX A
Potential Ideas List
This draft list is being used as an optional resource for an assessment of farmer needs and priorities that is
taking place from Fall 2018 – Winter 2019. It was created by a group of agriculture organizations in 2018 and
is organized around the categories of the Agriculture Council of Maine’s (AGCOM) Strategic Plan. The
assessment is being coordinated by: CEI, Cooperative Extension, Maine Farmland Trust, Maine Food Strategy,
MOFGA, and Maine Sustainable Agriculture Society.
Enhance the Profitability of Farming
Potential ideas for increasing profitability in farming include:


Farms for the Future Program: Restoring funding to, expanding, and promoting the Farms for the Future
Program;



Incentives for Private Lenders: Incentivizing private lenders to provide loans to farms at reduced rates;



Infrastructure Investments: Expanding the investment in on-farm and post-harvest infrastructure,
including shared infrastructure;



Broadband and Cellular Service: Incentivizing the development of reliable, affordable, high-speed
broadband and expanded cellular service;



Business Planning: Promoting access to farm business planning, retirement planning, and technical
assistance for new farmers;



Training Programs: Exploring ways of supporting agricultural training and apprenticeship programs,
particularly around scale-appropriate technology;



Developing the Agricultural Workforce: Developing policies and programs to support the agricultural
workforce, including foreign farmworkers;



Food Safety: Providing state resources to help agricultural producers implement food safety
requirements;



Energy Costs: Supporting solutions to reduce the energy costs of the agricultural sector;



New Product Development: Investing resources in the development of new agricultural products;



Market Development: Exploring ways of expanding market opportunities, both inside and outside of
Maine;



Promotion: Increasing the state’s promotion of Maine-grown foods and farm products;



Distribution: Investigating more cost-effective and collaborative distribution methods;



Institutional Purchasing: Exploring ways of incentivizing the institutional purchase of Maine-produced
food.
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Potential Ideas List


Municipal Support: Supporting municipal efforts to adopt farm-friendly policies through training and the
provision of information;



Regulation: Ensuring agricultural regulations are consistent and clear; and



Food Recovery: Developing strategies for using food recovery as a market development tool.

Increase R&D Investment
Potential ideas to support needed research and technological advancements include:


Funding for the University of Maine: Increasing funding to the University of Maine for agricultural
research and demonstration projects, particularly with respect to soil health, diagnostics, climate change
adaptation strategies, and technological innovation;



Funding for Cooperative Extension: Increasing funding for Maine Cooperative Extension to conduct
agricultural research and disseminate the information to farmers;



Engaging Farmers: Exploring ways to engage farmers in research design; and



New Product Development: Encouraging research on new agricultural product development.

Support Farm Transition (Land, People, Businesses)1
Potential ideas to support farm transition include:


Succession Planning and Services: Investigating how the state could support established succession
planning and farm linking programs; and



Keeping Farmland Affordable: Exploring the use of tools, including Options to Purchase at Agricultural
Value (OPAVs), as part of the Land for Maine’s Future Program to ensure protected farmland remains
affordable for working farmers.

Protect Maine’s Farm Resources
Potential ideas to protect Maine’s Farm Resources include:


1

Land for Maine’s Future: Revamping and increasing funding for Land for Maine’s Future Program;

Changed from AGCOM Strategic Plan category wording.
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Potential Ideas List


Innovative Land Protection and Access Strategies: Supporting innovative land protection and access
research efforts conducted by municipalities and other entities;



Healthy Soils: Exploring how the state could support the research and use of practices to build healthy
soils; and



Water Conservation: Investigating ways of supporting the development of targeted and highly-efficient
irrigation technology and other water resource conservation methods.

Connect Maine-Produced Food with Healthy Eating
Potential ideas to connect Maine-produced food with healthy eating include:


Mainers Feeding Mainers: Providing continued support to the Mainers Feeding Mainers Program;



Food Access: Developing strategies to increase the amount of Maine-produced foods in Maine grocery
stores;



Institutional Purchasing: Exploring ways of incentivizing the institutional purchase of Maine-produced
food;



Nutrition Programs: Supporting nutrition programs that connect consumers to Maine-produced food;



Strengthening Distribution and Processing: Exploring ways of strengthening distribution networks and
processing infrastructure to facilitate the consumer to farmer connections; and



Community Food Councils: Supporting the work of community food councils focused on food access
issues.
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APPENDIX B
Test Run Feedback on Listening Session Presentation Language & Format
Purpose of Platform
 Several of candidates have seen draft and have impression it’s the final, so in future distribution stamp
DRAFT all over it, remind membership this is a work in progress.
 ‘Ag industries’ sounds huge to many people, sounds like corporate farming so maybe say ‘ag industries
and family farms’.
 Should also consider Ag infrastructure as well because while not end line producer, they’re critical--feed
dealers, veterinarians, all instrumental to success of Ag sector.
 So much of ag sector is supporters.
 It’s where you stand, reverse that, Ag sector is big bubble, you have production, infrastructure,
processing, distribution, comes under sector umbrella, industry implies umbrella but other things as
well, and we don’t want to imply this is small vs large Ag.
 Say Maine farms and industry that support them.
 Need language that policy makers are talking, think economic sector, industry makes them think a more
manufacturing context.
 Newly installed policy representatives will be audience, not candidates.
Enhancing Profitability in Farming
● Like 3 sentences, bullet on top, almost would rather see ‘create or promote economic sustainability in
farming’ as opposed to enhancing profitability because that implies that profitability already exists, does
not in dairy industry; second we need to cut to the core to policy makers that when we talk about
sustainability we talk about it with land resources, but in order to maintain stewardship of lands you
have to keep business going; we’re trying to say farms have to be able to earn enough to provide living
for farmer and invest back in farm.
● Sustainability encompasses those farmers already profitable and new farmers coming in.
● Ensuring would be better, but no one can ensure.
● Risk management tools question? It’s in the Platform.
● Municipal Support - red flag, goes to Food Sovereignty movement, two pieces running counter to each
other with municipal support and food safety:
○ Thinking behind this is providing support for State to provide through funds or budget so it’s not
just one person at Dept providing training and guidance to municipalities.
○ ‘Greater presence of Dept of Ag in outreach to towns’ is the bullet then.
○ Need the detail on the slides then because as non farming taxpayer I’d question this.
○ Does municipal support belong in this section?
○ Should value added be in here? Market development also out of state and out of country.
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APPENDIX B (continued)
Test Run Feedback on Listening Session Presentation Language & Format
Increase R&D Investment
 Soil/Water Conservation district - singular name makes me anxious, SWCD should also not be lumped in.
 No qualms putting soil/water in there.
 Ask has got to be a lot tighter through slides, specifics have to be built in, hit over the head document.
 Change to ‘enhance engagement with farmers?’
 Don’t call it out in this document, list after University of Maine, not feeling boots on ground in this list.
 Proposed change - ‘Funding for University of Maine to conduct Ag research and disseminate info to
farmers’.
 Support for product development needs to be included here too, new market channels.
 Is there need for forums to talk to each other? Farmers are innovative problem solvers.
 That’s crop/industry specific, you can create all the meetings you want and you’ll get the same farmers
that show up.
 Should be clear where farmers go to when they have a problem, not clear right now.
 Echo for animal Ag, folk knowledge gets shared around that’s not necessarily correct.
Support Next Generation
 Veg and Potatoes - good on training apprentice, so specify.
 Add succession and transfer planning services.
Protecting Maine’s Farm Resources
 Is this natural resources or general?
 Not sure this is place for calling out how people should farm.
Connect Maine People with Healthy Eating
 List as is won’t achieve Heading up there.
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APPENDIX C
Marketing & Promotion Efforts
Introduction
Each member of the planning cohort marketed and promoted farmer engagement opportunities within and
among their professional networks, memberships, subscriber lists, and to targeted individuals. Marketing
strategies included distribution of the promotional flyer and post-card as well as inclusion of engagement
opportunity dates and locations on organization websites, in e-newsletters, and on organization and personal
social media pages. Additional promotion efforts included targeted email outreach, hand delivery and mailing of
marketing material to locations throughout the state, phone calls, and word-of-mouth. Details about the
marketing and promotion efforts are provided in the table below.
Word-of-Mouth
Spoke to individual farmers
Asked specific commodity groups to attend or participate in conversations or outreach
Phone calls to…
Farmers who do not use email
Targeted email outreach to…
Maine Farmland Trust staff and board of directors
Maine Farmland Trust Farm Bill Advocacy Training participants
Individuals who provided feedback on Initial Agriculture Policy Platform
Working Group members for Initial Agriculture Policy Platform
Maine Federation of Farmers’ Markets
Southern Maine National Young Farmers Coalition
Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation & Forestry
Farmers who own a participating store in MFT’s nutrition incentive program
Community Food Council Network
Maine Grain Alliance
Farmers and groups who work with farmers in Washington County and Western Maine
Groups who work with New American farmers and migrant and seasonal farm workers
CEI Senior Sustainable Agriculture & Food System Program Director for distribution to farmer contacts
CEI Food System Director for distribution to farmer contacts
York County Farm Bureau Board requesting distribution to their members
Maine Farm Bureau Board requesting distribution to all county farm bureaus
Emails to these member & subscriber lists…
1,250 emails to Maine Farmland Trust’s farmer and policy lists
3,483 unique emails in the professional network of a Cooperative Extension staff person (844 people
opened the email and 29 clicked through to send an rsvp to an upcoming farmer engagement session)
AGCOM
486 recipients of Cooperative Extension’s Cows & Crops newsletter
Over 2,000 recipients of Maine Food Strategy newsletter
Cumberland County Farm Bureau members
6,204 recipients of Maine Farmland Trust’s eNews
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APPENDIX C (continued)
Marketing & Promotion Efforts
Posts to these websites & social media accounts…
Maine Food Strategy Facebook page (1,423 page likes)
MFT website and Facebook page
CEI website and Facebook page
Union Area Farmers Network Facebook page
Cumberland County Farm Bureau Facebook page
Shared Facebook posts by organizations on a personal Facebook page
Hand delivery of marketing material to…
Planning cohort members/organizations: AGCOM, MFT, CEI, MESA, MOFGA, MFS
Maine Federation of Farmers’ Markets
Cultivating Community
Paris Farmers’ Unions in Winthrop and Lewiston
Knights Farm Supply in Augusta
MFT Farmland Access Conference
Belfast Farmers’ Market
Common Ground Fair
Portland Farmers’ Market
Maine Farm Bureau State Annual Meeting (Caribou)
Cumberland County Farm Bureau Annual Meeting
Sales desk at O’Donal’s Nursery (Gorham)
Union Farm Equipment
Hammond Tractor
Midcoast area feed stores, hardware stores, and food co-ops that source local foods from farms
Locations in Presque Isle where farmers might shop
Market vendors
Various locations in Southern Maine
Dysart’s in Bangor area
Mailing of marketing material to…
Farmers who do not use email
Each of the 16 county Cooperative Extension offices
Dairy Farms
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APPENDIX D
Farmer Listening Session Small Group Worksheet
Note: on the actual worksheet provided to participants in the listening sessions there was sufficient blank space
provided after each question for notes.
WORKSHEET – ENHANCE THE PROFITABILITY OF FARMING
Despite its economic potential, Maine agriculture faces significant challenges that limit farmers’ consistent
financial gain.
Instructions: In your small group, discuss your answers to the following question. One person will need to be a
scribe (note-taker) and write notes in the blank space provided below. This worksheet will be collected at the
end of the meeting.
Question: What do farmers need to keep their current business going or to increase profits?
[Optional: You can reference pages 1-2 of the handout for discussion ideas.]
WORKSHEET – INCREASE INVESTMENT IN R & D
Farmers must have access to research and demonstration data that will help them capitalize on new ideas and
respond to changes in markets and environmental conditions.
Instructions: In your small group, discuss your answers to the following questions. One person will need to be a
scribe (note-taker) and write notes in the blank space provided below. This worksheet will be collected at the
end of the meeting.
Questions:
[Optional: You can reference page 3 of the handout for discussion ideas.]
1. What types of research would best support your business?
2. What institutions or entities are best suited to provide that research support?
WORKSHEET – SUPPORT FARM TRANSITION
(LAND, PEOPLE, BUSINESSES)
As farmers reach retirement, it is critical that programs are in place to help with succession.
Instructions: In your small group, discuss your answers to the following question. One person will need to be a
scribe (note-taker) and write notes in the blank space provided below. This worksheet will be collected at the
end of the meeting.
Question: What support do new and existing farmers need for retirement, estate planning, and land transfer?
[Optional: You can reference page 4 of the handout for discussion ideas.]
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APPENDIX D (continued)
Farmer Listening Session Small Group Worksheet
WORKSHEET – PROTECT MAINE’S FARM RESOURCES
Supporting policies and programs that help farmers steward resources, keep farmland in production, and adapt
to changing conditions is critical to the stability and growth of the agricultural sector.
Instructions: In your small group, discuss your answers to the following question. One person will need to be a
scribe (note-taker) and write notes in the blank space provided below. This worksheet will be collected at the
end of the meeting.
Question: What assistance or resources do you need to keep your land, soils, and infrastructure in production
and to manage your natural resources?
[Optional: You can reference page 5 of the handout for discussion ideas.]
WORKSHEET – CONNECT MAINE-PRODUCED FOOD WITH HEALTHY EATING
Local farmers and food producers play an essential role in supplying Maine with a high-quality diet.
Instructions: In your small group, discuss your answers to the following questions. One person will need to be a
scribe (note-taker) and write notes in the blank space provided below. This worksheet will be collected at the
end of the meeting.
Questions:
[Optional: You can reference page 6 of the handout for discussion ideas.]
1. What programs currently do a good job working with farms to supply Maine-produced food to hungry
families? What is not working?
2. What are the best ways to increase access to Maine-produced food in our state?
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APPENDIX E
Survey
CALLING ALL FARMERS:
We need your knowledge and ideas to shape the future of agriculture in Maine!
How can state government and other service and education providers better support YOU?
This survey is part of an assessment of farmer needs and priorities to inform program development, state
government, and service and education providers supporting farmers and Maine’s agricultural economy.
The topics covered in this survey are organized by the categories of the Agriculture Council of Maine's
(AGCOM) Strategic Plan. If helpful, you can reference this draft List of Potential Ideas created by a group of
agriculture organizations during the last year, which is also organized by the same topics as the survey
questions:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xSbQUe0mz1PUngmYazMoNSCjRnyc25XOqlX36m9rzwY/edit
Thank you for taking the time to share your thoughts about what you need to strengthen your farm business
and grow Maine agriculture.
In-person farmer engagement sessions are also being organized across the state as part of this assessment.
Check out sites.google.com/view/maineagneeds for a schedule. Email maineagneeds@gmail.com with
questions. This survey will be available from Fall 2018 - Winter 2019. Feedback shared through this survey will
be synthesized along with ideas generated at the farmer engagement sessions. Information gathered could be
used to inform state government, inform service and education providers, or advocate for related policy
changes.
This assessment is being coordinated by: CEI, Cooperative Extension, Maine Farmland Trust, Maine Food
Strategy, MOFGA, and Maine Sustainable Agriculture Society.
1. What is your role in Maine's agricultural sector (select all that apply)?
 Farmer
 Food producer
 Processor
 Distributor
 Food retailer/buyer
 Nonprofit organization
 Governmental agency
 Research/education institution
 Financial institution
 Interested community member
 Other: ___________________________
2. If you are a farmer, what do you produce?
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APPENDIX E (continued)
Survey
Enhance the Profitability of Farming
Despite its economic potential, Maine agriculture faces significant challenges that limit farmers’ consistent
financial gain.
3. What do farmers need to keep their current business going or to increase profits? [optional: you can
reference pages 1-2 of the potential ideas list linked in the intro.]
Increase Investment in R&D
Farmers must have access to research and demonstration data that will help them capitalize on new ideas and
respond to changes in markets and environmental conditions.
4. What types of research would best support your business? [optional: you can reference page 3 of the
potential ideas list linked in the intro.]
5. What institutions or entities are best suited to provide that research support? [optional: you can reference
page 3 of the potential ideas list linked in the intro.]
Support Farm Transition (Land, People, Businesses)
As farmers reach retirement, it is critical that programs are in place to help with succession.
6. What support do new and existing farmers need for retirement, estate planning, and land transfer?
[optional: you can reference page 4 of the potential ideas list linked in the intro.]
Protect Maine's Farm Resources
Supporting policies and programs that help farmers steward resources, keep farmland in production, and adapt
to changing conditions is critical to the stability and growth of the agricultural sector.
7. What assistance or resources do you need to keep your land, soils, and infrastructure in production and to
manage your natural resources? [optional: you can reference page 5 of the potential ideas list linked in the
intro.]
Connect Maine-Produced Food with Healthy Eating
Local farmers and food producers play an essential role in supplying Maine with a high-quality diet.
8. What programs currently do a good job working with farms to supply Maine-produced food to hungry
families? What is not working? [optional: you can reference page 6 of the potential ideas list linked in the
intro.]
9. What are the best ways to increase access to Maine-produced food in our state? [optional: you can
reference page 6 of the potential ideas list linked in the intro.]
10. Please share any additional thoughts or ideas.
11. Please provide your contact information if you are interested in further involvement.
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APPENDIX F
Participants’ Organizational Affiliations
Organizations and Entities that Participated in the Farmer Engagement Process
Note: Numbers in parentheses represent the number of people from that organization that
participated in the farmer engagement process (if no number is shown, only 1 person participated
from that organization).
Nonprofit Agriculture Service Providers (26)
 MOFGA (3)
 Maine Farmland Trust (4)
 Nonprofit organization – no name specified (3)
 Maine Mobile Health Program (2)
 Cumberland County Food Security Council (2)
 CEI (2)
 Legal Food Hub
 Service Provider – Farmland Protection
 Knox-Lincoln Soil & Water Conservation District
 Somerset Soil & Water Conservation District
 Southern Aroostook Soil & Water Conservation District
 Hancock County Soil & Water Conservation District
 Maine Food Strategy
 Wolfe's Neck Center Farmer Training Program & Farm
 SCORE
 Cape Farm Alliance
Commodity Groups & Associations (14)
 Wild Blueberry Commission of Maine (2)
 The Maine Potato Board (2)
 Maine Farm Bureau (2)
 Maine Sustainable Agriculture Society (2)
 Maine Dairy Industry Association
 Cumberland County Farm Bureau
 New England Farmers’ Union
 Maine Dairy Promotion Board
 The Maine Vegetable and Small Fruit Growers Association
 Maine Aquaculture Association
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APPENDIX F (continued)
Participants’ Organizational Affiliations
Education Institutions (13)
 University of Maine Cooperative Extension (9)
 Agribusiness Instructor, UPMI
 Research/Education Institution – not specified
 College of the Atlantic
 Kennebec Valley Community College
Government (non-elected) (7)
 Governmental Agency – not specified (3)
 Maine Revenue Services, Property Tax Division, Assessor Education
 United States Department of Agriculture, Farmer Services Administration
 NRCS
 Town Comprehensive Plan
For Profit Agriculture Service Providers (7)
 Crop Consultant (3)
 Agricultural Pest Management Professional & Pesticides Dealer
 Food Systems/Nutrition Consultant
 Cattle Supply, Pineland Farms
 Tablestock Marketing, IFM
Elected Officials (2)
 Office of U.S. Senator Angus King
 Office of U.S. Representative Chellie Pingree
Other (21)
 Interested Community Member (9)
 Food Retailer/Buyer (2)
 MBPA Former President
 Pathologist
 Veterinarian
 Volunteer, Sweet Haven Harvest for Hunger
 Local Food Advocate
 Student
 Policy Worker
 Researcher
 Other: Agriculture Service Provider (not specified)
 Former Commissioner of the Maine Department of Agriculture
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APPENDIX G
Participants’ Towns
Town
Addison
Ashland
Auburn
Augusta
Bangor
Bar Harbor
Baring
Belfast
Boston, MA
Bowdoinham
Bridgewater
Bristol
Brunswick
Calais
Cape Elizabeth
Caribou
Clinton
Columbia Falls
Cornville
Cumberland
Dayton
Durham
Edgecomb
Ellsworth
Etna
Falmouth
Farmington
Freeport
Gorham
Greenwood
Hancock
Harrington
Hebron
Hinckley
Hiram
Hope
Houlton

Town (continued)
Lamoine
Lewiston
Limestone
Lisbon Falls
Livermore
Mercer
Merrill
Moscow
Mt. Vernon
New Gloucester
New Sharon
New Vineyard
Newburgh
Newfield
Newport
Norway
Palermo
Portland
Presque Isle
Rockland
Rockport
Sabattus
Sanford
Seal Cove
Skowhegan
Smyrna
Thomaston
Turner
Waldoboro
Washington
Westbrook
Windham
Winterport
Woodland
Yarmouth
York
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APPENDIX H
All Feedback: Enhance the Profitability of Farming
Introduction
This appendix includes feedback specific to this topic in response to the test run of the presentation at the August 2018
AGCOM meeting and all ideas generated by participants in the webinar, during small group discussions at all in-person
sessions, and all responses to the profitability question from the online survey. The document is organized by major
themes (blue heading) and sub-themes (grey heading). Frequencies are provided in parenthesis for each major and subtheme category, and the categories are listed in descending order by frequency.
Table of Contents
Discussion Question: What do farmers need to keep their current business going or to increase profits?
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO PROFITABILITY (268)
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Access to Capital (17)

40

Demand for Local Products (15)

40

Tax Relief (14)
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Access to Marketing Resources & Support (12)
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Creation of Efficiencies (11)
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Workforce Development (9)
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Access to Business Planning Resources & Support (7)
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Access to Local Processing Facilities (7)

42

Lower Human Resource Management Costs (6)

42

Government Subsidies (6)

43

Information about Consumer Behavior, Preferences & Demand for Local Products (6)

43

Improvements to Distribution Models (6)

43

Coordinated Marketing Efforts to Communicate the Value of Local Products (6)

43

Access to Commodity Specific Support (6)

43

On & Off-Farm Infrastructure (5)

44

Price Stability (4)

44

Price Point (4)

44

Information about New & Existing Market Potential (4)

44

Enhancements to Product Quality (2)

44

FACTORS LIMITING PROFITABILITY (159)
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Difficulty Attracting & Retaining Qualified Workers (23)

45

Rising Production & Processing Costs – Labor (13)

46

Market Competition (11)
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Limited Access to New or Existing Markets (10)

46

Regulatory Burden (10)

47

Market Intervention by Nonprofits & Government (9)

47

Inability to Control Price (8)

47

Farms are Not Viable Businesses (8)

48

Rising Production & Processing Costs – General (8)

48

Insufficient Demand for Local Products (7)

48

Limited Access to Information, Resources & Training Opportunities (6)

48

Inability for Low-Income Families to Afford Local Products (5)

48

Tax Burden (5)

49

Agriculture Policy Has Not Benefitted Farmers (4)

49

Market Saturation (4)

49

Rising Production & Processing Costs – Energy (4)

49

Limited Access to Distribution Channels (3)

49

Rising Production & Processing Costs – Transportation (3)

49

Labor Challenges – General (3)

49

Limited Access to Capital (3)

49

Rising Production & Processing Costs – Animal Feed (2)

50

Rising Human Resource Management Costs (2)

50

Rising Production & Processing Costs – Farm Infrastructure (2)

50

Differences between Commodity & Niche or Value-Added Price Points (2)

50

Limited Access to Infrastructure (2)

50

Market Intervention – General (2)

50

IMPROVEMENTS TO POLICY & PROGRAMS SUPPORTING FARMERS (15)

50

KEEP LAND IN AGRICULTURE (13)

51

PROFITABILITY IS ESSENTIAL (8)

51

Profitability is Essential – General (6)

51

Profitability is Linked with Ability to Be Land Stewards (2)

51

FARMERS’ NEEDS VARY (6)

51

RECOGNIZE THE FULL VALUE OF FARMS TO THE COMMUNITY, ENVIRONMENT & ECONOMY (5)

52

Farms are Engines for Maine’s Economic Growth (3)

52

Farms Offer Community Benefits (2)

52

BARRIERS TO ENTRY TO FARMING (4)

52

ENGAGE & LISTEN TO FARMERS (3)

52

MISCELLANEOUS (25)

53
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All Responses
Discussion Question: What do farmers need to keep their current business going or to increase profits?

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO PROFITABILITY (268)
Access to Existing & New Markets (26)




























From the fruits and veg side: 86% of Mainers (majority regardless of whether this is accurate number) buy their food from
chain grocery stores where the vast majority/virtually all of the food is not Maine grown. That is a dilemma, figuring out
how to replace with Maine grown.
Replace out of state products with Maine products on grocery store shelves.
Market development in traditional markets (grocery stores, restaurants that don’t already source from local farms – selling
to Sysco, creating grower cooperatives to aggregate/distribute at a profitable price), branding for Maine products in grocery
stores so that consumers can find local fruit, vegetables, meat, etc. in places where consumers are already shopping.
Market access, trying to figure things out as a new farmer.
Need access to markets.
Maine products in larger markets.
How to develop new markets? Assistance to farmers to determine who the markets are and how to break into them.
Better organization at the farmer’s market level.
Outlets for sales – Locations? Facilities? Forging partnerships (e.g. farmers with hospitals, schools, plant nurseries, etc.
Market access, transportation.
Increased access to wholesale accounts.
Processing/aggregation sector to connect farmers to large, local buyers.
Certification for growers to be able to tap into larger markets – Wal-Mart, etc.
Available farmers markets.
Fruit and vegetable growers are interested in expanding markets.
Increased markets.
Market development
Potential market for blueberries: could we capitalize on agro-tourism, have visitors come rake their own blueberries as a
family experience? We do it with apples, strawberries. What are the liability issues?
Market development - esp. institutional purchasing
Institutional purchasing
After-harvest to address food insecurity
Global Market Development
Stronger markets
Market Development
Direct market development and promotion (i.e. for farmers' markets and CSAs, which are very scale-appropriate for me and
many other farmers but need more customers to support the number of farms that want to enter/expand).
A middle market between terminal markets and farmers markets. How to get help doing this? Hannaford? Price point?
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Selection of Business Model & Ongoing Business Planning (21)
























It is important to create a base economic stability for farmers so they can size right and innovate or expand from there.
Expand in a financially and environmentally sustainable way. A viable business model is needed first and foremost. Only in
agriculture can you stay in business without being profitable. Other sectors need to show financial profitability or a sound
(financially profitable) model before qualifying/getting a loan. Ag is given more leeway due to weather and other variables
but it shouldn’t be a different approach, business is business, farmers like other business persons still have to cover costs to
make a living, pay employees, etc. When they can't make enough it comes out of basic maintenance, retirement, and
generally farmers' retirement plan is selling the farm, which means that in most cases their land will not stay in agriculture.
Need to start thinking about them in the business context, analysis, adjustments – farmers need help to do this and
understand the tools available to them, shift in mindset needed.
What would be enough return on investment?
New start-ups. What happens when they need more money? Scaling up is needed–either self or aggregation. Leads to
weeding out.
Understand true value of your commodity and market value.
Understand the grade or quality required.
Understand if the farmer can produce at that level and still profit.
Understand cost analysis of inputs and returns.
Best thing to do is a business plan.
For business planning, make an enterprise budget for each commodity a farm produces (ex. Can you buy good feed cheaper
than you can produce it?).
Education/Business plans – advise from others to determine plan of action for new farmers.
Business support is critical. You can’t be a profitable farmer if you don’t know where your profits are coming from. A lot of
farmers–myself on some days–are not quite sure where the most profitable parts of their farm lie, and that’s one key part.
I think this is the most important question because farmers ought to be able to know best what enterprises are worth
risking, and therefore, are willing to take the risk. It’s our job as farmers to evaluate what we think is the right thing to be
producing based not only on our skill and what the land is good for and what the market demands. Profitability should be
understood as not just “more than the cost of production” but “enough more” so that even if the farmer never wants to
sell, his farm business is attractive to an entrepreneurially oriented buyer at any time. That could be one of his heirs.
Anything short of that, and I think we’re kidding ourselves.
Have all components lined up before going in – farm, processor, and consumer.
Business planning
More strategic business planning
Develop financially sustainable business plans independent of grant funding/temporary bottom-line enhancements.
UMaine Extension - Development of sound business plans that impact ability to get financed, University experiences this,
people get sent to University but University lacks capacity to respond as we should; have to grow business education
Farms for Future great program is good for forcing people to think about business, one on one with farms.
Having someone to say you need to think about risks when planning business.
Business planning and risk management: they have a full time staff person to do risk and biz planning because there is no
one at the state to do it.
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Access to Information, Resources & Training – General (19)




















Beginner Farmer Resource Network has been very helpful.
Resources for new farmers – need more.
Would educational programming be helpful?
Could a universal list among service organizations be developed?
How to compile resources all in one place
Any kind of help – grant writer at Cooperative Extension
Hear about grant opportunities too late
Link up state databases with farms and sending out grant opportunities
Continued support from community organizations.
Organizations need to sell the idea that they can provide help. Educational organizations should reach out to farmers.
Training
Support consistent research and funding
Need technical support for the actual production of food.
Research on new methods and techniques and products
Educating oneself on new techniques, technologies, best practices.
Need training for technological advances, the next generation understands, for example, tech like GIS.
Technical assistance to modernize and comply with new federal laws
Propose state advisor for “steps to hire farm labor.”
Lots of loan programs out there, don’t know that there need to be more, maybe more awareness of what is there

Farmers’ Ability to Diversify Products & Production & Processing Capabilities (19)




















Blueberries – encourage growers to have 3 different markets in order to diversify.
After-harvest to generate product for value-added.
Value added products.
Value-adding.
Value-added products can help, with profitability and food waste, too, but there are upfront costs still
More sustainable value-added:
o As soon as the government and nonprofit money goes away, the project fails
Year-round offerings.
Year round markets
Cheap ways to expand the season
Diversify.
Diversity of production.
Diversifying dairy farms because there’s no market for milk
There are a lot of farmers that are not diversified then cannot make money if their crop fails.
New Product Development in Global economy (not just food as food, but food as medicine, industrial lubricants, etc.).
New product development - more resources at University, sending food to get reviewed could take over one month to get
results back, so be specific about what it is
Market and customer diversification – too reliant upon one big customer: Niche markets like halal or kosher (from sheep
producer).
Hemp is a potential new fiber.
Blueberries – new options: fresh-pack dried, blueberry tea with high antioxidant content, blueberry wines.
Cranberries – too expensive to wet harvest cranberries now; have transitioned to dry harvest to be able to make money.
Don’t grow for volume – grow for fresh pack market.
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Lower Production & Processing Costs (18)
 From the fruits and veg side: Anything that lowers production costs helps.
 In order for profitability to increase, expenses must decline.
 Anything we can do to reduce the costs of the doing of farming will help keep farmers profitable in the aggregate and help
















keep soils/infrastructure healthy.
The more Maine can reduce the financial burden on dairy farms in the areas of property taxes, energy costs, and the
general cost of goods (i.e. transportation), the stronger our chances to achieve financial sustainability.
Decreased expenses.
Low energy costs.
Where farms are BOTH homes and businesses, focus on solutions to create relief for both budgets. Restore the pre Le Page
income formula for fuel assistance where depreciation was recognized as a necessary and real cost. (For any other nonhome-based business this would be expensed as rent.)
For profit animal production sites should have a complete different (reduced) electric rate.
New types of low-cost equipment
Shared equipment
Access to equipment sharing.
Shared bulk purchases, a way to make producing hay profitable.
Links to shared bulk purchases.
Grower co-ops to lower costs of supplies.
Open-mindedness to cooperative effort. PPI are independent typically. Could be efforts to purchase equipment together,
etc.
Business co-op for farmers to pool resources.
Create farm alliances (cooperatives).
Form a regional union

Consumer Education & Community Buy-In (18)



















Educate consumers on benefits of local/Maine grown or produced foods. There is a large educational component to farm
profitability.
Education to consumer on different between High Bush and Low Bush – health benefits haven’t been differentiated.
Education about foods!
Increase knowledge of food costs among consumers and the value of Maine foods.
Educate the buyers of our products.
Educate consumers as to our good products and why buying it local makes more sense.
Better/smarter use of education funding.
Education money shouldn’t be taking funds from Ag account.
Nutritional.
Consumer education on the real cost of production for real food, not subsidized, processed food by products.
More people need to know why working landscapes are valuable.
Continued information/awareness for consumers to understand what consumers can purchase locally and what the value is
for this purchase.
Education to the consumer about the value of local food. Walmart is not local just because it is in your neighborhood.
I feel that the town of Farmington does not help us with anything. As a farmer attending the Friday Market for the last 17
years- I have seen our location move four times! The radio station says we are "for profit" so has no interest in supporting
us. It just seems that we aren't seen as an asset to the community.
Prioritize the quality food and products that these small businesses provide and communicate this impact on the economy.
Need community engaged.
Fair wages or competitive wages is only fair for workers and thus public needs to be educated as to the value.
Ag is business, most of public thinks of it as bucolic way of life.
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Access to Capital (17)


















Access to capital, lower interest rates for young/new farmers with quick approval/decline time.
Lenders who understand the cycles of ups and downs in agriculture and can work with us to cover the tough times.
Access to low interest (<3%) financing for both large (mortgage) and small (<$10K) loans.
Access to capital at reduces rates (lock in at lower rates).
Maine Harvest Credit Union is a new potential support for farmers.
More funds for infrastructure, NRCS-like grants for hoop houses are good start but water resource development, no till
practices that are financially supported would be great.
Access to loans.
More access to low or zero interest loans.
Better loan opportunities for starting out.
Lower interest rates on loans.
Incentives for Private Lenders (2)
Farmers, especially new and/or young farmers, need to be able to scale quickly and appropriately to make their business
succeed.
We have used EQP programs to help with infrastructure and improvements. We are not ready/able to expand now, but we
can and are considering the variables involved, taking stock of improvements and making a careful plan. My brother and I
each have a house they can pay for. It is a lifestyle but it has to be a business.
Access to grants
More grant money, particularly funding for infrastructure (on-farm buildings, facilities, equipment).
Support $ to modernize and comply with new federal laws
More incentives to improve or build sustainable infrastructure.

Demand for Local Products (15)
















Getting consumers to buy more local is key. (Dairy agreed here, both organic and conventional.)
Learning how to and working with retailers and educating consumers to source and identify Maine foods, to support
signature products/industries in season (season by season, marketing and promoting foods that are coming into season),
with recipes and tastings to create and build demand for Maine products.
Ask consumers to demand local/Maine grown or produced foods. It is a chicken and egg conundrum since farms need to be
profitable first, but this would help with them being profitable - build demand and steer retailers to Maine foods.
Top of the list should be “how to get local people to buy local, healthy food?”
We need a cultural shift to sell Maine and buy more food. This will help all of us, including non-farmers.
Market stability through increased consumer demand
Market stability through consumer faith in product
Increase expensive opportunities to attract people for on-farm sales.
More customers willing to pay a little more for locally grown food.
A commitment to buy local
Dairy farmers need premium product/market recognition (support for local purchasing/strong consumer demand for
buying and supporting local).
More people to sell to.
Reliable sources of buyers for product.
More consistent customers
Keep the focus on local so trends like Blue Apron don’t take off.
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Tax Relief (e.g. Fuel Tax, Sales Tax, Property Tax, State Income Tax, etc.) (14)


















Reduction in property tax valuation to reflect land use value
o Guidance for small town assessments of land value
o Something like the tree growth, present use tax credit to protect ecosystem
Tax relief from state income tax for land stewards (forestry & Ag).
In terms of specifics, our neighboring state New Hampshire has programs to remove property taxes whereby municipalities
can voluntarily sign on and have the ability to take farm land off the tax rolls as a way of helping farmers.
Tax breaks for farmers.
Tax breaks
Reduced real estate taxes for farmers.
Stop requiring sales tax on animal feed!
Stop requiring sales tax on vegetable seed!
Expand fuel tax exemption for over the road transport for livestock being transported to MAINE slaughter/processing
facilities, and returning product to home farm for distribution.
Consider similar expanded exemption for farmers taking product to farmers markets where SNAP benefits are offered. This
could be calculated on a mileage basis, and supported through a voluntary checkoff like the chickadee checkoff, or god
forbid I should suggest, through funds raised through the Ag. Plates to general consumers wanting to support actual
farming.
Where it is mandatory by law (ME animal welfare) to provide housing, this infrastructure should have a local tax abatement
as long as the facility is in production.
Targeted tax exemptions exist and are beneficial – e.g. twine is coming before the legislature again this session, and that is
a significant/substantial line item cost for dairy farmers, hay farmers, etc. These tools are important.
Exemptions that make a meaningful difference are important, but vendors and accountants are needed for these, this
information changes and is not consistent/no comprehensive law. Again, changes needed for more equipment that is very
relevant to farmers- tax stuff.
We have sales tax exemption on diesel off-road, but for all the farmers that are also paying for gas on-road, that program
has been extended to the forestry industry, so I’d like to see it extended to farmers who are going to farmers markets,
slaughter houses. It’s not a lot; when I take the tax off for my diesel tractor it’s maybe $30, but if I knew I didn’t have to pay
tax on my gas for going to farmers markets or the slaughter house, it would add up.

Access to Marketing Resources & Support (12)










Marketing (4)
Skills in marketing.
marketing and sales help
Ability to market in less traditional ways.
Marketing depending upon the product and distribution.
Producers don’t necessarily like to be the marketer, salesperson.
Sales and marketing – online database.
Affordable advertising.
Promotion

Creation of Efficiencies (11)
 New types of “green” equipment
 The more dairy farmers can reinvest in their operation to streamline costs the better the more efficient/effective










operations can be.
Scale-appropriate equipment for small, diversified farmers.
Technology to create efficiencies.
Need to create efficiencies.
Automation, mechanization, Ag engineering in Maine.
Move away from human resource labor to mechanical labor but understand the cost.
Efficiencies in communications and resources; farmers plan ahead, and rely on efficiencies to help meet their goals.
Efficient processing & distribution
Direct to consumer technology.
Industrialization = low cost to produce.
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Workforce Development (9)











Better utilization of H2A Visa Program, farm worker training.
Training to develop the ag workplace
Developing the Agricultural Workforce to include volunteer and or paid non-violent criminals, folks with problems that
prevent them from having a so-called "real job" (due to mental illness or other disabling condition). Many of these people
would do well, and actually enjoy doing, a small amount of work in the field... many disabled people want and desire doing
something that gives them a sense of accomplishment.
Immigrant populations – can state work with them? Can nonprofits help with this?
Community college: goals (grads into 4 year colleges vs. into job market).
University of Massachusetts Green School example: building a workforce in the off-season.
Workforce issues – possibility of foreign workers and working with high school students.
Perhaps retirees could be a good source of part-time farm labor.
Perhaps programming for schools would help (hands-on learning can be good)

Access to Business Planning Resources & Support (7)








Record keeping assistance?
Bookkeeping skills
E.g. educational workshops about business assessment, could be through extension or individual service providers
More business support like what SCORE provides but a farm specific SCORE service so farmers better understand their
business and have business mentorship.
SCORE has an Ag specific mentor now. Allyn Lamb is his name.
SCORE was very helpful to me (blueberry grower).
Would be nice to see a rebuilding of the institutional capacity of resources that help farmers plan (cooperative extension
libraries, department tools).

Access to Local Processing Facilities (7)










More in state processing would be a market opportunity, to bottle own brand and find alternative organic markets. We
belong to a national co-op, which is great. We love the co-op. The milk is going to Stoneyfield but at times there is a glut of
supply and if they could sell to someone processing in state, that would be a backup in case we lost a market since we
are/Maine is at the end of the pipeline. Most of the milk sold is consumed on the east coast.
Process milk in Maine.
More USDA slaughter facilities
More processing facilities.
A USDA slaughter house as we are limited to only selling direct to the buyer at a greatly reduced profit. The processors we
would like to use are over 3 hours south of us and we are making the money we should be making for the quality of our
product and the amount of work we put into raising our livestock. We would like to be able to sell by the cut at Farmers
Markets, to hotels, restaurants etc.
Dairy and potatoes, also blueberries, rely on a processing base.
Trucking fluid milk is a challenge – if dairy farmers are lucky, they can get it to the two processing facilities.

Lower Human Resource Management Costs (6)









Since Farmers provide both a product and a service while building soil capacity, but are only paid for their product (in a
cheap food economy, which is not enough to make a decent living), they could be compensated with lower health
insurance rates (or free services through the VA). This could be the tip of an iceberg of a human resource package that
rewards farmers for their service to land, water, air and animals in direct correspondence to the carbon they sequester.
This could be supported through carbon tax revenue on less sustainable industries like new market tax credits.
More affordable health insurance.
Affordable healthcare for farmers.
Standardized health care.
I would love to see a pension for preservation so that farmers who are putting a tremendous amount of time and energy
into building their soils could receive some recognition. It’s a program that has been looked at in other states, like New
Jersey. There’s a tremendous amount of merit in it, and I’d love to see Maine look at it as a policy solution.
Collaborative efforts to reduce expenses, such as group life insurance.
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Government Subsidies (6)
 Create an EU style subsidy for brood animals fed and watered through long winters, and producing critical fertility to build







soil capacity for crops like veg, grain, and fruits that simply mine soil fertility without adding anything directly back.
Direct subsidies to farmers.
There is money in Augusta to help small farms.
How about a subsidy on feed grade grain to buyer (for grazed animal feed)? Or an EU style subsidy for growers to be
compensated per breeding animal they feed through the winter? Especially since we must provide housing and water
systems through winter and fencing/handling systems for pasture maintenance, while our depreciation is accelerated by
climate change, acid rain and “bacteria” or wear and tear created by the animals themselves.
Significant increase in transfer payments (subsidies).
Solar power is a bigger issue for Maine than just the agriculture sector, but that being said farms stand to benefit greatly
from increased incentives for solar. Most farms have a lot of available space for solar and could be reducing their electricity
costs while at the same time decreasing their carbon footprint. It's a win-win.

Information about Consumer Behavior, Preferences & Demand for Local Products (6)







From the fruits and veg side: Marketing – updated/ongoing research on consumer attitudes and trends – the more growers
can learn about consumer trends and attitudes in order to shift production is key.
Get consumer info back to growers so they know what consumers are looking for, too (mentioned above as well).
Information on products in demand.
Understanding consumer decisions – other costs of living influencing those decisions.
Identify how we can produce competitively priced food that also meet consumers’ needs.
Is there a disconnect of what the consumer wants vs. what we think they want? Research on how to grow and produce
what is trendy.

Improvements to Distribution Models (6)








Distributor whose main concern is the farmer.
Prioritize distribution that makes sense for what the farmer is expected to produce. Revitalizing old businesses that make it
hard to unload animals or product for processing or storage by middle person is frustrating to the bigger goal of keeping the
farmer in business—stressful enough, why add to it?
Distribution to coordinate with other markets.
Aggregation by businesses rather than nonprofits.
How would aggregation work in Maine?
Central collection point.

Coordinated Marketing Efforts to Communicate the Value of Local Products (6)







Through marketing and showing what farms do for communities/health, get other local businesses carrying local products.
Marketing – showing what farms do for communities/health: turn into increased local shopping/spending.
Marketing campaign for local “Maine-made” products – Mainely Meats is actually from Pennsylvania and Ohio for example.
Branding – common commodity: Geography – New England loyal. Maine is looked upon as “local”
o Honesty and transparency within branding
Protect brand of Maine.
From the fruits and veg side: Don’t buy into the government helping with promotion anymore but if individual farmers can
help push their individual brands with government help, that’s ok.

Access to Commodity Specific Support (6)








Education and training that is specific to the type of farm and farmer.
Marketing strategies for grass-fed lamb.
More critical crop analysis
A very important "input" that is missed here is access to risk management tools. Some farmers have access to them but
many don't. Often for a small farmer one crop or year class failure means an inability to survive to the next production
cycle. Risk management tools are vital to help in those types of situations.
Dairy farmers need reinvestment strategies/tools/assistance.
Assistance with predator controls on small ruminants by expanding the "wildlife management" program which allocates
100K to eradicate coyotes in deer yards and only spends 50K. The additional funds could be released and territory/intent
expanded to protect defenseless farm animals.
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On & Off-Farm Infrastructure (6)






Infrastructure: broad band, train and road, milling, slaughter, processing (milk, malting, value added)
Housing for workers
Broadband and Cellular Service (2)
Access to farming equipment to rent instead of own
Available farm land and tools

Price Stability (4)





We were a conventional dairy farm until 2002, when we transitioned to organic. Organic provides/pays a higher price, is
much more stable, but there is more paperwork, higher costs, and more headaches. However, we can plan because
of stable price for our product, which has allowed us to make on-farm improvements.
Stable pay price is key to profitability.
Control price of products.
Get price stable.

Price Point (4)
 Farmers need to get paid a good price for their product to cover costs. Bottom line.
 Ag products need to cost more.
 Better milk prices
 Increase compensation for product
Information about New & Existing Market Potential (4)





Study to define how large the market demand might be from new markets (e.g. hospitals, schools, plant nurseries, etc.)
Need a more realistic outlook of our markets.
Global market research.
Market research to determine what is scalable.

Enhancements to Product Quality (2)



Maine farmers need to maximize profits with greater nutrient density in their food.
We need a co-op of some sort – need consistency in product quality, etc.
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FACTORS LIMITING PROFITABILITY (159)
Difficulty Attracting & Retaining Qualified Workers (25)



























High staff turnover can be time consuming.
Any collaborations with other producers or industries to connect with seasonal workers to keep them around
Consistent labor season-to-season and year-round
Migrant labor – the need has outpaced the available housing.
A steady source of qualified and committed labor, especially when needs fluctuate with the seasons.
Labor pools - helping to get folks here who want to work in Ag.
workforce development
There is a need (particularly relevant to farm workers, who generally work for large farms that employ hundreds of
workers) to pay attention to the issue of labor contractors. Those contractors who arrange for farm labor are increasingly
unreliable, creating problems for both the farmers who depend on the workers and the workers themselves, because of the
situations workers find themselves in with contractors who are unaccountable to either. As an example, blueberry growers
not having rakers who were arranged to be there when the largest contractor did not show up, and the poor conditions
that bad contractors are creating for workers. Can the state initiate and undertake an examination of labor contracting to
address workforce issues, looking at both hard and soft costs?
Standards for migrant labor housing are stringent.
Labor (blueberries) – even migrant situations. Finding labor and navigating regulations.
Reliable and trained labor is in demand.
Lack of staff impacts harvest.
Competition with marijuana and landscaping and other industries for workers
Qualifications – willing to learn, availability (competition with school schedules for student workers)
Seasonal – hard to get people back.
Attracting enough labor is a big problem.
Finding someone to tend it – blueberries – labor is a problem.
Labor supply is a huge problem.
Part-time temporary help is difficult to find.
Small farms unable to charge prices for product that would allow employers to offer competitive wages
What are you paying people? If you’re not profitable it’s hard to increase wages.
Seasonal – retraining costs money
returning labor, experienced labor
How do we encourage more young entrepreneurs to come here and start mills?
Accessing a skilled workforce important in addition to developing a skilled workforce; access is more about availability of a
workforce; development is more about training or building a workforce
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Rising Production & Processing Costs – Labor (13)
















Labor is #1 complaint of farmers, biggest impact on profitability is management of human resources.
Labor costs are too high.
Cannot afford to pay high labor costs and staff leave.
High staff turnover can be costly.
I would also say the cost of labor is hugely impactful, especially in summer months. Finding people in Downeast for infield
and processing is becoming very difficult. People already pay above minimum wage, but there is concern with the
legislative step up already in process is going to have an impact. And then there’s housing that’s needed for seasonal
housing. There’s no affordable housing for short term needs where my industry is located, and I imagine it’s the case for
others as well.
Wages are a huge challenge. Wholesale accounts will not absorb this increased cost.
Cost of labor and $15/hour minimum wage is difficult to bear, especially when there is the additional pressure from
nonprofits.
Labor costs – in Southern Maine especially.
Minimum wage increases.
Minimum wage.
Connect the dots between minimum wage and food costs.
Monetary supported and pre-training apprenticeship programs that ease the cost of labor for the farmer, enable more
people to apprentice at a reasonable wage, and provide a certain level of training and resource support to the farmer and
apprentice.
Minimum wage vs. training wage

Market Competition (11)













Competition with farmers is other climates that enable longer growing seasons.
Competition is fierce re: internet sales/mail order
Some farmers will not sell to other farmers.
Competition in the market.
Imports pushing down prices for berries
Farms work together – sometimes they work against each other because of competition
o Sharing ideas
o Not sharing pesticides
Blueberry grower – has now gone out of business due to increased competition from Canada and increase industrialization
of lowbush blueberry production. Price has tanked, not profitable for him to grow blueberries wholesale.
Countervailing tariffs on Canadian imports to level the playing field against heavily subsidized agriculture on top of the
exchange rate that is favorable for Canadian farmers.
Remaining competitive
Many growers don’t want to give up individual farm sovereignty for fear of others “getting ahead.”
If Maine agriculture/horticulture is to be profitable there needs to be a cessation of the infighting between organic,
sustainable and conventional agriculture leaders. We need to all work together to support all forms of agriculture and
implement all the best practices from each movement. Castigation of pesticides or fertilizers does nobody any good. The
systems in place to protect human health and the environment are robust enough and need to be trusted.

Limited Access to New or Existing Markets (10)











Common thread – no markets.
Distance from markets!
Direct sales not an option in rural areas.
Limits on participation/closed markets – Agrimark/Horizon Organic will not take new contracts.
If farmers could direct sell instead of wholesale, they would do better, but don’t have the resources/time to do so.
Distance to market.
Since most consumers shop at grocery stores, their choices are limited.
From the fruits and veg side: We've seen growth in small and niche markets and there is a role for that, but there is also a
market ceiling to that world – geographic constraints and economic limitation (limited consumer base).
Limited markets are available here.
Restaurants are too few and far between to sell locally.
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Regulatory Burden (10)











We have gone way overboard on regulation - each regulation needs to be reviewed to assess how each one affects
production costs.
Challenge of being able to process own milk due to regulation/liability.
State and federal (USDA) regulations/standards.
FSMA increasing regulation
Food safety scares me, can be read as making new standards that are going to make it harder to meet thing rather than
training for regulations, so more clarity of what it is
Excellent points about regulatory burden – paperwork money and time costs
Regulatory burden
Licensing and fees – we’ve moved to performance standards to control regulation; we’re not able to find creative solutions
that are also cost effective
Obstacles by federal regulators
Relax wildlife pressure prevention restrictions.

Market Intervention by Nonprofits & Government (9)














I disagree with the creation of alternative "secondary" and "tertiary" structures, non-profit in particular, because they
depress prices, which unfairly affects the farmers who are selling direct.
Profit margins are so thin that nonprofit participation puts farmers trying to stay profitable in the red.
Reduce competition from farms that are operated as or by nonprofits – farms that don’t have mortgages, pay their own
labor, purchase equipment, etc. because they are grant-funded – as they are putting for-profit farms out of business and
taking customers.
Less interference in their markets. Any non-profit related farm should be confined (by law) to only non-profit markets. It is
not appropriate (read: predatory) for non-profits to be directly competing with for profit farmers. In any other industry this
would cause a public outrage. Farmers have worked hard to develop a strong local market, and need the margins of this
direct to consumer exchange (primary market) or direct to restaurant/institution (secondary market) to make their budgets
work.
Many growers don’t want to give up individual farm sovereignty for fear of others “getting ahead.”
The difficulty of government involvement is intervention in independent farmers' independent markets. The appropriate
role for government is to not interfere with intra-sector competition for markets. There are informal arrangements that are
cooperative (example of farmer helping smaller farmer by buying their stuff to sell with their grocery or other account).
Government should not play favorites with in state markets. Appropriate role for government is to help with market
research and expansion of processing infrastructure to grow for regional dairy and vegetable markets. Building out of state
markets, regional market is not cut-throat competition, industry members, individual farmers can work together on this.
Government and NGO interference in the marketplace – well-intentioned but misguided; government having programs
favoring one sector over another (e.g. organic being pushed through grants; land trusts locking up land; allowing farmers on
those farms to flood the marketplace with a price that does not factor in the cost of a mortgage; promotion of inefficient
production, etc.)
Some things like product development, is it the role of the State?
Distribution in vegetables, seen enough top down distro and processing plans. What isn’t acknowledged is harm done to
farmers when things are started and fail. Some are government funded, don’t want to compete against state and federal
government, want to compete against those who are the same.

Inability to Control Price (8)









Dairy prices are set in Chicago.
Blueberries – conventional frozen has such a low price, so many berries have to go somewhere.
Dairy processors can set margins but dairy farmers can’t – need access to that process.
Blueberries – enforce the law regarding the collusion, price fixing of the blueberries, allow grower to get contracts.
No influence on grain prices puts animal Ag at the mercy of financial winds.
Blueberry production – price came out that’s lower than cost of production
Dairy: Need multiple systems approach because of price regulation. Can’t just rely on consumer market demand to cover
costs, the dairy market is more orchestrated than that.
We’re in a perfectly competitive marketplace, so whatever the price is that’s received is always going to get nibbled away at
over time.
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Farms are Not Viable Businesses (8)









Farms seeing other farms go out of business is unsettling.
You can’t do it – it won’t work financially (re: growing vegetables).
Marketing/competition/not as successful as often presented – almost impossible to make a living.
The day of harvest – we lost on each crop.
Veterans – another population that struggles with making farming work.
Risky investment.
Sustainability issue – risk of taking on so much and getting so little in return
Don’t spend resources training people who won’t be in business in four years.

Rising Production & Processing Costs – General (8)
 Processing costs (3 times commodity).
 It costs $460 just to get a spray face mask adjusted to fit.
 Increases in expenses for beef, blueberry and dairy industries = race to the bottom.
 Butchering costs are way too high here, and slaughter staff sometimes don’t know what they are butchering (sheep vs.





goat).
Commodity costs are rising faster than value of what farmers are producing.
Shipping expenses/freight pressure – rising costs.
Some specifics: Dairy cost of production studies have consistently noted that there are three areas where costs in Maine
are higher than our neighboring states/regions – property taxes, energy costs, and the general costs of goods b/c of
increased transportation costs b/c we are at the end-of-the-pipeline geographically.
We live in a rising cost situation around all of our equipment, labor, and all of our suppliers’ labor, so that’s driving all kinds
of input costs.

Insufficient Demand for Local Products (7)








There are those who don't want to pay more.
Customers don’t want to pay higher prices locally.
Can’t sell locally produced/farmed, fresh fish over store, factory processed sales.
Food costs lower at supermarket which makes local products seem too high to consumer.
In general, across the US, people don’t want to pay for food. Want food at a cheap price.
Consumer – 90% of food choices comes from out of state
Can’t plant a crop without it being sold. No luck with buyers.

Limited Access to Information, Resources & Training Opportunities (6)







Organizations are not out there offering help.
Farmers are becoming socially isolated because they are so busy on the farm, and they don’t get out and talk to other
people.
Grant process needs to be easier or more service providers to help with application support
Blueberry and dairy farms – working multiple jobs to make ends meet – don’t have time to apply for grants, etc.
Licensing – there are few resources to navigate how to get started; how to get the information to farmers who need it.
Loss of support from Cooperative Extension has been a problem – been cut back so much; positions not getting filled.

Inability for Low-Income Families to Afford Local Products (5)






Only so many consumers (so much of the population) can afford to pay more.
Socio-economic levels are a factor in rural areas.
Population with fixed income can’t afford to shop at local market and prefer Wal-Mart.
Customers that have more money to buy more Maine food.
In Franklin County the major problem is marketing our products- too expensive for so many of the locals on fixed budgets. I
am very thank you for organizations that receive grants that pay farmers to donate food to food pantries or senior
programs and the WIC program.
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Tax Burden (5)





Taxes (2)
Taxes too high
Taxation policy
Current use taxation on property. Maine tax code is quirky, fragmented, uncoordinated. Everything farm related is not
covered by a blanket farm equipment exemption. Plastic on greenhouses, a large cost for vegetable growers, is not exempt.

Agriculture Policy Has Not Benefitted Farmers (4)






Maine problems – linked to federal policies. Liquidation of family farms. How to compensate for these policies? Worse than
what went on in the 80’s.
Farm Bill is actually a welfare bill. These should be supported so we can get our issues addressed.
The new FSMA rules are confusing and a lot of farmers are already defensive about what's coming down the pike.
A lot of policy gets focused on price received for product like that’s the solution, and that’s not the solution.

Market Saturation (4)





Economics – need fewer farms doing the same inefficient production. Don’t need propping up from NRCS, etc. Pricing of
products.
We have reached our farmers market saturation – how do we fix that to support the next generation?
Weeding out unskilled farmers.
The challenge with niche blueberry markets is saturation.

Rising Production & Processing Costs – Energy (4)



Energy costs (3)
Energy costs are rising faster than value of what farmers are producing.

Limited Access to Distribution Channels (3)




Fresh food distribution in Maine is very difficult – transportation/distribution channels are inadequate.
Distribution can be an issue – size and scope of the state geographically makes it a challenge logistically to get products out.
Value-added products (transportation).

Rising Production & Processing Costs – Transportation (3)





We used to have a fuel assistance program, and farmers who met the limited income would get fuel assistance. Now, the
state has a new formula where they role depreciation back into their formula. Obviously farmers – animal farmers – have a
lot of depreciation. We are mandated by law to have housing, water systems, fencing, and safety systems in place, and if
that gets rolled into the formula, you’re not getting fuel assistance anymore. For a lot of farmers that could be a couple
thousand dollars per year, and it’s really helpful.
Cost of fuel.
Costs of fuel rising steeply.

Labor Challenges – General (3)




Labor
Labor is big in blueberry industry, cuts across no matter the market.
Labor is a huge issue

Limited Access to Capital (3)




Obstacles for dairy farmers to borrowing money – borrowing costs are too high but the need to finance high infrastructure
costs (building and equipment) is also great.
Small farms have been struggling since economy tanked in 2008 – cost of doing business goes up, don’t have the capital to
develop new markets.
Problem with banks because not investing in ag since takes years for returns, need to understand wait and return. Can we
convince capital banks we’re a good investment?
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Rising Production & Processing Costs – Animal Feed (2)



Dairy farm stability – uneasy with the tier program. Feed costs and availability change depending on location
o Grains, hay – prices go up when income goes down in the season
Costs of feed rising steeply.

Rising Human Resource Management Costs (2)



Cost of health insurance.
Cost of workman’s compensation insurance.

Rising Production & Processing Costs – Farm Infrastructure (2)
 Farmer infrastructure costs (water/food safety-coolers and wash areas).
 Expensive to build commercial kitchen.
Differences between Commodity & Niche or Value-Added Price Points (2)



Gap between commodity price and niche price.
I am part of one of two growers cooperatives in Knox County that don't value add to increase price. The growers and
cooperative that process get higher price for their products.

Limited Access to Infrastructure (2)



Lack of infrastructure.
Lack of infrastructure – lack of equipment and supply dealers as farms decrease.

Market Intervention – General (2)



Feels like the greater involvement of the middle men, the lower the profit for the farmer.
Wyman Blueberries – oligopsany – small number of growers who collude

IMPROVEMENTS TO POLICY & PROGRAMS SUPPORTING FARMERS (15)




















Farmers need to be able to cover their costs of producing their goods; to have a market to sell their goods, and to be able to
build that market. Everything from property taxes to the cost of employment, removing sales tax and other things that
create competitive challenges in Maine compared to our neighbors. Policies need to be mindful of the impact on farms.
The people who help the farmers need to actually know what’s expected of the farmers to be successful —farmers are held
to standards and it’s frustrating that in some instances, their experiences and or familiarity is not matched by the people
who want to help them (from technical assistance, to simple things like financial statements).
Training to increase competency of NRCS staff.
Better oversight over how NRCS funds are used and more standardization across the State.
Make the Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) certification more affordable to producers which will open markets for
products. $1000.00 or more annually penalizes farmers who are located more than an hour from Augusta or Presque Isle.
Fees assessed to farmers, such as the $8,500 fee that is charged to maple producers at the Big E Fair (booth space at the
Maine house at the fair, which takes place in Springfield. This fair is not a money-maker per se, but thousands of people
attend this fair that may later be tourists in Maine, so it's important for us to promote our product there.
Merger on state level of DACF (Department of Agriculture, Conservation & Forestry) – no savings that were promised. Need
an Ag Commissioner to focus on Ag.
New Ag commissioner should be someone who understands our markets.
Food Safety regulations via FSMA are going to arrive at the state level starting in 2019. The rollout of new rules,
enforcement, and support for farmers needs to be done in a clear and accessible way. The state of Maine should invest in
making FSMA a positive change in Maine agriculture focused on food safety and making farms better. A cost share for
necessary upgrades to food handling and processing would be a step in the right direction.
We need to provide municipalities with a blueprint for farm friendly policies. Your local town should be the last thing
standing in your way of being a successful farm.
Legislative actions – tariff for out of state.
If we can spend some of our policy energy on the cost of goods sold.
Short-sighted grant programs that don’t yield long-term reductions in cost and/or efficiency.
What does municipal support mean? Town farm friendly policies, signage, building codes, Portland grant to buy seconds to
get into local market
Specificity that then - example Bowdoinham, or Cape Farm Alliance, need to have someone in Town who understands
farming
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KEEP LAND IN AGRICULTURE (13)














Enticing the next generation to continue dairy farms – challenge of 24/7 work schedule; you have to really love what you
do.
When farming is profitable, it will symbiotically & positively take care of the next generation
Blueberry also has challenge of transitioning to next generation.
Who is going to milk the cows, pick the rocks, and harvest the broccoli?
More young farmers on the land and stay on the land
Land access for beginning farmers. Maine Farmland Trust is a positive thing to ensure future use of land.
There is decline coming in new farmers.
We need to come together quickly. We are worried there will be a huge farm fall-out in 2019.
Average age of farmer is 58.
Access to farmland that is reasonably priced.
Reclaiming abandoned parking lots for raised beds. Remember when Bangor mall was farmland?
Maine has tremendous positives – land is less, no water issues, good soils, no urban sprawl.
Farms for the Future Program

PROFITABILITY IS ESSENTIAL (8)
Profitability is Essential – General (6)
 Make farming profitable, and then the rest will happen.
 Profitability is key.
 Farmers NEED profits.
 The farm has to be profitable in order to farm.
 This is probably the most critical area for farmers. When we think about agriculture in Maine and farming – big picture,



encompassing all the types we have – this is the one that links everyone together. To quote Fred Hardy, who was the
keeper of common sense wisdom, if farming is not profitable, you won’t keep all of the benefits. We talk a lot about
environmental sustainability. And managing markets and keeping land, but I think financial sustainability – making sure
farmers can make a living in their agricultural line – is the absolute underpinning. When we phrase this, we need to
remember that farmers need financial sustainability as natural resource managers, as small businesses, as food and fiber
producers, as drivers of the rural economy, as supporters of ag infrastructure, which benefits not only those in ag but lots of
people, as employers, as animal care specialists, as food and nutrition specialists. All these other elements factor in to the
financial picture. The things I listed are the things you lose if people cannot make a living farming.
incentives for private lenders, one of biggest incentives is if you can show that ag is profitable and has future, so kind of
redundant with other goal to make sure farming is profitable. If we work on that, lending will come, so not sure it needs to
be a bullet itself; having said that there are some financial needs, example Dairy Improvement Fund wouldn’t qualify for
other lending sources, but this is unique to every industry.

Profitability is Linked with Ability to Be Land Stewards (2)



Channeling Fred Hardy: farmers need to achieve profitability before they can steward the open space. If it isn't profitable,
they can't stay on the land.
When farming is profitable, it will symbiotically & positively take care of the land issues.

FARMERS’ NEEDS VARY (6)








Needs and expectations of farmers are varied based upon level of farming experience.
Yes; need to be flexible and nimble to work "boots-on-the-ground" on a sector-by-sector basis, or even an individual farm
basis.
It varies between commodity groups.
Difference from Southern Maine and Northern Maine – different issues.
If the Tier Program is dissolved, the impact on farmers would be bad.
Dairy farmers need public policy.
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RECOGNIZE THE FULL VALUE OF FARMS TO THE COMMUNITY, ENVIRONMENT & ECONOMY (5)
Farms are Engines for Maine’s Economic Growth (3)





While financial support for farmers could be attached to productivity metrics, they also become tangible tools for farmers
to do their business better, and become income streams paid directly into the support of community (carpenters,
tradesmen, etc.), using the farm and the farmers economic wellbeing as an economic engine for rural Maine, where few
industries are currently thriving.
When farming is profitable, it will symbiotically & positively take care of rural economic drivers.
Farm labor is a huge benefit for the whole state.

Farms Offer Community Benefits (2)



Get politicians to understand every dollar subsidized in farming goes back to the community immediately.
Profit is the difference between what we get for our products and the cost of goods sold. But farmers not only supply food
and fiber but also provide an extraordinary service to the land and to our communities in terms of building the soil in
perpetuity, teaching all kinds of things to all kinds of people, and keeping the taxes low because we’re not developing the
land, etc. Farmers don’t get paid for that service. We don’t even get recognized for that service, and we are expected to run
the budget of providing both products and service in a perfectly competitive marketplace.

BARRIERS TO ENTRY TO FARMING (4)





Animal Ag requires 24/7 work and availability – there is no “time off.”
More time to accomplish everything on the farm, complete record keeping, respond to request to be involved in more
community efforts, etc.
How can we make it more profitable, faster? It’s such a long-term investment
o So many inputs to get up and running – infrastructure, licensing
Barriers to start-up with dairy.

ENGAGE & LISTEN TO FARMERS (3)




Continue this type of outreach to help farmers learn the tools that are available to them, and to listen to them. Listen to
them.
Small farmers in wild blueberry industry need a voice on Maine Wild Blueberry Commission
o Include native, organic, value added and fresh packer representation
And need policy representation for wild blueberry industry on state and federal legislation.
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MISCELLANEOUS (25)




























Culture of perennial dependence on outside income; it’s assumed that if you farm, you’re going to always have another job
or be reliant upon grants through NRCS
National Heritage Area for Hancock County wild blueberries.
We’re going to be communicating with non-farmers when we communicate this information. One of my concerns is that we
don’t create a report so much in internal speak. We’ve got to create it so that the consumer can understand it and connect
with it– the politician and the marketer – so that they can understand the value of agriculture.
Profits – only so much you can do with government programs.
Don’t need to reinvent the wheel but we need the training wheels to stop falling off.
There are ways to look at solutions in the aggregate that would work for all commodities and that would help all farmers a
little bit, and it would add up.
Farming population is aging, elderly farmers lack energy to dive into new initiatives, re-educate themselves, get into
marketing, value added.
Level of scale to participants.
Had to learn myself – even when I was told it couldn’t be done.
Urban sprawl – specifically Aroostook positioned as “bread basket.”
Less politicizing the occupation and efforts of the farmer for whom this work is their primary or secondary source our
income.
Blueberries – marketing being done by the growers not the marketers
USDA – Kennebec – reduce infrastructure and breakeven – sell cows and land.
Leased ground is a problem – land is fallow but want it sold, not leased
Counter-productive – aggregating product to compete with existing farms not helpful.
Federally inspected close by is a problem
Educate the sellers of our products?
Maine products should require that they be born, raised and harvested in Maine.
Personal connection is important!
Dairy support in Maine is the envy of New England.
Deindustrialization policy
For farms that do make profit, make sure we’re expanding profitability
Potatoes and Small Veg Fruit Growers have talked about this, and not interested in additional workforce training, other
areas of ag are, but one of problems was lack of specificity. Some sectors need these things and some don’t. Worker
training for animal ag for example, be specific. One of the things that veggie growers see is they come at us first and we
don’t need that help and it’s not cost effective. We’d rather help with FSMA or season extension
If dairy or meat needs processing it should specify, it needs to say not for veggie growers
NA
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All Feedback: Increase Investment in R&D
Introduction
This appendix includes feedback specific to this topic in response to the test run of the presentation at the August 2018
AGCOM meeting and all ideas generated by participants in the webinar, during small group discussions at all in-person
sessions, and all responses to the R&D question from the online survey. The document is organized by major themes
(blue heading) and sub-themes (grey heading). Frequencies are provided in parenthesis for each major and sub-theme
category, and the categories are listed in descending order by frequency.
Table of Contents
Discussion Question (1 of 2): What types of research would best support your business?
RESEARCH ABOUT FARMING PRACTICES (102)
On-Farm Research (15)
Research about Farming Practices – General (13)
Pest Management (10)
Production & Processing (9)
Soil Management (8)
Technology (8)
Response to Climate Change (7)
Livestock Management (7)
Variety Research (6)
Equipment (5)
Organic vs. Non-Organic (2)
Genetics (2)
Health Benefits of Local Products (2)
Tick-Borne Illness (2)
Milking Cows (1)
Food Safety (1)
Distribution Methods (1)
Fertilizer (1)
Facility Management (1)
Irrigation (1)
NON-RESEARCH FARMER SUPPORT (66)
Increase Access to Tailored Technical Assistance (14)
Ensure Research is Driven by Farmer Needs (11)
Increase Access to Grant Funds for Research & Assistance Writing Grant Proposals (8)
Educate Consumers (5)
Compensate Farmers for On-Farm Research (5)
Address Cost Barriers (4)
Focus on Workforce Development (4)
Increase Access to Farmer Education (4)
Provide Business Training (2)
Increase Access to Capital (2)
Reduce Market Intervention (1)
Increase Access to Proprietary Research (1)
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Ensure Policy is Driven by Farmers’ Needs (1)
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Market Development (3)
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All Responses
Discussion Question (1 of 2): What types of research would best support your business?
RESEARCH ABOUT FARMING PRACTICES (102)
On-Farm Research (15)


















More research on the farms – will help spread information by word of mouth.
FRUITS & VEGETABLES – Farmer-based, on-farm demonstration projects are the best way to get the word out, disseminate
and translate findings from farm to farm. Early adopters diffuse ideas. Otherwise there is no direct link to academic
researchers who can support practice with hard (scientific) data. Merge research with farming practices and vice versa.
I also think from the perspective of the wild blueberry industry and the Maine Potato Board and others that having
researchers do applied research – not just laboratory work – in the field with farmers to test things has been very
important.
More “on farm” research instead of laboratory to help farmer sustainability – if crop failure, ensure farmers are still paid
Farmers should be doing research. Organizations should support farmers doing research on the farm.
Farmers are better at management because it is on the farm.
Frankly, we need more of those federal dollars here on farms looking at solutions that farmers are trying to implement that
deal with climate change and acid rain. We’re up against it. The last four years with drought and microblasts that take trees
down on our fences and rooves. I’ve had rooves fall off my barn in ice storms. We’re dealing with crazy stuff that is very
expensive to deal with. It would be nice to see some of these organizations that are out there focusing more directly on
solutions out in the agriculture community that could then get shared among farmers. That was Russell Libby’s vision – the
farms as the living laboratories – and it was a good one. I know that’s what they do in Iowa, Illinois and other Midwestern
states – its’ one of the models that works for them.
I would echo that. The way that agriculture thrives and gets new ideas as far as research and development is actually on a
farm – the living laboratories.
When/if Extension does research projects, as much of it as possible should happen on farms.
More research via UMaine and county level extension on farms.
Funding for the University of Maine: Increasing funding to the University of Maine for agricultural and aquaculture research
and demonstration projects, particularly with respect to soil health, diagnostics, climate.
change adaptation strategies, and technological innovation;
Practical, field applied research.
Trial gardens for northern varieties.
MOFGA has talked about doing research plots, but it doesn’t happen.

Research about Farming Practices – General (13)















Learning about trials/different practices.
Basic education on fundamental practices (e.g. grazing, etc.).
Access to farmer education and techniques.
Technical research at the university level.
Funding for Cooperative Extension: Increasing funding for Maine Cooperative Extension to conduct agricultural and
aquaculture research and disseminate the information to farmers.
USDA ARS – full research on growing mixed vegetables – techniques.
We have brought in (hired) foresters to consult on our woods and feel that more research is needed on each of the areas
involved in farming that directly supports farmers.
Maybe have crop insurance for trials in case the variety or practice fails.
Development of more efficient tools and resources for small-scale, no-till farming.
o More research on grass mixes to increase efficiency of pasture given the short growing season.
o Effectiveness of silvopasture
Best practice to do least harm to environment.
Full environmental culture effects (forests, fields, water, soil).
More cost-effective methods
Does aggregation model make sense? Feasibility study.
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Pest Management (10)











FRUITS & VEGETABLES – Continued/continuous research on pest control. Can span both organic and conventional – all
farms need this research.
Within organic, more research on diseases and pest control.
Integrative pest management
Fig Fly
Insect/disease information and resources.
Maine-based pest management.
pest / disease management
Research on diseases/pest infestations to honeybees
Insect infestations affecting maple trees
Invasives control

Production & Processing (9)











DAIRY – Specifically: research and demonstration with processing. Needs to done on scale appropriate bases. Feasibility
studies are needed as any kind of processing and at any scale is a financial heavy lift. Research, equipment, outreach (sales
and marketing), labor are all variables. Processing is a whole different level of production. In dairy industry, even for small
farms with on-farm cheese making and on-farm sales the complexity of farming quadruples when you start processing. It is
necessary to determine if it is adding value and financially worth it for an individual to process. Possibly a group of farms
could test the feasibility of a small to midlevel organic dairy processing plant. This would be something government could
support. It would expand positioning in the marketplace for farmers to have an alternative. All farms need to know where
they are going to sell their product but that is especially true for dairy farms. The need to have a destination for the
product, based on a cooperative or other agreement, otherwise they are just throwing that product to compost/waste.
Industry consolidation has affected our position and additional plant closures put segments of the marketplace at risk and
impact farmers. We need to be strategic and smart about investments in processing. The future of organic and conventional
dairy depends on development of signature Maine products that we don't already see out there. Fluid milk brings a higher
price but a specialty product or slew of products like specialty cottage cheese, yogurt, or kefir, or some other product that
is unique to Maine and not already in the (East Coast) marketplace. That is what is sorely needed.
Agricultural engineering resources – development of ideas for processing facilities.
Production best practices (e.g. annual strawberry and using new equipment like jang seeder).
Ag engineering: cold storage, wash and pack areas.
University of Maine and Blueberry Commission – processing
Better equipment for harvesting and processing
Production-level education for new and beginning farmers, not just access to capital and business planning.
Basic, production-level research – salad greens.
Research on profitability of USDA processing in the county.

Soil Management (8)









Soil changes year to year.
Soil types and practices, strategies and approaches.
Sustainable Ag – recover soils
Organic methods of building and maintaining soil fertility. Soil is the foundation. Research is increasing here, but the reality
is constantly changing, so the research needs to always continue.
Magnesium measures.
Fertility measures of value in economic scale food/soil.
USDA ARS – full research on growing mixed vegetables –soil health.
Rotations.
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Technology (8)










7 research forums in Maine provide good support for IPM, technology, etc.
Automation research – needed to keep up and remain competitive. How to do that without leaving out small family farms?
How can we incentivize development of better technology that can be brought to market?
Technology improvement.
Extension gathered blueberry farmers to brainstorm technologies.
Helping steps to make expenses smaller and more incremental.
R & D – development of new products is important, but it's important to not overlook the value of resources like
Cooperative Extension that help farmers troubleshoot on-site to increase efficiency and to adopt technologies that raise
Maine's competitive position compared to other states/countries.
support agricultural and aquaculture training and apprenticeship programs, particularly around scale-appropriate
technology.

Response to Climate Change (7)








Climate change (by variety needs, soil).
Research on climate change and challenges (water, drought, extreme weather).
Drought – adaptation strategies.
Real projections on western aquifers and how will that dry up affect us here.
Climate change
Funding for Umaine and Extension on Ag programs related to climate change - drought resistant, warm weather crops,
disease/pest resistant varieties for the future.
Research supporting resilience during climate change.

Livestock Management (7)








Grazing and forage species – management practices to mitigate issues.
Dairy – need more protein in the pasture – e.g. legumes under sown in the grain. Intensive grazing.
Small livestock research (chicken, sheep) is expensive to process even though they are small
Research into practical changes in animal care and management.
Growing grains/forage to produce your own animal feed, breeding info for increasing productivity in goats, 4-season
structures - biofilm, etc.
Internal parasite controls
Pasture and hay land

Variety Research (6)







Research for forest and resilient species of crops. Variety trials.
New varieties/plant breeding.
Research on fruits on different soils.
Variety trials for either crops or livestock (chickens) are great for farmers.
Research on keeping quality of blueberry varieties.
New variety trials.

Equipment (5)







I find much value in MTI (i.e. Maine technology Institute), for supporting development of infrastructure, on-farm processing,
in particular, and MTI has been an incredible partner to MESAS (Maine Sustainable Agriculture Society) in promoting yearround farming in Maine.
Extension gathered blueberry farmers to brainstorm equipment.
Machinery options for small farmers.
USDA ARS – full research on growing mixed vegetables – equipment.
Equipment and supplies

Organic vs. Non-Organic (2)



Organic vs farm raised

Cut flower research, organic too, and organic seeds for flowers too
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Genetics (2)




I’m the only Polwarth producer in the United States. I just spent a fortune importing a bunch of genetics, trying to test a
new breed for this state, but it’s all coming out of my pocket. So, R & D in my opinion needs to happen on the farm where it
makes sense, where it’s going to be implemented ultimately – not in some laboratory somewhere with a bunch of factors
that don’t reflect reality on a farm.
Research on livestock, genetics – what breeds are best.

Health Benefits of Local Products (2)



Health benefits specifically for low bush – small blueberry processing research.
Nutritional education about the benefits of wild berries has expanded/improved but is still insufficient to reach the larger
market I am seeking.

Tick-Borne Illness (2)



I hope to see more research on risks and remediation of tick-borne illnesses, which she is concerned about as a farmer.
I hope to see research on pain management for tick-borne illnesses.

Milking Cows (1)


Trends in milking Jersey cows.

Food Safety (1)


Research to counter health standards/taxation liability for an antimicrobial crop, blueberries (e.g. Rockland got a USDA
grant, and GAP funding for good ag practices and processing)

Distribution Methods (1)


More distribution methods

Fertilizer (1)


Lots of new pop-up liquid fertilizers and amendments but there needs to be research done to understand these better.

Facility Management (1)


Facility management

Irrigation (1)


Irrigation.

NON-RESEARCH FARMER SUPPORT (66)
Increase Access to Tailored Technical Assistance (14)















Providing expertise
Technical assistance in each area of farming is critical.
Have an organization/government representative who can develop farm plans and help producers write grants to try new
things (research).
Need people who come to our farms and identify what we should be doing different.
Check-on guide to find problem/symptoms.
As a beginning farmer, I haven’t yet realized what will help me other than on the ground technical assistance.
Modernization of storage and packing facilities, assistance
Small scale farming tool innovation
Product Quality and testing.
Small scale farming efficiencies
Hemp industry supports.
Rainwater retention systems for watering gardens
I see so many farmers with the potential to have beautiful products, but they just aren't harvested correctly or have the
facilities to store them. More pre as well as post handling educational workshop would be great
A clearing house listing all the layers of government regulation and links to said regulation for each product category. The
state tries to do this at their level, the federal statutes/regulations are a mess, and then there’s local to consider as well.
This would be helpful for resources as well as there is lots of replication in aid (e.g. Maine extension services, county farm
bureaus, MOFGA, etc.) leading to each institution having costs for their programs but many doing some of the same work
as others.
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Ensure Research is Driven by Farmers’ Needs (11)













Research (including that funded by the federal farm bill) needs to be about production, costs and needs.
Farmers need to be part of the process to determine what research needs to be done.
R & D ought to be client driven.
If we’re going to have potential funding to help, let it be responsive on a case-by-case basis or a sector basis as farmers
might organize themselves. You could have a dozen farmers saying “we’re seeking help on this topic.” Let government and
NGOs be the receivers of the request.
Research should be dictated by farmers.
Research needs to have the end-person (farmer) in mind.
Engaging Farmers: Exploring ways to engage farmers in research design.
Upon reviewing the proposals in the attached document, members of the Farmworker Resource Network thought it would
be important to include farmers AND farmworkers (farm laborers) in research and design.
The research that is being invested in does not tangibly help farmers with production.
Engaging farmers in research design implies not currently involved, questioning need for including that; have to have
grower collaboration.
I would rather having the specific farmers talk to their specific providers

Increase Access to Grant Funds for Research & Assistance Writing Grant Proposals (8)













In the mid-west, those states funnel a tremendous amount of federal dollars, grant-making happens and gets local
communities on board. It’s a way that they generate other income streams, build better infrastructure and test ideas
among themselves. That’s a model that works out there, and they have people on staff either through NRCS, RC&D or
another agency that could be working directly with farmers, helping them develop grant concepts, get more federal dollars
that are out there and are going to go somewhere.
I find value in research and development in the Farms for the Future program, which I was instrumental in starting. It is
instrumental for farmers in providing business planning and technical assistance and small loans. (Note- FFF was started by
John Piotti at CEI, administered there for several years then brought in-house, and is administered by the state department
of agriculture.)
Farm Bill changes implemented locally – technical assistance available (for example through Cooperative Extension, land
grant universal for hemp crop, research farms).
This is the wrong question. It should not be what, but HOW. Farmers have plenty of great ideas, and there are plenty of
federal programs to support those ideas, but they need help (like the MTI TAP program) to format those ideas into
successful grant submissions. Where often these ideas require infrastructure investment, these farm sites simply become
economic engines for other rural industries much needing fresh income streams or demanding wage rates competitive with
high local contractor levels. If we had a grant writer (DECD/DACF liaison) to help support on farm grant writing we would
have a much higher success for flushing fresh capital onto our invested farms for innovative on farm research.
Has to be adequate funding for research so there isn’t bias because of funding provided by outside sources.
In this state, we’ve had an administration that has not been in favor of using a lot of federal dollars, but they’re out there
for somebody. Why not us? We’re trend-setters, and we have a tremendous reputation. If we’re the only producers of
Vaccinium angustifolium, then for Pete’s sake, let’s make sure we create a much more exciting niche market internationally
for that product.
Federal, state and private sponsorship and grants.
Funding for both the University and Extension.

Educate Consumers (5)






Connect our specific regional growing/raising to our product.
Understand how agriculture impacts community.
Buy-in for this from the general public to support agriculture with tax dollars.
Support for citizen science (cooperative extension, 4H programs, nonprofits)
University of Maine and Blueberry Commission – food science.
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Compensate Farmers for On-Farm Research (5)






Research on farm with farmers being compensated.
I stress the need to pay farmers for their time and access to their farms for applied research, and I would suggest $50/hr.
R & D ought to be on a fee for service basis.
Farmers should be compensated for their time, risk, and infrastructure access.
Fee-for-service.

Address Cost Barriers (4)





National conventional US organic – cost of organic certification.
Costs of starting up a co-op.
Johnny's does a good job but tools are expensive for small scale.
The significant marketing surcharge I pay through membership in the Blueberry commission isn't helping the sector
penetrate the larger blueberry market (dominated by cultivated blueberry industry).

Focus on Workforce Development (4)





Labor force development
More training programs for young folks. Collaborate with technical high school programs
High school level Ag technical programs – learning by doing
Personnel trials – use archived resources.

Increase Access to Farmer Education (4)





With so many diverse farm operations, education/background would be helpful.
Focus on existing farmers, not just new ones – not all farmers are great at all aspects of running their farms.
Education about market competition – most Maine blueberries don’t even know about the oligopsany and that Canadian
growers are better compensated.
Support current and next generation farmers

Provide Business Training (2)



Provided support for farmers between beginning and seasoned – business training.
Economic/business training

Increase Access to Capital (2)



I have had to go outside conventional sources of USDA funding than those which are provided by the Farm Bill to find
financing. I have received a SARE grant that I think will be very useful. (Note - SARE is funded through USDA.)
I wrote a REAP (note - program in the Farm Bill) energy efficiency grant to purchase new coolers.

Reduce Market Intervention (1)


I don’t mean to rock the boat, but I think research money is often well-intentioned, but it leads to funding for
implementation. The main agriculture economy will be best served by reducing the interference in the marketplace as
much as possible. That means allowing some farms to end up having to completely rethink their enterprises on their own
because they’re the ones in the position to do the best calculation for what’s needed, and they can reach out personally for
assistance for R & D that they may need – either through private lenders, Cooperative Extension, or crop advisors. I think
the best approach is to let the farmers be at the mercy of the market. Let them make that calculation and either succeed or
fail and reach out on their own.

Increase Access to Proprietary Research (1)


Cranberries, plenty of research, but ocean spray owns it.

Prioritize Solutions that Benefit Farmers (1)


Yes, farmers have to directly benefit.

Increase Access to Supports for Farm Transition (1)


Financial structure for transition

Help Making Connections with Potential Collaborators (1)


Finding connections with other businesses to collaborate
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Increase Access to Information about Broader Health Trends (1)


Annual updates on drug use.

Ensure Policy is Driven by Farmers’ Needs (1)


The Farm Bill (80% of it) is geared toward consumers, not agricultural producers. It is about food policy not farms or farm
policy.

MARKET RESEARCH (37)
Consumer Preferences (13)















Market research on consumer attitudes, trends is needed - government/public sector can facilitate this.
Market research – make sure you understand where the markets are. Don’t grow it if you can’t sell it.
Market research – why buy California strawberries during Maine strawberry harvest?
o Cost issue driven by scale economies
o If we’re going to displace significant % of California supply we have to meet the California price
o Most Mainers won’t pay the premium
o Biggest challenge is production cost
Economic studies – what will our citizens buy?
Market size (how much purchasing power exists within Maine industries?) what are they looking for – processed
vegetables?
What does the consumer (institutions, individuals, restaurants, grocers) want?
What should we grow next? Consumer trends and demographics, market needs and assessment.
Types of cows/butter fat contents are in demand
Marketing/consumer data surveys with local food industries (stores, restaurants, general stores, individual households ,
schools, industry, institutions etc.) asking questions/data collection about local purchasing behaviors and ways the ag
industry can respond to serving these markets.
Market research - what are people in our communities looking for from local farms? Certain vegetables, animal products,
value-added products? Which ones?
Researching what may be inhibiting consumption/purchase of local food and how can we develop solutions to
encourage/improve this purchase.
Research into what customers what from direct markets and what promotional methods they respond to.
Consumer preferences

Product Development (11)














Dairy: outside eyes to locate something specific farms can do to find a niche.
Diverse crops – google search to see if another co-op has information.
Diverse uses for dairy or other products produced to diversify the farm.
University of Maine and Blueberry Commission – value added
Development of value added products.
I would need access to discovering niche market spaces that could be filled in a profitable but small scale that is
manageable.
new products and processes.
New Product Development based on global needs, new and inventive ways of using all products (both that which is
considered a waste product and that which is a recognizable product). Example: urine from horses is used in medicine,
waste wool is made into insulation, and so forth.
Product development and promotion of wild blueberry products (other than the IQF berries, which now more than 90% of
Maine's entire wild blueberry crop are processed into and have turned the industry downward).
New Product Lab at University of Maine has fallen behind because underfunded. Limited number of staff. Pilot lab needs a
new manager. Takes very long for a farmer to move forward with new products because under state law, has to be
approved by the University.
Other side is market research, direct market is what their farm does, sought FSA loan, direct market research is way behind
trends in ag, who does that? State claims to, but we need funds to aggregate data, so when new farmers try to move funds
to support their business plan, funds will actually support it.
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Marketing & Advertising (7)








Tourism price points and attraction.
Marketing research is most needed.
There should be research on the marketability of wild berries – a marketing strategy.
Have the university focus on different marketing aspects for products.
Marketing
Better marketing research.
Finding marketing.

Market Development (3)




Emerging markets.
More markets for wool products.
Direct to consumer sales.

Determining Profit Margins & Effects (2)



Research, market studies that make the case to help dairy farmers have more of a say in the market profit margins.
Payment system for wholesale lowbush blueberries is destructive to blueberry growers – growers don’t know what their
payment will be until 10 days after they deliver harvest to wholesaler. Impossible to do a business plan.

Cost-Benefit Analysis (1)


Research on ecosystems services vs. cost to underpin future environmental regulations.

MISCELANEOUS (7)








Seconded the “Ideas handout.”
Expanding the growing season research production and marketing.
Consistent with yield/taste.
The impact of western subsidies and how to level the playing field. Just think of environmental impacts of transportation.
Growing for market less useful recently.
Seeds would be a huge help
There’s more peer to peer learning among farmers, which is great, but also really bad, because a lot of ‘rock star’ farmers
who are good at self-promoting and get an idea out there. It works for three out of five years, or it works on their farm, and
others duplicate but it doesn’t work

FACTORS WORKING AGAINST R&D (4)





Some nonprofits aren’t advocating for research at University of Maine.
How to not work with the USDA – they need to figure out how to support small farmers.
Some research requests not heard; dismissed. Money is out there.
Stumbling through the process of licensing new products is challenging and time consuming.
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Discussion Question (2 of 2): What institutions or entities are best suited to provide that research support?
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE COOPERATIVE EXTENSION (38)






















University of Maine Cooperative Extension (20)
The role of Extension is invaluable.
Extension should undertake the research on pest control, spanning both organic and conventional fruit/vegetable farms.
Cooperative Extension – agronomists are a great resource.
The state's AgrAbility program needs to be part of the solution, specifically related to pain management.
I think that hopefully everyone on this call does understand the reliance on Cooperative Extension and the need for that
type of investment to continue. It’s very important that this policy platform – make it very clear to our elected officials that
support for the University of Maine means support for Cooperative Extension. That falls under the bucket of increased R &
D investment that has to happen.
Cooperative Extension cannot be stressed enough because they are the boots-on-the-ground, the troubleshooters that can
interact, help come on the farm, and often the Extension faculty provide a link between the farmer and the more
theoretical or classic R & D work that is being done not just in Maine but across the country. They form that conduit, so we
can’t underline enough that we need consistent, steady and increased support for Cooperative Extension services especially
as we have become a more diverse agricultural state. Unfortunately, a lot of that money is linked federally, and we haven’t
kept up the support as we have grown and diversified.
Extension is doing a great job.
University of Maine Cooperative Extension has been relentless with their research on value added products, food safety –
terrific effort, big commitment, very helpful.
Wild Blueberry Commission has good relationship with Extension.
Associations (like Extension) with farmers, not trade groups.
I feel like extension is better suited for turn dirt projects on farms.
Maine Extension Services and it a branch dedicated to legal services for farming
UMaine/cooperative extension working closely with farmers and service providers working in the field
ag extension services
cooperative extension working directly with farmers on the ground
UM extension needs to be less research oriented and more education and outreach oriented than it has been.
Number one source of applying ag research to farmers is operations at UMaine Cooperative Extension
add adequate staffing to do all these things with Extension, not just funding

DISSEMINATION IS CRITICAL (17)


















The key is to get the information out.
Important to get information out!
Engage feed dealers who visit farms to deliver research information.
MOFGA – email updates on outbreaks/pest infestations – bad website though.
New England Vegetable & Fruit (NEVF) Listserve.
Direct email.
It is really important that the research results are disseminated in a way that is accessible to farmers. The graduate students
who collected data/conducted research at my farm didn’t produce anything valuable to me. He was not prepared for that.
There is a need/opportunity for a hub to centralize access to this type of knowledge and information.
The research available on wild blueberries has not been disseminated.
Communication of research in layman’s terms and make it applicable to farmers.
Improvement of delivery of research to farmers – doesn’t seem to exist.
How to get producers out to field days to show results of research?
Cooperative Extension/University/research farms – publish research findings via social media.
Tight knit network of non-internet people – know who to target to see impacts for information distribution for farmers –
word travels by word-of-mouth.
The research is already there (at Universities) but the connections are not always the best.
Sharing knowledge.
Need organizations to synthesize scientific literature and make it accessible to farmers, such as via a monthly bulletin
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE (16)










University of Maine (7)
University of Maine Orono (3)
University of Maine School of Food & Agriculture
University of Southern Maine Ag Projects by Masters students.
From the wild blueberry perspective, we’ve had the good fortune of having a very collaborative relationship with the
University of Maine for going on 70 years, and that was by statutory design starting back in 1945. What that has translated
to is there being researchers at the University of Maine who do wild blueberry research. There is no other institution in the
United States that has that capacity. We have people who deal with wild blueberry disease. There are entomologists, wild
blueberry physiologists – finally, someone who’s doing climate related assessment work around what’s going to happen to
the blueberry plant, its fertility, and ability to handle climate stressors.
Perhaps the university should make sure advisors are overseeing graduate work in a way that stakeholders feel
appreciated.
Work with University of Maine Orono to develop research priorities such as fresh packing/processing, etc.
Need State funding for research at University, grant chasing is waste of money, pay for personnel, pay to attract people to
come from other states

MAINE ORGANIC FARMERS & GARDENERS ASSOCIATION (MOFGA) (12)




MOFGA (10)
Monies available to MOFGA
Organizations like MOFGA that are doing really good in terms of education.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (10)











USDA
USDA Conservation Innovation Grant.
Sustainable Agriculture Research & Education (SARE) (2)
I have received a SARE grant that I think will be very useful. (Note - SARE is funded through USDA.)
SARE is also a key program.
NESARE
US FARM SERVICE
Farm Service
USDA ARS
NRSC

OTHER (8)
 Tourist bureau
 Hospitals
 Schools
 Organizations





Experiment Station is separately funded so needs to be recognized separately, not just lumped in with Cooperative
Extension
Adequate staffing – not just funding – at Soil/Water Districts
Need more robust Board of Ag that meets more than 2-3 times/year
Research needs to be done at a higher level. maybe we need to not make a policy about it, but be better at going through
the Board of Ag

COMMODITY GROUPS & ASSICATIONS (6)







Grower groups and associations.
New England Vegetable & Fruit (NEVF) conference – make proceedings as thorough as possible.
Maine Wild Blueberry Commission
The model that MESAS uses to partner with the farms so that farmers are compensated for their time and risk exposure is
far more realistic to successful technology transfer.
Maine Federation of Farmers Markets could conduct surveys of farmers market customers, Facebook could be used as a
survey tool.
Wild Blueberries of North America
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PRODUCERS (5)






Local producers – successful tactics.
If given grants, producers land could potentially be used to conduct research.
Maine farmers themselves
It requires involvement from actual farmers.
There is a need/opportunity to draw on elder experienced farmers for knowledge and assistance.

UNIVERSITIES, GENERAL (5)





land-grant universities (2)
University researchers
Other New England universities have more researchers.
Research staff can help setup trials to manage variables and document.

COLLABORATION BETWEEN OR AMONG ENTITIES (4)






Collaboration.
collaboration with non-profits like MOFGA of NOFAs
institutions need to collaborate more on projects instead of competing with each other for grant money.
Sometimes the risk of innovation at the farm level is too daunting to go it alone.

PRIVATE RESEARCH ENTITIES (4)





Monies available to private research on farms.
Private companies should undertake the research on pest control, spanning both organic and conventional fruit/vegetable
farms.
Outside the state research, maybe private company since UME doesn’t have capacity.
Organic Research Foundation.

MAINE TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE (4)





MTI (2)
I find much value in MTI (i.e. Maine technology Institute), for supporting development of infrastructure, on-farm processing,
in particular, and MTI has been an incredible partner to MESAS (Maine Sustainable Agriculture Society) in promoting yearround farming in Maine.
MTI does an incredible job.

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (4)




Department of Agriculture (2)
Maybe bureau of Ag
Get Real, Get Maine (needs to become farmer focused).

NONPROFITS (3)




Institutions like Wolfe’s Neck Center.
Nonprofits, private grants
CEI

ENTITIES NOT SUITED TO PROVIDE RESEARCH SUPPORT TO FARMERS (3)




NGOs and government are really not in a position to make the right kinds of judgement about what’s needed in the field.
No matter how much we think about it in advance, we’re never going to come up with the right guesses except by accident.
Definitely NOT Extension. Extension has thrown the little grower under the bus.
Dairy inspectors seem to know way less than dairy producers.

A NEW ENTITY (1)
 Funds set aside to create an independent farmer lead organization, group, or non-profit or sub-grant attached to
organizations or institutions like MOFGA, UMaine & UMaine Extension.

MISCELANEOUS (1)


If research produces a big enough change you don’t even need extension.
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THERE AREN’T ANY (1)
 Hardly any, in Maine the number crunching "manager" is too far removed from the actual farmer.
I DON’T KNOW (1)


Meat production hasn’t had a good answer in a long time.

R&D IS NOT A TOP PRIORITY (1)


If you’re triaging priorities, I don’t know if – at least from my perspective – research and development is a high priority, at
least the way that I’m looking at it. I guess Maine is doing really good, and I don’t see this as a priority over infrastructure or
business planning or market research.
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All Feedback: Support Farm Transition (Land, People & Businesses)
Introduction
This appendix includes feedback specific to this topic in response to the test run of the presentation at the August 2018
AGCOM meeting and all ideas generated by participants in the webinar, during small group discussions at all in-person
sessions, and all responses to the Support Farm Transition question from the online survey. The document is organized
by major themes (blue heading) and sub-themes (grey heading). Frequencies are provided in parenthesis for each major
and sub-theme category, and the categories are listed in descending order by frequency.
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All Responses
Discussion Question: What support do new and existing farmers need for retirement, estate planning and land transfer?
FACTORS THAT SUPPORT A FARM’S ABILITY TO ENGAGE IN TRANSITION PLANNING (135)
Access to Professional Services (e.g. lawyers, accountants, etc.) (26)



























New farmers I have worked with need tools to save money and plan financially for farm purchase.
Administrative support
There seems to be plenty of support and programs for this at this time, with Maine Farmland Trust, MOFGA, Land for Good,
CEI, and others focusing on this.
Look at Land for Good and build upon those resources.
Land for Good – land transfer seminar.
Estate planning for future generation and be able to support yourself financially.
Additional resources for estate and succession planning.
Local centers for legal, emotional, financial support maybe connected with UMaine.
More financial planning training for farmers.
Years to retire plans
They need private sector accountants and lawyers to work with them. Austin Associates is a premier accounting firm known
for helping with transitions.
There is a minimal role for Cooperative Extension and the Dept. of Agriculture, to link farm families with private sector
resources. The government can identify resource providers but they are a necessary cost of doing business, not something
the government should be funding. It is like doing a will.
Lawyers help
Legal support in succession planning
Succession Planning services
Contacts with advisors
Attorney's that have more experience in these areas as leaving the farm to family, Legacy framing is quite a bit different
than other businesses.
Connection to resources (lawyers, financial advice, financial planners, accountants)
Development and oversight of a program to design the succession plan, as well as work with both parties through the
transition.
Financial planners that cater to the ag industry
Reduce the maze of paperwork, lawyers needed, etc.
A legal arm to Maine extension services would be a great resource. Even just a list of firms/lawyers that specialize in estate
planning/ farm business transitions/ agricultural real estate transactions.
Farmers put planning off, don’t want to give up control of operation, need resources to facilitate sticky family conversations
We do that in Ag Mediation, have the programs in Extension too.
So more awareness of what’s available, what resources, same as business planning and loans
Quite a bit of support
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Connections between Farm Land Owners & Farmers Looking to Purchase or Lease Farm Land (14)



















Finding access to farmland and linking capital to existing operations is challenge. Example of a dairy operation without a
next generation to continue it and that was right-sized for a single family to operate, with low debt, and well maintained.
The farm remains an opportunity though the cows are gone. There is a need to link farms in these situations with new
farmers and get them the capital to buy in. One other example of being creative in this process of creating access to capital
and making a transition happen is a match made by an extension officer who knew all the players and facilitated a match
with a plan to allow the new buyers an option/ability to buy in over time. This could be a model that is
repeated/adapted/tailored to other situations.
For buyers, it is really difficult to find a working farm, and farmers and realtors need to learn how to market farms
knowledgeably. Prospective buyers need realtors who are knowledgeable about farming, can farmers help with this? Can
the state or other nonprofits help with this? As an example, they could provide free business evaluations. And somehow
engage farmers in matchmaking farms and farmers. As newcomers to farming, the State did not have resources like these
that we were able to find out about.
Many farms are without an identified next generation yet have very viable farm operations.
New farmers would benefit from farm linking programs with expertise in lease-to-own agreements.
BUYERS!!! Our communities seen as a place people want to move to.
This is the number one challenge facing beginning farmers. How do we bridge the gap between farmers that are reaching
retirement age (and don't have a succession plan in place) and new farmers seeking land? The older farmers don't want to
see their land sold off and developed, and young farmers can't make permanent infrastructure investments in their
business when they don't have long-term land tenure.
Services that help connect farmers looking for land with farmers looking to transfer the land
There are hundreds of people moving to the State of Maine or coming through the State of Maine each year from other
countries. Many of them were farmers in their home countries. For example, there is a farming coop starting in Lewiston
of Somali farmers. It would be worth exploring whether there are ways to connect Maine farmers looking to transfer their
land, so foreign-born farmers coming to Maine to make their lives.
Create a work-to-own program for potential famers.
How do you fund people to take over/purchase an existing farm in a way that is affordable for the buyer and allows the
farmer to reap the financial benefits of building soils and a business for their careers?
Maine Farmland Trust Farm Land Program to help match farmers with leased land available through others who can no
longer farm but want to keep the land in agriculture.
Elasticity within buying farmland
Bridge the huge gap between retiring farm (investment return) and incoming farmers (purchase of capital cost).
Need more concerted effort to reach out to landowners.

Keep Land in Agriculture (13)














We need to protect land to keep it in agriculture
Specifically government monetary incentives to keep farmland, farmland.
Community land trusts.
Irrevocable trusts.
Farmers should have the ability to age in place knowing that their land will be farmed in the future via some form of
protection.
How to keep land in a working state and not revert to subdivision, etc.?
OPAV.
other mechanisms for transfer like OPAV.
Agrarian Trust/Equity Trust Land Lease organizations – farmers leasing from land trusts, long-term stability.
Way to incorporate sustainability tenants within a plan to ensure the continuation of the farm.
Maine Farmland Trust – land transfer.
Continuing Maine Farmland Trust models.
more importantly keeping land productive, if productive then affordable, need something in here about supporting the soil,
no programs for spreading lime for example, keeping soils healthy; also in training programs, maybe different for
vegetables, need something about supporting mentor because it’s expensive to teach and farm full time
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Attract, Train & Retain the Next Generation of Farmers (9)










Apprenticeship programs. Internships.
Internships/capstone courses/freshman project on farms.
Dairy apprenticeships and connecting prospective participants. Apprentice at farm for 2 years. Wages, housing, etc. are
flexible.
Back to farm.
Bring back young people to farm and stay, earn wages, etc.
A part of this issue is how to get young people into farming?
University started Ag program at UMPI.
Find ways to acquire labor via offering housing, etc.
Blueberries – need more farmers trained to address the generational transition challenge.

A Pension Program for Farmers (8)














"Real" – full-time – farmers need a pension program. My current retirement plan is that I’m building infrastructure and will
have a farm with valuable infrastructure to sell upon retirement.
Pension for Preservation to help with other costs outside of product price (health care, infrastructure, soil, etc.). This would
address the issue of transfer and farmer retirement money, but it’s tough because of many farming dynamics and
situations.
The government could pay for a farmer retirement program to compensate farmers for their life of service. There is a
program in Vermont that matches farmers' investments in infrastructure in order to help them build/retain value in their
farm. The farmer is like a lighthouse keeper, being a steward or watch keeper of the resource.
I lecture at the Big E expo in Springfield each year, where the blueberry commission distributes literature showing research
results with the benefits of blueberry consumption. The state should consider a resource package for farmers that values
and protects farmers as a human resource not just the land. Additional examples are a term life insurance policy for heirs
and a pension for preserving farms (not just farmland) - as some kind of HR package. These kinds of programs might
prevent land from being sold to inexperienced farmers who will be likely to fail. The pension is something that the state or
MFT could offer so that farmers get compensated for their knowledge and lifetime service and stewardship of the land. An
example of this from the European Union was given.
“Pension for Preservation.”
That’s why I speak to this “pension for preservation” concept because farmers have a pension or some kind of subsidized
income stream during the course of their actual farming, to actually do service to the land and that it’s tied to production
metrics. It might be tied to what they’re actually doing in terms of building the soil systems and building the infrastructure,
etc., and tied to productivity as a result. These are not futile dollars. These are real dollars tied to real metrics. I’m talking
about valuing a farmer as the most critical resource on a farm. I’m talking about a human resource package that keeps the
farmer going with insurance, some kind of 401k, etc. so they have something to retire with that isn’t just the farm land
itself. So when they’re actually retiring and doing succession, they’re not running out the value of the soil, depreciating all
their buildings, and letting their fences get ready to fall down. They’re keeping that place in great shape so that’s money
that doesn’t have to get spent again. They’re keeping those fields and buildings in production and healthy. That’s the kind
of support we need. You don’t have a farm without a farmer. You don’t even need to own land. You can rent land
anywhere.
There are other ways to help and support farmers as business owners, to provide them/ensure they have an income stream
to support their farm and household. A pension or retirement program is needed to enable farmers to remain on their land,
in their homes, as they age, as that is their current/only retirement plan. What kind of human resource package could be
developed to value the farm service work and business with dollars that provide an income into retirement?
A human resource package could be developed in exchange for stewardship in the form of a "Pension for Preservation."
This would be a life tenancy easement which would preserve the value of the land asset for future heirs, and preserve the
management rights of farmers needing to make smart farm infrastructure development decisions, currently unwittingly
giving them away with current easements designed by Maine Farmland Trust.
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Access to Affordable Professional Services (e.g. lawyers, accountants, estate planners, etc.) (8)









Access to professionals at low cost
Free wills
Free land transfer legal services
Adjunct free lawyer to handle things like liability and food safety stuff
Conservation Law Foundation – Legal Food Hub can provide free legal support.
Access to Legal Food Hub to help with expenses
Financial assistance for hiring attorneys.
Affordable and accessible liability insurance.

Valuation Based on Whole Farm Business (Land, Soil & Infrastructure), Not Just Land (8)











Not lose value on investment – need appropriate valuation; not just land, but whole farm.
Land itself is not a farm. A farm is land with improved infrastructure: buildings, systems (i.e., water, energy, nutrient
management plan) and equipment (e.g., processing) – Without which you can't farm. The value is in the farm not just the
farmland.
Additionally, we’re in a difficult place right now because our most valuable asset, which is the farm, and in order for us to
retire, we need to be able to get top value for our farm. There’s this new secondary economy being created around the
values of our farms under the auspices of them being just land, which isn’t the case. For most of us, we spend our lives
building infrastructure, particularly in animal agriculture because there’s enormous infrastructure needs. We need to be
able to be compensated properly. There’s a lot of misconception that people are going to be able to come to Maine, get
free farms or take them over for some old farmer. People approach us all the time and think that they’re going to be able to
just take over for you.
How to value land.
Farmers need to be able to use their own land as a nest egg to retire. If they want to sell it for commercial development,
that is their prerogative.
To sell a farm, you can’t sell at market value. Must have a different type of transition. Farms do not make enough profit to
carry a mortgage.
A farm can transition by selling a business or land.
A way to financially reward farmers for good stewardship and soil building.

Support for Beginning Farmers (7)








Also someone to help the new owners ensure compliance with existing statutes and regulations.
Financial support for new farmers.
Dairy – similar story – need way to entice and financially support new farmers.
New farmers, particularly those without need help with entry.
MOFGA has a subsidized beginning farmer program.
Support and aid system for beginning farmers.
Assistance with financing education for potential buyers.

Access to Capital (6)








Identify opportunities for loans to farmers who have limited credit established.
Dairy – need low-interest loan to increase efficiencies.
New/aspiring farmers are generally eager to farm yet usually lack capital resources.
The other challenge though for people who are not a next generation on a farm is that there are a lot of impediments to
first generation farmers, mostly dealing with the cost of land and the physical building and equipment in order to get into
an ag enterprise. It can be fairly daunting. It circles back to business planning and also highlights the need for some specific
and unique lines of capital for first generation farmers or people trying to buy and existing farm versus a generational
transfer. I think that’s a unique category unto itself.
Deregulate getting money
Commercial lenders that understand Ag
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Access to Affordable Land (5)






Keeping Farmland Affordable
Land costs have increased beyond the ability of new/young farmers to access farming.
New farmers need an affordable and accessible bank of land to draw on.
public wastewater and water systems will make farmland affordable, more dense development
Also under keeping land affordable, when we were talking about municipal needs and making sure they are responding in
the way we want, maybe this concern should be housed here under keeping land affordable; municipalities don’t promote
farm and open space law equally nor do they take current use taxation approach equally across municipalities

Importance of Business Knowledge & Planning (4)






We’ve seen a lot of services out there provided primarily by Cooperative Extension to help farmers get the basic business
training that they need to help make those critical business decisions. That’s huge. We never have enough of that.
Keep books and set goals.
You can put people on land, and say go farm, but if they do not have the skills to do business planning or to make the right
decision on working toward a market and lining all that stuff up, you’re just going to be back at square one again and
finding somebody new for that land.
Reduce debt

Easements (4)






fully reimburse farmers for the value of easements
Is there a way to assess farm values to increase the purchase value of easements – set a higher floor? Example: Blueberry
land is well drained, good for septic systems, but transitioning to rural suburban lots will be a cost to communities. Could
blueberry land be assessed as potential suburban development land?
Easements that protect farm land from escalating real estate taxes
Continued dollars for easements.

Peer Networking Opportunities (4)





conferences such as this one
training where farmers can get together for 3-4 sessions to create connections and share their journey
Is there a way to change the narrative so that we focus more on benefits of succession planning – educational aspect on
importance of it?
Exposure/awareness of farms who have transitioned.

Adjustments to Zoning Requirements (3)




decreased development densities (we need long term ag zoning with very low building densities 1 home per 50 acres).
Working with towns on zoning restrictions to allow more flexibility to allow farms to capture opportunity over time (i.e.
Christmas trees).
Land use ordinance revisions – supported by state with tax regulations.

Affordable Healthcare (3)




Affordable healthcare
Universal healthcare
Let farmers use VA healthcare system as if they are veterans.

Support for Aging Farmers (3)




AgrAbility to continue farming as we age. Lighter weight packages of feed.
Passing on/selling/generation of farmers that built from scratch – maybe there is reticence in using federal programs to
plan for next generation.
Could Extension help talk with older generation to encourage them to embrace change?

Institutional Support for Transition Planning Services (2)




Merit for a department geared toward farm families managing this.
Lawyers or even public sector (state, extension, etc. – everyone on farm support teams, all service and education providers)
can provide a prompt, regular reminder. Whether it is a planned or unexpected transition.
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Partnerships between Large & Small Farm Operations (2)



Want bigger producers to work more with smaller producers.
Want more partnerships among big operations and spin-off operations that can meet consumer needs. Other states have
developed such programs (e.g. New York, Field Goods, aggregate producer in greater Albany area).

Emotional Support for Farms & Farm Families Preparing for Transition (2)



Difficulties understanding how to transition farm (land, infrastructure) to next generation – it’s an emotional decision
Help people feel comfortable with having the discussion.

Farm Buy-Out Options (2)



Provide alternative to development for farmers who want to retire and/or stop farming. How can farmers cash out on their
assets like any other business would?
farm buyout options

Engage Rural Communities (1)


Ask rural communities what they need – rural elected officials, educators, legislators, nonprofit entities (e.g. former Maine
Rural Strategies organization), etc.

Support for Current and New Farmers (1)


Next generation could be junior and senior farmers, don’t want to support next generation over current generation, how to
leverage support for both generations to have succession in and out of families

FACOTRS IMPEDING FARM TRANSITION PLANNING (44)
Tax Burden (19)






















Tax incentives:
o State: reduce capital gains tax if sell as farm.
o Tax scheme based on services used vs. acreage owned (exemption for lots of acres if farming)
o Example: Winslow – tax rebate if Ag easement on land.
Tax incentives/policies.
Program to take active farms off of tax rolls.
Taxes associated with transitioning a farm (capital gain) present a limitation to farm transition.
Protection programs through taxation
Tax programs need to support farmers instead of penalize them
Financial support for older farmers leaving with capital gains.
State needs Ag tax cut programs (like the forestry tax cut)
Tax program in all towns for owning farmland as cheap as possible
How can farms be affordable when farmers have put all of their investments and sweat equity into a property and then
property taxes increase in addition?
Land not affordable – high property taxes because of duplicative services in small towns
Land inheritance taxes should be altered – transfer of wealth (tax penalties).
Tax-free farm transfer
First of all land transfer should not be taxed as it is now!
Proper tax treatment
Less taxation
Currently there is little motivation to keep open space open, taxes are too high.
The ability to be sufficiently profitable to withstand downward pressures. New Hampshire has a (voluntary) municipal level
program to defer taxes for farmers since they provide a service to their communities. Open space is cheaper for a
municipality.
Active farming as part of land preservation – look at New York and Massachusetts for examples.
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Lack of Incentives or Desire to Enter Farming (8)









Why would young people want to farm? There’s no incentive.
People who think they want to farm are delusional.
Destined to fail even with help or small investment by farmer.
Must be willing to dedicate yourself without guarantee of profitability.
Prospective buyers have concerns like health insurance that discourages participation in farming as an owner.
It’s hard for people to think about going into farming when they see other farmers struggling
No one could start these ventures now, why would anyone want to take them over?
Heirs may not want to continue the farm and would prefer to cash out.

Farmers’ Limited Ability to Save for Retirement (8)









How can farmers generate the funds needed to put into a basic retirement program?
Large farmers who receive a subsidy not to plant are the only ones who can retire.
Most important resource on a farm is a farmer. Selling out at low cost can prevent retirement and promotes degradation of
the farm.
Most farmers won’t be able to technically “retire.”
Provide the ability to save for retirement, rather than having them depend on the value of their land-base, especially when
there is pressure to sell or donate development rights of their land.
Most farmers have someone work off the farm in order to save money.
Retirement may mean sale of farm
Selling a house lot is an easy way to get retirement money.

Market Intervention by Nonprofits & Government (5)








MFT's program focus on farm land preservation has a negative effect on the real estate market. The nonprofits should focus
on farmer preservation and working farm (the infrastructure) preservation rather than just the land. This would ensure
succession and help existing farmers.
Maine Farmland Trust is depressing future value.
I have to echo again the fact that we are price-takers. It’s very difficult when nonprofits come into our for-profit market
arena that we have developed and compete with us directly. The flip side to this is that we need to have some kind of
legislation or support for keeping nonprofits out of the for-profit sales arena – our primary markets: direct to consumer,
direct to restaurants and direct to institutions. Nonprofits and nonprofit affiliate growers should be limited to a nonprofit
marketplace because they have advantages that we don’t as for-profit farmers. We have to pay our taxes, etc.
Less government intervention.
USDA is not necessarily a friend to small farmers – people and the government want cheap food.

Cost Barriers to Transition Planning (2)



Cost of developing succession plan.
We looked into putting our land (200 acres) into a land trust, but the expense to us of more than $20,000 did not make it
possible for us to pursue this.

Land Transfer is Not an Issue (1)
 Given the relatively small size of most farms, I doubt transfer is an issue.
Unsure (1)
 Not sure...I'm 38. Hoping I have a while.
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OBSERVATIONS ABOUT FARM TRANSITION PLANNING (25)
Transition is Contingent upon Farm Viability (17)



















Successful transitions to nonfamily member may be tricky because the farm is the farmer's home and their equity for
retirement. Therefore, there needs to be some ability to do a monetary cash transition. (They need to get money out of the
farm for retirement/remaining years.)
If farmers could make money, this would not be an issue.
If there was farm profitability, it would be a whole lot easier.
I agree with taking care of profitability will indirectly take care of this problem.
If we’re profitable, this question goes away.
When we’re specifically talking about land transfer and the next generation, the biggest impediment is if you’re in an
industry like dairy or anytime a farming enterprise is under financial strain, you are very hard pressed – as much as you
want to see that business continue, you also want to see the next generation have a better life or a better rate of return.
We focus a lot on physically making sure we get people on the land, but we need to make sure it is expressly tied with their
ability to make a living on that land.
If you want to keep that land in agriculture, you need to make farming profitable. We’re looping back to the first discussion
topic, but it’s very much tied to this topic.
Farmers are elderly, their kids are leaving, farming has to be profitable in order to maintain it, in order for future generation
to want to assume farming role.
Blueberry farmers need $0.60/lb. to make a living
Succession is hard if you have nothing to give up – succession needs value first.
But new farmers need to see a future in farming to make that investment and commitment, in order to transition farm land
and farm business for retiring generations.
This is the hardest part of farming. I have no answer for this. It is a less than minimum wage job for the time I put in, and
everything gets recycled back into the farm.
Market prices – beef cow prices are low – if wanted to sell, would not be profitable. If need to sell when margins are low, it
has large impacts on profit.
Transition is a big issue in keeping agriculture viable.
If Ag was profitable, this problem would take care of itself.
You can’t pass on a business that’s not profitable
Assist farmers and farm businesses to be financially successful.

Farms Businesses & Farm Families Should begin Transition Planning Early (4)






Organic dairy: my family has started transition planning and are implementing a plan now. My mother's financial advisor
was transferring an IRA and suggested she have support facilitating the farm transition. We were referred to Austin
Associates and used their accountants to structure it. Our family may be unique and less complicated situation with one
sibling who does not live on the farm and voluntarily relinquished any inheritance from it, citing that he has a good job and
doesn’t need anything from the farm and knows how hard it was to start and realizes the struggle to be profitable. Many
families, however, have members who want their fair share of inheritance even though they may be living off-farm. My
advice to other farmers is to be proactive, start early, before the older generation reaches retirement age and when they
can be actively involved. Get all parties in a room together if possible. Having a general conversation or general idea
beforehand can be helpful.
Planning for the future, never too early, help in understanding how to preserve (Maine Farmland Trust, farm easement with
$ compensation).
Put together a transition plan early on.
The whole chain needs to consider transition.

Transition Planning Must be Initiated by Farm Businesses & Farm Families (3)





The Fruits &Vegetables Association put together a workshop at the Trade Show, with a diverse panel – raspberry, dairy
farmer, and CSA vegetable farm. The common theme that emerged was that farm families need to start the transition
process themselves and work through all of the issues involved. That may require family counseling or mediation, and really
good information on which to base decisions.
The person/family needs to initiate.
Working with experienced lawyers, mediators, family counselors, people you are comfortable with is important.
The government can provide a list of resources. Support team can also help facilitate connection to resources.
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Farmers’ Needs are Not Uniform (1)
 Regional differences are extreme/very complex.
MISCELLANEOUS (15)
















Over time, efficiencies are built within the relationships will lead to profitability.
Employers not helping to pay taxes because no employees.
Deep look at long-term cost/consequences of land preservation.
Competing with welfare?
Rather than ask for donations, fundraise, etc. to purchase development rights (via land trust, for example), why not focus
on private investment on that same land?
Traditional midsized family farm is going away. Now it’s either large scale agribusiness or very tiny (1 acre) run by a small
couple.
USDA is challenging to work with
Need to compete with corporate prices.
How to afford a farm and pay with profits.
Confidence they can retire when that time comes... help them see the value of paying themselves.
knowing that paying into s/s is a good thing. Disability only helps those who paid into s/s.
I sold half of my farm through Farmlink. It’s wrong to tie things up forever; I believe in the market.
Employee-owned companies/growth of company/more people with vested interest in company – transition farm out of
family.
Maine retirement – should everyone have an exit strategy?
Under keeping Maine affordable, Tenents harbor example - got money from the working waterfront tax, built a dock for
many fisherman. It was business development and community development. But money also went to the feds. LMF
doesn’t give extra points for helping business, need to discuss how to give out funds --Farms for Future money getting to be
economic development too
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All Feedback: Protect Maine’s Farm Resources
Introduction
This appendix includes feedback specific to this topic in response to the test run of the presentation at the August 2018
AGCOM meeting and all ideas generated by participants in the webinar, during small group discussions at all in-person
sessions, and all responses to the Protect Maine’s Farm Resources question from the online survey. The document is
organized by major themes (blue heading) and sub-themes (grey heading). Frequencies are provided in parenthesis for
each major and sub-theme category, and the categories are listed in descending order by frequency.
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APPENDIX K
All Responses
Discussion Question: What assistance or resources do you need to keep your land, soils, and infrastructure in production
and to manage your natural resources?
OFF-FARM SUPPORT (75)
Changes to Existing Agriculture Policies & Programs (13)


















Crop Advisors who are paid by the acre.
Affordable crop insurance.
GAP certification is expensive – more resources for that? Process needs to be more streamlined – need state inspectors not
just federal (takes too long and too much bureaucracy)
There are lots of things that we do need. The NRCS, their programs, are only designed to meet what’s called resource
concerns, and there are lots of other things that we could be doing. They only jump in when there’s a problem; that’s how
the model is established.
Need help from Maine Department of Ag to support blueberry and cranberry industry. Ag commissioner’s office doesn’t
know anything about production of these crops, need people who know what is happening in the Ag industry in this state,
have their finger on the pulse of agriculture in Maine
Support from our municipality. We can't afford the building and electrical permits that our town requires. They should want
our business to thrive and succeed, not hinder us with costly permits for greenhouses and walk-in coolers.
Control of coyotes and other critters is a cost sharing opportunity. The state already allocates money for coyote control; it
could expand that to a fish and wildlife-based program to allocate half the funding to rural farmers for critter control and
other risk management and climate change mitigation/preparedness/adaptation. The state or nonprofits could supply a
professional grant writer to develop concepts into proposals since farmers are too busy to write grants themselves.
State Planning Office? There isn’t one, so reinstate it?
Make it illegal to feed coyotes within x miles of livestock farm.
Dairy – we still have a dairy industry in Maine because of the tier program.
Whatever we do, we need to make sure we’re mindful of allowing that regional flexibility within the state whether we’re
dealing with town councils, state policies or federal policies. We need to push for the ability to have our Ag enterprises in all
corners, not just the “ag dominant” areas of the state.
Flexibility of assistance.
NRCS should be better about following CNMP done by outside parties. Our local NRCS never even looked at our CNMP,
which was done by someone they suggested. It's hard to know which direction to go when no two groups offer the same
suggestions.

Opportunities & Incentives for Keeping Land in Agriculture (11)












We need young farmers and landowners willing to take on the risk of owning and stewarding farms and forest land.
Agricultural easements
Land for Maine's Future and Land Protection Programs a must!!
Better local laws that help protect and promote farm land use.
Opportunities for long-term ventures so farmers have interest in protecting land.
There is good farm land next to rivers which may be compromised as rivers change course or experience erosive events
because rivers are not managed.
Farms for the Future program – a fantastic program that is for helping farmers to become better entrepreneurs.
Have land taxed with a penalty if taken out of farm land – makes the farm more affordable then you won’t skimp on
compost/cut corners, etc.
Right to farm law is not strong enough to protect – already in place.
Lease to own land arrangements.
Municipalities in Maine need to explore farmland protection via decreased development densities. We need "Long Term
Agriculture" zoning with very low home densities. Minimum lot sizes of three acres in rural areas does nothing to deter
subdivision and the fragmenting of farm land. To do this Maine will need to compensate land owners for the loss of
property value. If we don't keep land available to be farmed in the future it will be lost.
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APPENDIX K
Information Sharing (7)









Information.
The Information piece – It is out there but not organized or aggregated as well as it could be.
Information distribution on potential improving practices – but has to drive profit margin.
Ag plastic consolidation and disposal at public expense is an idea for convening farmers that would help address their
isolation, need to network with each other, and address an environmental concern.
Gaining access to the farmers and offer them resources because farmers don’t have time
Resources to make available at local ag fairs
o New ideas
o How much interaction is going on?
Community meetings – what groups are out there? Needs assessment.

Affordable Health Insurance (6)







Affordable health insurance. Did I mention health insurance? How about health insurance...I have to keep another job just
for the health insurance.
Most important farm resource is the farmer. Work is unsafe, need health insurance
Free massages for farmers in order to support their physical and mental health.
What about a fund setup help support healthcare and disability pool of #.
The most important resource is the HUMAN resource.
farmer is most valuable farm resource needs to be acknowledged, HR package for farmer, healthcare

Reduce Tax Burden (5)
 Lower property taxes, they are outrageous!
 Help with tax relief
 Lower tax on assets for farmers. No leniency given to large corporations who pollute and/or defile Maine's natural



resources (strip mining, burning trash from other states should all be done away with).
Tax relief for land in Ag.
Since we have a cheap food economy, and NO control over the value received for our forestry products, despite best
practices, any and all zero based resource income should be state income tax exempt. This would incentivize resource
based owners to grow/scale their operations and use their labor to steward/manage appropriately to maximize production
and optimize any market advantage they can muster with their creativity and willingness to invest in value adding.

Consumer Education & Buy-In (5)







Farm tourism to educate others.
Connecting dots for all consumers and policy makers for the cost of food.
Community buy-in (mentally and financially) let them understand their investment.
Different parts of the state have different levels of acceptance and flexibility with Ag. The further south you go in the state
where you have less agriculture and more urban communities, it’s a lot more challenging in some of those communities to
make the pitch for things because there just isn’t that critical mass of ag enterprise that educates the community about the
benefits and why this needs to be done.
Educate non-farmers that keeping land open is to everyone’s benefit.

Weather Data & Forecasting (4)






Need better information about weather patterns and changes that affect pests so farmers can prepare and be efficient in
practices.
There are no weather stations Downeast. Farthest one is in Bar Harbor. Would be so helpful to have more weather data –
impacts to all commodities (blueberries, potatoes, etc.), even small operations (e.g. anticipating weather shifts to prepare
for setting row covers).
More weather pattern advice tied to the calendar.
Weather forecasting, flood forecasting, an alert system for farmers if a flood is coming.
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APPENDIX K
Research (4)





Research.
Research data (soil amendments) vs. what is marketed in the area – companies selling products push their products, and
farmers don’t know if the information they give is accurate.
Agronomist data would be helpful to make decisions.
University of Maine Cooperative Extension education programs (in state and outside) to facilitate outreach from research
organizations to individuals.

Access to Land (3)




Ultimately, if there is not enough land base for production, farmers need to find a way to buy or lease more land.
Access to land
Access to farmland through partnerships with non-farmers.

Recognition of the Full Value of Farms (Land, Soil & Infrastructure) & Benefit to Community (3)




Recognition of the farms as stewards of resources.
New York City – paying to support Ag that surrounds water resources recognizing the value of farms protecting the
resource.
When speaking about conservation, always include part that everybody benefits, not just ag sector, key piece as part of
whole narrative

Land & Waterfront Conservation & Protection (3)





A law that protects Maine coastal areas; currently there is no protection from people dumping waste directly into the
ocean, (others have a 3 mile law, which in my opinion is certainly not enough distance from the coast to protect natural
resources). How can anyone raising seaweed, for example, feel confident that anything along the coast is safe for people to
eat when there are no laws preventing all kinds of waste being dumped directly into the areas where they are growing food
for human consumption?
Access to water
Working waterfront preservation program and working waterfront current use taxation program as tools to help preserve
working waterfront access.

Infrastructure Leasing Opportunities (2)



Infrastructure leasing opportunities.
Rent share equipment vs. purchasing it.

Legal Resources (2)



Legal resources.
Legal possibly.

Peer Networking Opportunities (2)



A way to share information between farmers.
NRCS, SWCD and peer-to-peer communication with other farmers about enrollment in programs. Build relationships.

Farmer Education & Training (1)


I really enjoyed taking the Holistic Management course at BWF. MOFGA offers many great trainings that I am glad I can
attend even though I'm not a journey person. But it's a big state and I have to pick and choose according to location and
time available.

More Processing Facilities (1)


Processing facilities

Municipal Cost-Sharing (1)


Municipal level cost share in farming and open land.

Investments in Off-Farm Infrastructure (e.g. roads and bridges) (1)


Transportation infrastructure is an appropriate and needed government role/investment – roads and bridges. Most food is
transported by truck. Grain (transported from California by rail) tracks are privately owned, which requires maintenance
and upkeep for efficient speed. There is a particular stretch of the track that should be updated in order to increase safe
speed.
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APPENDIX K
Access to Local Ag Equipment Suppliers (1)


As far as agriculture infrastructure, the biggest concern isn't a lack of access, but at which point (from the dairy industry
perspective) too many farms have been lost to support and sustain those infrastructure businesses (suppliers). Then costs
will increase because of the delays involved in importing parts and waiting for repair technicians to travel from out of state
to service equipment. This infrastructure information pertains to animal agriculture as well as crop infrastructure. Items
from pesticides to tractors are available online now, but you can't just go to downtown Lewiston for spray or repair
parts/service. Since timing is often critical, it's nice to have services and suppliers located in state. Enough farms are needed
to ensure this sector is sustained.

Access to a Network of Community Resources & Organizations (1)


Community organizations with similar interests. We used to have these but they died out. Soil & Water Conservation
District can help facilitate this.

ON-FARM SUPPORT (55)
Soil Management & Health (23)



























Soils
But it comes down to the financial piece. If you keep your soils going you need a nutrient management plan or soil testing,
which you will have to hire out. Soil testing is not that expensive – for a single soil test – but if farmers are farming multiple
fields or parcels the cost adds up. It costs money to hire someone to assist in developing an efficient/effective nutrient
management plan. There are programs to assist with this, but it basically does come down to money.
Nutrient management plans.
Free soil sampling – new equipment and lab in Cooperative Extension will help with time and quality of results.
Conserve soil resources – reconsideration of draining wet areas for regional consideration.
Erosion practices.
Quality needs to be added to equation (not just efficiency = productivity) – better for soils/health.
Benchmark our soils vs. other regions – could be a benefit to know where we are. Difficult to do with different soils but they
do have certain similar attributes.
Finding the nutrients to feed the soil (Ph, sandy soil, etc.) can be challenging.
If clearing trees to create cropland, there is disturbance to the soil, loss of topsoil and the soil structure is changed.
How to build a health soil system and not impact cost associated with it:
o Nutrient management plan
o Rotational grazing
o Cover crops
o Low or no till – Maine organic milk producers “no till drill” – enter seed grass without tilling add second crop
grasses (clover)
o Soil compacting is a struggle
o Fertilization (manure)
Strategies for soil management.
Assistance with maintaining healthy soils
Affordable and environmentally safe soil inputs. i.e. municipal and industrial waste
Soil fertility
Soil tests provided by Maine Extension Services are a great start. Local providers of bulk lime/ fertilizers / nutrients etc. as
recommended by the soil tests are always needed. A big component is reaching out to the non farming community moving
into rural areas (especially developments) that there will be noise from agriculture, fumes at times (e.g. directly after
applying even Organic certified fertilizers in recommended amounts), etc.
Soil testing is great! The access to quality scientists who value agriculture and can be objective had historically been great,
keep it up.
Less expensive organic soil nutrition.
Research about and demonstrations of cover cropping and reduced tillage systems.
More cover cropping.
Conserve our soils for resilience against massive rainstorms and unexpected freezes.
Healthy Soils research - not hearing need for this, so bring it down to producer level and encourage them to find what
needs are and work on that.
At Soil Water Conservation district we hear that need, farm-specific not industry-specific.
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On-Farm Technical Assistance (7)









Can nonprofits include this kind of boots on the ground work in their technical assistance? Making sure nutrient recycling
management stays safe, repairing damaged infrastructure, dealing with ticks and the elements (hot sun is an example).
Knowledgeable people to visit farm and answer questions. Generalists who are well educated. This is for small farms.
o Maybe hire retired farmers.
o Someone to talk face-to-face and walk farm is critical. More county agents.
Technical expertise
Sometimes the independent contractors know more/have access to more innovation than the NRCS or government entities
due to scaling back and budget cuts.
Education/awareness of policies and requirements.
NACS/FSA/SWCD visits to farm to give information.
Physically going to the farms and letting them know about the resources

Irrigation Infrastructure & Practices (5)






Irrigation projects can also be burdensome.
Irrigation water resources.
Irrigation.
Financial and technical with water source development and irrigation infrastructure. Ag engineering staff/resources in
general.
Drainage work

Scale-Appropriate On-Farm Infrastructure (4)






The private sector has equipment and buildings and infrastructure information, much of it also now tailored to small farms
and newer, more modern equipment options from Europe and Scandinavia as well.
Smaller equipment to operate on smaller fields.
We’re very tricky here in Maine because of our topography, hydrology, etc. We don’t have these big, long, open expanses
like they do in the Midwest, so farming here is really tricky to do it in a way that respects the resource. We’ve got to have
buffers, and now we have coyotes. We didn’t have coyotes until the 70’s.
Access to modern equipment, scale appropriate equipment.

Water Protection & Management Practices (4)
 Water protection and management
 Assistance with maintaining water quality.
 Water retention, drainage control.


Water conservation methods - don’t need new method, need better implementation for existing methods.

Adaptations to Climate Change (3)





Managing land with climate change.
Find alternatives to fossil fuels to mitigate climate change in a way that isn’t more expensive than those fossil fuels that
farms depend on for tractors, heating greenhouses, etc.
Technologies to adapt to climate change.

Opportunities to Diversify Products (2)



Entrepreneurial farmers could create year-round work and additional income for themselves through value add products.
More items that are unique to Maine or grow well.

Pest Management (2)




Extension can continue to provide information about insect and pest management, and chemical and fertilizer suppliers in
the private sector will make sure there are good products. The combined benefit of the private sector and extension. The
Experiment station to develop/test new technology. Highmoor Farm has a beautiful apple rootstock trial and that is
accessible to apple growers who want to see how they are performing. This kind of continual information and assistance
are important to farmers.
Invasive insects and plants/weeds.
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APPENDIX K
Enlist Volunteers to Help with On-Farm Projects (2)




As a result of climate change and some of these microbursts and their impacts on my farm, I have gone to the Conversation
Corps, which is a Maine nonprofit program with federally supported dollars available to nonprofit farms, and it would be
incredibly compelling if you had a climate change event and were able to call on the Conservation Corps for a particular
issue or concern, like fencing because I know that’s a constant challenge for us – we’re always repairing fencing. A crew
could come in for a week, 3 days, or whatever it takes, and they would be learning so much about how to appropriately
build infrastructure on all kinds of farms. Conservation Corps could be volunteering. I know they would say they can’t
because they have federally-allocated dollars and they can’t use them on private land, but they could work through a public
or nonprofit agency. There’s a work-around I’m sure, someone has to figure out what the work-around is.
Volunteers to help repair and perform maintenance on farms. Similar to how they help nonprofits. This also would help the
younger generation to learn farm life and a strong work ethic.

Increase Efficiency through Technology (2)



It all comes down to the cost of production – if technology can assist in increasing efficiency to improve profitability, rather
than increasing prices, more local food could be sold to more people.
Improved forage production systems.

On-Farm Demonstrations (1)


Continuing on-farm demonstrations – models that work and can be transformed to the farm.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT (31)
Government Funding & Subsidies (13)















The federal government has subsidy programs through NRCS and FSA that can help keep farms intact. Farm Credit has also
always been there to provide operating loans.
Subsidies and tax incentives for sustainable production
A large corporation like CMP (Central Maine Power) can raise prices in response to extreme weather events since they
provide a basic service to so many clients. Customers have to pay what they charge. Since farmers provide a key service and
also face extraordinary pressures due to extreme weather – broken fences, fallen trees, challenges in managing/recycling
nutrient run-off – farmers (private businesses and therefore not eligible for state conservation corps support) need public
assistance. This type of free assistance could help keep them in production.
Funding for AgrAbility programs, grants, etc.
NRCS – money is very helpful. Way to propel farm to conservation.
Increase NRCS funding specifically for equipment.
NRCS funding for other equipment (besides high tunnels).
Ag community to lobby county commissioners for funding of education programs that connect farmers with the
organizations doing research or with needed information.
Connect global and national conservation funding to Maine state institutions, such as climate adaptation/mitigation,
ecological restoration
Continue corn payments
Create a voucher program for body work for farmers carrying a fuel tax exempt card. Again, this would be money that
would go to local, rural practitioners, supporting the local economy, using the farmer resource as an economic engine,
while the farmer gets much needed physical relief. And feels appreciated for their effort.
We need a publicly funded Ag. Plastic disposal program to get the plastic piles removed from farms and other production
sites. This should not be the burden of the farmer.
I want to add that the Maine Department of Agriculture used to have a water resource development program, and we have
some farmer friends who got a free well. I don’t know when the program went away, but it hasn’t been active at least in the
last six years. I’ve sent an email every year to the Ag department to ask when it’s going to open again, and they say it’s not.
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Access to Capital (6)







Capital.
Access to capital.
More grant funding, particularly for on-farm processing facilities, equipment and infrastructure.
FSA helping with high tunnels for season extension.
Fund more grants and loans for farmers using the AgrAbility services to determine needs to stay farming long after the
human body breaks down.
The way our farm started was as a two acre field with no infrastructure. Going back to profitability, it’s been pretty tricky to
increase your profit margin when you are spending all your funds on infrastructure. We didn’t inherit a piece of land with a
barn or a well even. There isn’t a lot of assistance for the initial infrastructure or for land management practices or for tools
and equipment. It’s even more frustrating when you look at these value-added producers, and they can buy freezers and
fridges and mixers to do the value add. I’d really like a flail mower or a well. We’re still working off a residential well, which
is not good for us. NRCS has been great. We’ve gotten in the high tunnels, but that’s the only assistance that we’ve gotten.
We’ve tossed around the idea of a GoFundMe or other crowdsourcing method, but we haven’t jumped on them because I
feel like the state should help me out a little more

Funding to Incentivize Specific Practices (5)






reimbursement for feeding low food access folks.
Continued and more monetary incentives for environmentally sustainable, energy efficient structures and resources.
Money to move toward organic and/or sustainable practices.
Programs and monetary incentives that promote soil health, such as cover crop seed discounts, access to leaves for
mulching, organic compost, etc. Incentives for farmers who cultivate larger areas of their land in order to do crop rotation
and allow their land to rest for at least a full year.
programs to encourage specific farming practices (i.e. no till or heated greenhouse season extension).

Financial Support – General (5)






Financial resources.
Financial resources.
What’s needed – more money for produce?
Discounts on row fabric to suppress weeds and seed price for cover crops.
Compensate farmers for research efforts and cooperation.

Funding for Agriculture Service-Providers (2)



Need increase in funding for Soil and Water Conservation District office to provide on the ground services to farmers.
Maine Farmland Trust has the farming for wholesale grant where you can get $50,000.
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FACTORS LIMITING FARMERS’ ABILITY TO MANAGE THEIR FARM OPERATIONS (23)
Regulatory Burden (13)

















Don’t want more regulations. They are becoming a burden. GAP laws; pesticide regulations in towns for processing.
These are tasks that are part of the business and that employees are paid to do. Everything having to do with agriculture is
"based on" state and federal law and that is a huge "hindrance." These regulations are one size fits all but generally
inappropriate for small farm operations. I am the smallest blueberry grower in Knox County, and I have been inspected
formally much more often than large growers. This takes up hours of my time and adds significant costs.
I feel that the (blueberry) commission wines and dines legislators but does not educate them about the work. As a result
farming is being penalized by unfairly stringent regulations.
relief from regulations.
The regulatory concerns come to bear here a lot. I find in Southern Maine there are 70-foot setbacks from the white stripe
on the road. I can’t do many things I need to do like put it in for parking or buildings. There are a lot of building code
problems. The town ignores the building code exemption that the state provided for ag, and NRCS, DEP and Army Corps
want to be able to say no to all kinds of things we might want to do from an ag perspective to improve our land. They say
no those are hydric soils, so you can’t do blah, blah, blah. In other words, there are conflicts between what people say for
the general welfare and what we’re trying to do with ag. We’re treated as the bad guy, and we’re pulled back. We need
relief from all these entities telling us no.
Over-regulation
Federal rules – state enforced dairy antibiotic testing of raw milk
o Too many tests/double testing is expensive
o Selling the raw milk created extra income, but now you can’t
DEP – NCRS can sometimes be overly regulatory on issues such as drainage and degrading of ditches. Also deer fencing was
placed in a costly and unproductive way.
Wetlands protection laws can be overly burdensome.
Government uses “command and control” approach.
We need more competition through less regulation.
Too many environmental regulations attached to farming
There is resistance to using available resources. Farmers see it tied to regulations or are unwilling to be open to
government. It’s a trust issue.

Labor Challenges (5)







There could be a database or job service/temp agency to help place farmers who need off-season jobs.
The Board of Pesticide Review and Ag policy makers don't really understand what is involved in farm work; they are
bureaucrats. As a case in point, I have been warned or "threatened" about my use of rakers – I hire local labor, kids, 4-5 22year-old guys who can work hard and get a lot done. I also hire younger workers. Other growers and authorities have told
me I shouldn't do this. I am required to display posters with labor laws and workers' rights to be a safe workplace. I do not
think there were or should be any wage or time restrictions on harvest work and that the policy makers need to understand
what farmers do to run a business/make a living.
Collaboration in addressing labor challenges.
Affordable labor.
Access to temporary labor

Transportation Challenges (2)




New federal trucking restrictions (driver time limits) are impacting milk truck drivers and livestock farmers transporting
perishable products. Trucks have been stopped due to time limits 30 mi from their destination. There is a time delay and
added expense if they have to send for another driver to relieve the timed out driver. Animal/livestock producer
associations are working with USDOT to carve out exceptions so that livestock is not stressed or lost. Not sure if this is
happening with dairy and milk has to be hauled further, to out of state processing plants which have moved only further
away.
Collaboration in addressing transportation challenges.

Farmers’ Limited Ability to Control Price (1)


I agree about pricing and that CSA members value the service that is provided in producing food. I am talking more with
consumers about the pricing process and how nebulous it is. Our pricing hasn't translated to a profitable business model
yet. My main priority is striving to understand the farm as an organism, and we are just viable enough to do that.
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Market Intervention by Nonprofits (1)


Land for Maine’s Future (LMF) and Maine Farmland Trust and others purchasing the farm development rights are not just
purchasing development rights but management rights as well. The easement gives them purview/power over
management decisions, with ability to set parameters, determine what the farmer who is actively farming the land can do,
where they can put buildings, soil treatment plan, etc. Easements are paternalistic; limit farmers' ability to determine best
management for their farm. A private investor work with the farmer is a better model than adding another layer of control
and regulation – In addition to federal regulation, state law and local ordinances there is now another layer: a nonprofit
board of directors can determine/change development terms, planning, management.

Market Competition (1)


We know how to grow sustainably; we know how to steward this land, but we can’t compete with corporatization, and they
don’t give a f___.

MISCELLANEOUS (16)

















If technical assistance can prove to be profitable and create healthier soils (cover crops).
More rain.
Profitability – need a level playing field (e.g. organic dairy farms vs. supposed organic CAFOs (concentrated animal feeding
operation)). USDA bowing to political pressure – need to enforce programs as written. Again, protection of family farms.
Good markets = profitable farms=farm invests in sustainable practices, because sustainable practices sustain good markets=
keep farms profitable
More opportunities to expand in a financially stable way
Availability of materials throughout the state
First, ask for assistance – easier process, easier to access
Businesses being forced to have multiple businesses
Top 10% are able to maximize yield on property but lower tier operations don’t have resources to.
Shared farming (can be a serious struggle with needing to harvest at the same time due to weather).
Desire to do so.
Working with forestry department to consider Balsam Fir as an industry (they currently don’t).
Forestry – need more attention from Dept.
Topography
Not just production, we need to include business resources, others.
Ongoing conversation to create database so one point of contact. Dept. has done it, Extension has done it.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT FARMING (7)
Profitability is Essential (5)






Being profitable gives you the means to support better resource.
Farms need to be economically viable in order to do any of these things.
Successful farms.
This comes back to the first discussion question [profitability].
Profitability

Benefits of Small Farming Operations (2)



More smaller operations with limited mechanization will help maintain the health of the soil – need more research on this.
Don’t rush to tear up another 30 acres of land before considering smaller tracts.
Starting small is fine. Nothing wrong with going slowly and paying as you go.

UNSURE (2)
 Not sure
 Not sure at this point
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APPENDIX L
All Feedback: Connect Maine-Produced Food with Healthy Eating
Introduction
This appendix includes feedback specific to this topic in response to the test run of the presentation at the August 2018
AGCOM meeting and all ideas generated by participants in the webinar, during small group discussions at all in-person
sessions, and all responses to the Connect Maine-Produced Food with Health Eating question from the online survey.
The document is organized by major themes (blue heading) and sub-themes (grey heading). Frequencies are provided in
parenthesis for each major and sub-theme category, and the categories are listed in descending order by frequency.
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All Responses
Discussion Question (1 of 2): What programs currently do a good job working with farms to supply Maine-produced food
to hungry families? What is not working?
PROGRAMS THAT WORK (72)
Gleaning Practice & Programs (13)













Gleaning programs (2)
County gleaning initiatives
Gleaning really important
I bring gleanings back home as a way to manage my excess.
Programs that purchase food wholesale for distribution to needy families (especially "seconds" that are not otherwise
marketable).
Gleaning programs: Healthy Acadia, Healthy Communities, etc.
Healthy Acadia – provide connection
o Gleaning, redistribute from farmer’s markets
Community Food Council – gleaning.
Cumberland County Gleaning Initiative worked well (AmeriCorps staff person did a good job).
Maine Gleaning Initiative – volunteers glean excess produce on farms and deliver to pantries
Wayside Food Programs is doing a great job and should be involved in whatever system the state comes up with.
Mobile gleaning organization that will come out and glean.

SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) (12)










SNAP (4)
Farmer’s markets – SNAP benefits – has been great for Houlton Community Market.
Ability to use SNAP benefits at farmers markets.
SNAP/EBT – valuable to small farms and new Maine arrivals:
Net positive for farmers and consumers
Make ETB more generous with a restriction to buy "Maine only" products. Are "food hungry families" likely to go to farm
stores, farmers markets or COOPs?
SNAP/EBT benefits and availability at all markets. Again, real food is not inexpensive, so help bridging that gap for those in
need, as well as education on how to store, prepare and cook real food.
EBT at farmers markets – purchasing power at retail price.
EBT machines to take food stamps.

Maine Harvest Bucks (11)









Maine Harvest Bucks (4)
The harvest bucks/double dollars down nutrition incentive program for fresh fruits and vegetables should be replicated
with meat and dairy. The USDA doesn't oversee meat and milk so the existing program can't be expanded to meat.
Double dollars at Farmers Market. These programs could be expanded.
Farmers Market “double dollars.”
Maine Harvest Bucks works well.
At the national level, there are programs funded through the farm bill, e.g. Harvest Bucks/FINI – doubling amount of
veggies purchased per dollar, which should be encouraged.
Continued support for Maine Harvest Bucks and other matching programs.
Programs that double SNAP dollars at local farmers markets (and/or local farm stands)

Good Shephard Food Bank (8)







Good Shepherd Food Bank (3)
Good Shepherd Food Bank pays farmers directly and at beginning of year was great. Good volume and consistency.
Donate food to Good Shepherd Food Bank.
Good Shepherd Food Bank (farmers are making money).
There’s also the Good Shepard program
Currently good shepherd is doing a good job helping Mainers access/use of local food
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Mainers Feeding Mainers (6)







Mainers Feeding Mainers.
Mainers Feeding Mainers is terrific program. Needs to be expanded.
Mainers Feeding Mainers – more funding!
Mainers Feeding Mainers program – farmers sell food to Good Shepherd Food Bank
Increase information for “salvage markets” (Mainers Feeding Mainers).
Mainers Feeding Mainers. We don’t participate in that, and I don’t know what their price structure is, but I’ve been at the
table with food pantry folks, and they like that program.

WIC (Women, Infants & Children) (5)


WIC (5)

Farm-To-School Program (4)





Farm to school
The Farm to School model is great.
Schools doing a good job
More programs like Farm-to-School across the State.

Food Banks – General (3)




Food pantries that send volunteers to collect leftover produce at the end of farmers' markets. We need more of this!
Food bank/pantry
Linking farmers with food banks.

Collaborative Efforts (2)




I have not used any existing programs, instead we developed relationships with non-profits, such as Gather, Slowfood
Seacoast, etc. that support these initiatives, raise awareness, etc. I would like to see programs like these, as well as Mainers
Feeding Maines, and other programs trying to do the same receive more support. But first creating community groups to
really understand the needs and the best way farmers and institutions can support those needs.
More opportunity for Ag as inclusive, as a community endeavor.

Maine Harvest for Hunger Initiative (1)


Maine Harvest for Hunger initiative – gardeners grow food earmarked for pantries

Full Plates Full Potential (1)


Full Plates Full Potential.

Cooking Matters (1)


Cooking Matters (teaching people to cook their food).

Senior Farm Share (1)


love the farm share program for seniors

Food Corps America Fellows Program (1)


Food Corps America Fellows

Healthy Coalition (1)


Healthy Coalition

Farm Market Federation (1)


Farm Market Federation

Farm Drop (1)


Farm Drop is one way that food is distributed.
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PROGRAMS THAT WORK IN SOME WAYS BUT NOT ALL (25)
Maine Harvest Bucks (4)






Maine Harvest bucks is great. However, SNAP is so costly and difficult to implement, both at the individual farm level and
the farmers market level - requires $ for labor, machinery, tokens, record-keeping...make it easier so ALL farmers markets
can use it.
MHB requires constant outreach to tell a changing roster of SNAP/WIC users about the benefits available.
Frankly, I do not know of any that work, though the Harvest Bucks program comes close.
In terms of what programs are doing a good job working with farms, Maine Harvest Bucks is a program we participate in.
We get the full value of our food in that program. I think it’s working, and it could work better.

Gleaning Practice & Programs (4)





Gleaning programs (challenge is that coordinators have never been on farm). Has potential but needs an educated
manager.
We need a more dynamic gleaning operation in the state.
Gleaning has worked for some, but timing on harvest is an issue and the ultimate recipients don’t always know what to do
with whole, unprocessed fruits and vegetables.
Overflow of milk to be distributed to food pantries – like the Milk Margin Program was supposed to.

Food Banks – General (4)





We give to food banks - 20,000 pounds - but are missing out on getting paid to grow for food banks (grrr) not enough to
thrive.
Make a better connection between food pantries and farmers.
Food donations from farms to pantries – no tax credit for farms this year due to standard deduction.
Better communication from food pantries to farmers would be ideal. I recently found out that a local food pantry could
have used some of my extra squash from this year. Also, one year I tried to donate 500 lbs. of potatoes to a local food bank
and it was REFUSED because they had a recent donation of same. There is no way in hell that those potatoes should EVER
have been refused. A list of food organizations who feed the needy should be readily available; Community Food Councils (I
do not know who these people are).

SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program) (3)




SNAP – good but difficult to get started.
Snap is doing good with this. Just needs more advertising maybe? I don't believe enough people know about it.
Frankly, I do not know of any that work, though the SNAP program comes close.

Senior Farm Share (2)



Maine Senior Farm share program, but management is costly – the volume of paperwork makes it not worth the effort for
just 25 shares.
The Senior citizens program is good- but way way to much paperwork. Farmers don't have the luxury of sitting inside and
spending time recording. We are trying to plant, weed, and harvest the products! We need help getting the word out that
we exist at markets and have programs for low income folks.

WIC (Women, Infants & Children) (2)



WIC requires constant outreach to tell a changing roster of SNAP/WIC users about the benefits available.
I would say that the WIC program has leaps and bounds to get more people to use their WIC money. In Franklin County,
$10,000 was given out for WIC recipients, and of that only $1,500 was redeemed in Franklin County.

Farm-To-School Program (1)


Farm to School program doing well in some communities but not all. Need more healthy foods for kids.

Hunters for the Hungry (1)


If a farmer has surplus food, we have Hunters for the Hungry, that’s an amazing program. But the difference with that
program is that hunters are doing this for recreation. Farms need to make a living.

Mainers Feeding Mainers (1)


Mainers Feeding Mainers (Good Shepherd) but there are problems with the distribution. Farmer has to deliver. More
distribution sites would be good.
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Good Shephard Food Bank (1)


Good Shephard Food Bank – turn federal dollars to provide food to people who need it supports farmers, but the price
point is not always what farmers need for their products.

Programs for Seniors – General (1)


Improve programs for seniors on very fixed incomes.

Maine Food Sovereignty Bill (1)


Maine Food Sovereignty Bill had potential but wished the “opt-in” portion had been eliminated.

PROGRAMS THAT ARE NOT WORKING (10)
Government Subsidies for Farmers to Supply Food to Low-Income Individuals (3)




Current charitable food process getting gleanings and seconds that can't be sold to food banks is not the right approach.
Government money to fund farmers to produce food for people who need food does not solve hunger problem.
Research shows that job training and creation to help people afford food is key. Every food subsidy dollar that is going to
farmers to pay for food to help feed poor people is one less dollar going to fund job training and workforce development.
Individual farmers help charitably according to their own religious or other charitable orientation or reason. But beyond
individual "tithes" the use of government and taxpayer dollars to do this is becoming problematic. It is just perpetuating
hunger. Communities used to help poor families and poor families who couldn't get by moved to new opportunities. There
is a new system today. The one pager and creative agricultural economy study outlines this challenge/dynamic. The solution
for government to move into, the solution with a government role, is to teach people to fish, educate them to grow and
preserve foods to feed themselves, and invest in job training. Establish a greenhouse operation with nursery for them to
grow seedlings. This is being done in Lewiston.

Senior Farm Share (3)





Senior Farm Share didn’t seem like a good use of resources.
One program we’ve been frustrated with is the Senior Farm Share program. We don’t have to take a hit on the cost of our
food, but the senior farm shares are only $50, it’s a disservice to call them a farm share. They should be called gift
certificates. It’s $50 and not a share in a farm. Also, it’s a program we applied to for the first 3 years, and we keep being told
that there were no funds for new farms, so we made our own farm share program for seniors, which is privately funded in
Franklin County, and we’re not taking a hit on the cost of our food. There are opportunities to get the full fair value of your
food and help address hunger. Farmers do have to be at the table for that conversation.
Senior Farm share @ $50/person is hard to manage

Grants to Nonprofits to Aggregate & Distribute Food (1)


Not working – grants to nonprofits to aggregate food and distribute to low-income institutions. They inevitably compete in
other markets and compete with for-profit farms.

Mainers Feeding Mainers (1)
 NOT working is a program called Mainers Feeding Mainers, which is a farce. Currently they buy NO red meat, and source
their poultry protein from out of state. Meanwhile only 1/3 of their produce is actually sourced from Maine. To raise funds
or "brand" themselves otherwise is simply a lie, or this should be a separate program for dedicated supply and distribution
streams. They have been quoted as saying that they do not buy these Maine food products because they think they cannot
source them at a competitive price point, but also advertise that they pay whatever is the price that farmers request. It
would be prudent for them to reach out to farmers and let them know at what price they are willing to pay and see what
local farmers are willing to supply at this tertiary price point.

WIC (Women, Infants & Children) (1)


WIC caps hold back consumers and farmers

Food Banks – General (1)


Lack of refrigeration at food banks.

I DO NOT WORK WITH ANY PROGRAMS (1)


I don't work with any programs.
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Discussion Question (2 of 2): What are the best ways to increase access to Maine-produced food in our state?
ACTIONS INCREASING FARMERS’ ABILITY TO GET PRODUCTS TO MARKET (69)
Expand Access to New & Existing Markets (39)











































Need to access primary markets (direct to consumer).
Hannaford marketing does a good job. Hannaford does follow through.
CNS, Wal-Mart talk local but don’t follow through.
It comes down to the fact that the vast majority of Mainers buy their food through grocery store channels. We need to get
our products on store shelves.
Also, recently a farmer friend approached the university service provider (Sodexo) about getting their food into the
university dining hall and was told that they had already met their 20%.
We need to find ways to link farmers to appropriate markets that will allow them to have financial sustainability and
whenever possible work with existing food chains – whether it be supermarkets, farmers markets or food pantries – to,
whenever it is possible within their parameters, offer that food.
Selling to institutions through a hub.
More markets.
Maine food in grocery stores.
Incentives for local stores if they carry a certain percentage of Maine produced food.
I worked for years to get my local grocery store to buy from me. Working great. I don't have to do all the work for SNAP
but they do...and now I can make my produce accessible to those folks.
Public schools using Maine food.
Maine food in school lunch program.
We need to emphasis the potential for relationships with the public school system!
Mainers Feeding Mainers model for school lunches.
Improve school hot lunch programs – more use food produced right here.
Support for schools to purchase directly from farms would be great. It seems like the schools need to bring more money to
the table for farmers to be interested in working with them. A handful of pilot programs throughout the state could be a
good starting point.
Arrangements to allow schools to pay more for local as though it were competitive.
Get producers certified to provide to schools, supermarkets and institutions.
Hospitals could also push harder for local products.
More groceries having a local section.
Require local sourcing.
Farm to institution.
Access???!!!
Love to see Maine grains made into organic cereals, but in packages thicker than 1 1/2 inches and only 2/3 full.
Online trading center connecting producers with consumers: I am looking for....
I have for sale....
Individual door-to-door.
From livestock – only want portion of meat in grocery store, not the whole thing. Volume is also an issue – you have to be a
certain size operation to get into markets.
Get Hannaford and Walmart to sell more local food.
Assistance to farmers with barcoding, nutrition labels, insurance costs, etc. so they can get their products into chain stores.
Cannot sell milk direct to consumers – co-ops limitations need tools to connect with customers and farmers network on
how to sell direct.
In addition to the value of local food and pricing it based on the real costs of production, value-added products are a better
alternative for farmers than finding unrelated off-farm work during winter. Developing new products would make it more
viable to farm.
Selling locally at farmers markets, CSAs have been decreasing. Why?
Better organized farmers markets.
More support for farmers markets, so the farmers don't have to pay (or pay a minimal fee) to be a part of the markets.
Farmers markets.
Institutional Purchasing (2) and Distribution
Lamb’s wool: Fiber tourism. Maine has fast fiber. Connect Maine-produced Maine food and fiber
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Lower Distribution Costs & Improve Distribution Channels (18)



















Costs of delivery is a big challenge. Maybe local, small farmers could do more.
Shipping costs continually increasing.
Distribution is a huge issue. Costs with larger distributors to use truck space is expensive.
Fuel tax exemption for agriculture – it happens in forestry.
Expanding fuel tax exemption to distribution for on-road vehicles instead of just “on farm” work.
Crown of Maine’s delivery business. Better distribution from rural to more populated areas and NH and Massachusetts
Food transportation system in such a big state and out of state is inefficient. Hard to pass on increased expenses to
consumer
Transportation to markets.
Distribution/transportation.
Ways to cost effectively create distribution streams for small farmers, especially improving connection to farms not along
the Rt. 95 corridor (western Maine, for instance).
Need improved distribution and delivery for the farmers.
Strengthening distribution networks.
Farm to consumer (UberFood).
Better distribution channels that FOCUS on local farms even though their products may be more expensive.
How to get food south/elsewhere as affordable as possible
Crown of Maine – potential for growers to distribute
Empty trucks leaving Downeast
Encourage cooperation between entities so that distribution is facilitated.

Increase & Strengthen Processing Infrastructure (7)
 Strengthening processing infrastructure to facilitate the consumer to farmer connections.
 More State inspected butchers- get rid of the crooked one that keeps getting grant $- he has a shady record. We used to








use him, but never got all our meat back as well as his operation was so scattered. It was always questionable.
Determine the maximum scale that the current producers and farmers are willing to realistically achieve. We can hope for
more production—and that has been achieved in some areas with much different inputs and greater efficiency, but it’s
done at a scale that is comparatively very small (even the ‘largest’ 100 Maine farms) to domestic competition (Not even
going into international).
What is needed is a for-profit company to develop processing facilities, not farmers who have to cover the expense of
equipment and HAACP/FSMA approvals. Farmers can't afford the infrastructure and can't make a living.
Ways of processing food would be really helpful.
On the other hand, there has been success in New Hampshire. Both hubs and farmers processing produce on site in their
farm kitchen at a small scale. Meat, however, has a different set of regulations with FDA and not USDA oversight, so
processing meat is more complicated.
Development of larger scale Maine producers, increase access to affordable butchering.

Increase Availability of & Access to Farm Land (2)



Getting more farm land available in state
Affordability of the process – land too expensive

Increase Access to Capital (2)



Low cost loans/grants for food processing, kitchens, etc.
State governmental support, through increased grant funding to farmers.

Reduce Tax Burden (1)


Remove state tax on fibers.
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TYPES OF INFORMATION, RESOURCES & EDUCATION THAT WOULD BENEFIT FARMERS (28)
Marketing & Advertising (14)














Branding of products as "Maine" or "local".
Create pride in local agriculture.
A mechanism is needed to advertise surplus food and the local resources need to be able to accept it and educate pantry
clients in how to utilize and prepare it.
Social media – marketing.
Local distributors (marketing strategies).
Marketing.
Promote the idea to food buyers
State government promoting local.
Have depart of Ag and MOFGA promote Ag in state like the buy local campaign but about food. Advertise for farmers.
State governmental support through promotion and protection of Maine-produced food in Maine markets (including retail,
wholesale and institutional markets).
Someone with leadership to lead – even if it’s a garden at the Blaine House – make it a priority at top state level.
If attention is to influence policy, need to see robust state marketing effort that promotes locally produced foods.
Maine brand through big picture, increase promotion of the marketing.

Farmer Education & Support (5)






Educate growers.
Need more education in developing food safety plans for farmers – for those who are trying to transition to fresh sales or
diversify
Value added product support
Assist with how farmer can help – outreach, market ideas to farmers because “we will grow anything.”
A study of the best practices about how it’s being done effectively.

Financial Incentives for Farms to Work with Charitable Food Programs (4)





Tax benefit for farmers who donate to food pantries.
Monetary incentives for the farmers to be able to allocate a portion of their harvest for these programs.
More subsidy programs.
A great way to deal with this might be aggressive tax incentives to profitable farmers to sell at a below market cost, but
beyond that, I think the private sector can work these things out. I would love to see tax incentives. I’d love to be able to
sell my product at a discount when I become profitable at some point and I’ll need a tax break.

Community Resources (2)



There is insufficient development of community resource networks in this area to move surplus food.
Vulnerable populations, such as migrant farm workers, are not linked to local community resources. As a result, after
harvesting fresh local healthy food all day, they are known to stop at the convenience store on their way home for fast food
to feed themselves.

Peer Networking Opportunities (2)



Bringing farmers together to share ideas
Reaching out to new farmers

Market Research (1)
 “Mainely Ag” report – should come back how it was (pricing information, who is buying, etc.)
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CHANGE CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (25)
Educate Consumers (17)



















Education (farm to table).
Education.
We need to teach consumers about the quality of Maine food. And go back to the old ways, teach people to shop, build
their cart around essentials, how to use Maine grown ingredients to make their meals, teach them and motivate to cook
and not rely on convenience foods. Cooperative extension has historically done this, make sure it is available everywhere
and happening. SNAP-Ed does this now but that is particular population (buying with SNAP). All is important.
My farmer friend in Massachusetts provides recipes to farm stand and CSA customers so they know how to use the foods.
Provide fresh/local ingredients to people along with recipes.
A statewide campaign to educate mainstream consumers about the costs involved in producing food and their health
benefits might help.
Raise awareness about local foods.
awareness
Educate people on the importance of having home grown produce
People need to understand how it helps everyone when there is more local food available to people. That educational
campaign needs to be done.
Emphasizing what Maine farmers are capable of producing...so consumers are aware of what is available...and how often
times it can be easily accessed.
Education from consumers to policy makers.
Nutrition programs- emphasis on school lunch.
Organized education effort: Return home economics to the schools so kids know what to do with fresh food.
Share the positives of farming – the positives outweigh the negatives and that’s how we’re going to get people back into it,
especially the younger generation
Bring the public in – they want to support farmers
Heading of ‘Connect Maine People with Healthy Eating’ none of those do that for average consumer. Are they learning
about how Maine produced food is better for them and their local communities at the grocery store where most people
buy food? Consumer awareness campaign needed, use Dept. label for local.

Increase Demand for Local Products (8)










Need more Mainers to drink more Maine milk.
What is not working – people are not purchasing fruits and vegetables.
$10 per week per family – spend at farmers markets. Russell Libby’s idea, and what a huge different that would make.
Last year I couldn’t grow enough romaine lettuce because customers were so anxious to get safe Romaine where they knew
where it came from.
Veggie prescription at Dr. office.
Note that Dept. of Ag will soon have a new person on staff tasked with overseeing a local food procurement program:
http://legislature.maine.gov/legis/bills/bills_128th/chapters/PUBLIC437.asp. That was passed in the last legislative session.
This is something that we should see how it plays out. I share some of the skepticism that others have about the role
agriculture has to play in this, but I am also enlightened to hear what is working well. I don’t think government can buy its
way out of things to solve a problem. We produce more food than state institutions would ever be able to procure to
support Maine ag. This is one part of the puzzle. I represent one industry where we need every American to increase their
quantity of eating wild blueberries. Folks in Maine can’t do it all.
“ReFed” report about getting more local food on tables.
Add classes and “ramp up” to get more Maine food to more Maine people.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING CONSUMER DEMAND (21)
Convenience of Markets where Local Products are Sold (12)













Having to make too many stops to get local produce.
Better ways are needed to get healthy food into the community, including to the people who actually harvest it. The Haitian
farmworkers in Ellsworth, for example, would love to get lamb. Among migrants, language and transportation are barriers.
Co-ops – commercial stores? Transportation issues.
Convenience – co-op store location funded by retail sales, not wholesale and connections to independent growers.
In terms of food access, transportation comes up in every single meeting I go to.
Local produce at better prices in super markets so that those who utilize food programs don't have to make multiple stops.
More Maine food in places where people can access it.
Making shopping opportunities available every day (co-op, central to population).
Lots of food deserts in Maine. We have to connect those to our production.
The Walmart model works – talk to them, not local farms.
Make an easier path to the folks who need it.
More community gardens, more gardens at nursing homes, more access to land for people to plant or harvest or glean or
cook fresh vegetables, fruits, meat and milk.

Affordability of Local Products (9)










Beef seems to not be a priority for low income households. Given the total nutritional package provided by beef, this
seems to be a mistake.
Poverty. The pantries generally search out free food and as a result nutrient dense animal protein is not getting to pantry
consumers. This leads back to the challenge farmers have that people expect their food to be free or cheap.
Budgets for low income need to be considered.
vouchers for farm grown food paid direct at farms, farm stands, farm markets.
Assured minimum income to buy foods.
Increased wealth within Maine’s community.
More produce available at affordable cost
Organic is too expensive
As a small farmer and one with humane practices, price has to be the single biggest barrier to many people affording our
products. However, we can’t take losses on our products. This means our Organic Certified Hay only goes to certain people
and only a certain segment can afford our grass fed lamb.

FACTORS LIMITING FARMERS’ ABILITY TO GET PRODUCTS TO MARKET (16)
Market Intervention by Nonprofits & Government (8)











We just had an example of a farmer working out a private arrangement because the state wasn’t flexible enough to handle
it. That’s the way it ought to be.
Nonprofit incubators keep failing. They require a lot of services and money to start and sustain, and then they fail.
Prevent nonprofits from disrupting markets.
Prevent predatory nonprofit market manipulation.
Maine Farmland Trust (aka Maine Unity Food Hub) undercut supplies or fills demand and prevents farmer sales within
limited market availability. Unity Food Hub can develop infrastructure using nonprofit resources then undercut developed
market from farmers that was developed by farmers.
Food hubs wind up competing with farmers who are trying to make a profit.
On the point about how we want to make sure that nonprofits that have a different ability to cover costs shouldn’t be
competing with farmers who are struggling to achieve economic sustainability, there might be a natural synergy between
nonprofit food production and food pantries. That might be a better clarification of these two questions than trying to put
all of Ag under one big umbrella.
Our growers 75% of business is Hannaford or Shaws, and last thing they need is state strategy to do anything about that, it
works, leave it alone; advertising of Maine grown, great, but state sponsored program to get more products into markets
makes me nervous.
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Regulatory Burden (6)








Portland FM regulation not fair (have to be within 90 miles)
Farmers Markets, small scale food vendors, high end restaurants buying Maine grown and produced food, institutions and
large scale grocery stores are more difficult because of GAP and FSMA.
Maine has made HACCP and FSMA more complicated than it needs to be, and this is something the congressional
delegation can address in the farm bill. There is a disconnect they all felt between food safety regulations and the food
safety techniques small farmers practice, making the requirements inappropriate for them and an unnecessary
hindrance/expense.
Flexible food safety guidelines.
Government can’t be too big to be effective; maybe use local resources such as churches, etc.
Need less regulatory burdens to make it happen.

Market Competition (3)




Some schools are producing, eating and selling.
Remove downward pressure.
meat is different, can’t compete with western Meat prices, love to see subsidy similar to UK where they pay number $/head
for breed stock as long as you meet standards for soil and field

FARMERS’ ROLE IN ADDRESSING FOOD INSECURITY (7)
Food Insecurity is Not an Ag Issue (6)









Burden of local food access shouldn’t fall on the farmer. Programs should be run by other organizations.
This is a DHHS issue.
It is a laudable goal to try to say if we have food insecurity in the state, we should look to our farmers to help backfill it. But
there are two different economic forces at work. In Maine, for farmers to be able to be successful, our farms need to be
able to charge a certain price point to recover costs. That price point may not be the most conducive to supplying Maineproduced food to people who do not have the income flexibility to purchase food at a higher price point. That is not saying
that we won’t have some farmers who are able to meet that need, but while it’s a laudable goal, I think it is somewhat
unrealistic to say that Maine farmers should be the primary conduit for producing food for the food insecure.
Farmers are trying to make a living. This is not really an Ag problem. This is a good justification for why it’s important to
support agriculture, but this is really a problem that belongs in the Department of Health & Human Services. This is not an
Ag agenda, but it is something that could happen if farmers had surplus.
This is a health and human resources issue and does NOT belong in an Ag. Arena.
I agree that it’s not an Ag issue.

Farmers are A Stakeholder in the Food Insecurity Issue (1)


Farmers are a stakeholder in this, so to say that this is just a Department of Health & Human Services problem – I wouldn’t
agree with that. We’re involved with several food access programs, and we don’t take a hit on the value or price of our
product for participating in those programs.

TRACEABILITY (4)






Need traceability
We need traceability.
Need traceability for Maine products.
Currently there is no traceability program, so who's to say the food is even Maine produced, as long as there are attractive
margins for "local"
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MISCELLANEOUS (22)




























Lewiston made me take down the value-added items, but I can petition the town to opt-in so I can sell direct to consumers.
Dairy is scared of sovereignty concept because of potential for someone to get bad milk. “Bad milk” is bad milk in the public
eye and creates situation where everybody gets blamed.
Donations
I have never been approached by (or approached) a group or hub to buy my lamb.
Marijuana in every Maine food product exported would create demand.
If we see a need, we donate.
With all the media it sounds like more people are hungry now more than ever. However in the small school I work at I see
pounds of food thrown out along with milk.
Schools are getting better
Limited in Aroostook County
Better connections to small farmers, not just large farms.
Soil development. Food (bio nutrient) density. This question is a technical fix. This is a serious systematic and scale research leverage point.
Set up programs directly with farms
Consistency.
Co-ops – consistency of products.
Low cost acquisition of livestock for food organizations.
Also important to get away from giving out sugary desserts and bad food through food banks. We should not be giving away
unhealthy food to anyone! There is a need to look beyond food giveaways to root causes of the issue and how can these be
addressed?
I get a little nervous when we start creating these artificial constructs that say the easy solution to making sure no one goes
hungry in Maine is that we need to give them more Maine food. It’s a little bit Pollyannaish. It would be lovely to do that,
but I don’t think it is realistic on a wholesale effort. As part of a more intricate strategy to provide food to those who need
it, if you have the ability to source it at a price point to the farm, that’s great?
It would be lovely to link these two and solve two problems with one effort. But we don’t do either side of the ledger
service if we make the ultimate goal to channel more Maine food from farms that are struggling economically to food
pantries and food distribution places that cannot afford to pay farmers the market value they need to survive.
I’m not denigrating those programs at all. As you mentioned, the farmers are getting the full value back that they need.
Maybe you’re right, we need to focus on those, but I’m just concerned about not creating it as a blanket policy objective
that if we get every farmer into these programs, it will solve the problem. It may not work for everybody.
Fundamental difference here is potatoes and veggies are profitable, the others need help.
If we do a good job making farmers economically sustainable so farmers can afford to work with food pantries, great. But
from a purely farmer perspective, strengthen distro and processing gets into are we asking gov to come take that over?
Can’t that be done through encouraging profitable enterprises? And then Comm Food Councils are not on producer priority
list, from producer perspective, those are a bit of a stretch.
Community Food Councils - it’s same people sharing their voices.
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All Responses
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT THAT WOULD BENEFIT FARMERS (118)
Increase Access to Information, Resources & Education (14)















Information
More access to more information, and resources that exist.
Educate; don’t regulate. Access to knowledge. In the 70’s there was a lot more in high school, college and organizations that
help get knowledge to farms. That has been denigrated over time. Access to knowledge is critical.
Better and increased information sharing.
Farmers have time to reach out for and read information if they’re getting something from it
The idea that there are so many Maine resources that most farmers don’t even know – if they did, they’d get more help.
I don’t know that there are a lot of resources available, at least for me and my farm, and I’ve been doing this for 30 years.
Education and awareness about how to do things and what to do was a recurring theme.
Education on the grower side. If you’re talking about small growers, there are so many things that come into play –
consistent quality is one.
Developing education not geared to people who have been farming for 30+ years or to prospective farmers, but rather to
the middle age range
Climate change research and education around that.
Continue The University of Maine (UMaine), its Agricultural and Forest Experiment Stations, and Cooperative Extension,
which provide research and outreach, all need additional funding for research and personnel.
Continue the many other programs currently run by the MDACF, UMaine, and Cooperative Extension.
Additional support to assist farmers in meeting the new federal Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA).

Increase Access to New & Existing Markets (9)










How can we improve access to markets?
We really need a coop here that can help us – a place to bring things to sell where we have refrigeration. The market is not
here, yet we need to grow enough food to feed people here.
Related to aggregation is the opportunity to extend the seasonality of food processing –
Join the areas where food is produced and the areas where food is sold/purchased.
Personally, for me as a farmer, I keep looking at my market and trying to stay ahead of it – what other market can I get into
in order to stay viable. Day-to-day, I have to keep on trucking.
How can value adding issues help so that farmers are making a living?
Infrastructure of getting the products to the table here in Maine. It costs more to get into Hannaford’s than what you sell
the products for.
I think the market is there; its’ shifting where that food is coming from; we should be able to change the market so that
more food is coming in locally; the market is now international.
While I agree with the international model, we have to take care of ourselves first.

Strengthen Connections between Farmers & Ag Service Providers (8)












As a technical service provider, open communication between growers and technical support to provide growers with the
resources they need, whether it’s helping them maintain their soils or grow better crops. We talked about the slim margins
many growers face and the challenges of getting the most out of your land.
Penetration to get to know who those farmers were – small and PT farmers aren’t on the radar of some of the federal orgs
– need to connect better with them.
How do people connect with existing resources and take best advantage of those.
How do we connect with the farmers so we can bring the services we have to more use?
Knowing who the farmers are – how do you make those connections when farms come and go, staff changes, and people
access information in different ways; in the days of Robert Stiles, our first extension agent in 1916, he was all there was – he
would see 15,000 people in half a year; we need to deliver information in a variety of ways, but the right ways.
Customer service – a lot of us are professionals serving farms – we need to go to them, not the other way around.
We’ve done a lot of this, but I would like to commend people like Gary with Cooperative extension and the university in
what they’ve done with value added products in the past 5 years, also education specifically with cheese makers, with that
industry booming; they’re on top of that.
County agents that come to your farm and answer a list of questions and that person knows more than you do –
knowledgeable person showing up who can help work with you and what’s going on at your farm.
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Increase Access to Marketing Resources & Assistance (8)









Marketing
Marketing – our biggest challenge.
Marketing is a main factor.
The big thing is marketing and helping small farmers market their products. The person who is a good marketer is often not
a good farmer.
Marketability – how can we improve it?
There’s a lot of marketing and other work to be done for people to appreciate the food we produce.
I agree with the marketing piece where identifying and improving new opportunities for Maine farmers.
Additional funding for advertising/branding of local agricultural products.

Enact Policies that are Beneficial to Farmers (6)








If we could get the farm bill to be a farm bill instead of a food bill, consumer or nutrition bill so that the industry could focus
on what the industry needs, that would be helpful. That’s a federal issue.
Federal policies and how they affect small farms, which is currently most of Maine.
We talked about the dairy tier program and people’s feelings that it is pretty effective. How do we preserve and expand
that to make sure it continues to be available in the state.
GAP is a huge boondoggle. They have driven up cost by not having enough inspectors; they have a three check program –
on farm, desk, and more evaluation in D.C. We’re not looking for a hanging chad; either you pass food safety or you don’t.
You have to put trust in farmer and make it a quicker, cheaper process. And, it needs to be timely. I could have sold to
Walmart, but because it took 8-10 weeks to get the paperwork back, I spent $1,500 for nothing. We’re the customers
whether it’s university stuff or USDA. You’re supposed to be doing a service to make us profitable.
More information needs to go the municipal level – planning committees and boards and I would personally like to have
more info from farmers on how land use ordinances and local valuations impact your work.
What great resources we have in the state of Maine now. How much strength we have in organizations, research and
development. There’s a change in the currents that are creating more favorable condition for Maine Ag and Maine food
production. Let’s leverage and realign the current state resources that modernize them for the young people who are in Ag.
Starting from scratch is very risky – let’s not reinvent the wheel. Let’s advance and modernize the current things we have.

Lower Production & Processing Costs (5)







Cheaper electric rates, etc.
Other half of being profitable is affordability – this state has high fuel costs, land taxes – I can’t afford to own my land –
electricity, I need a lot during harvest, and I can’t afford the electricity. We need to find a ways to be competitive with
Canada, South America and china.
Where farmers are getting pinched is in processing. The structures we have in place put the farmer at a disadvantage.
Income streams that address the expense side of farming whereby your farm is your business and your home.
How can processing issues help so that farmers are making a living?

Listen & Respond to Farmers’ Needs (5)







Hearing from farmers as to what’s important to them and what they need is the single most important thing.
I can live with anyone who is willing to help and support farmers, and the cooperative extension does a great job of that.
Despite very clearly diverging opinions on solutions, the one thing I think we all agree on is the value of farmer voices being
at the center of this. Everyone here could think of things that succeeded or failed; and the things that failed were because
farmers were not at the core of shaping those things.
The farm isn’t a leave work kind of job and go home to something completely separate. It’s something I live and breathe
and can’t separate from the rest of my life.
The direction and guidance for agricultural programs should begin with the needs identified at the producer/farm level and
should be implemented through strong leadership and a commitment of resources at the MDACF, in collaboration with
UMaine, Cooperative Extension, and industry groups. The focus of government policies and support should be in helping to
meet the needs of agriculture, as defined by the agricultural industries themselves.
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Address Labor Shortages (5)






Labor is the other issue – increased labor force across the entire industry.
The potato harvest break happens right after the start of school – students are off from school for a week to help on the
farm – this rule is up for debate on the next primary.
For our farm, finding workers is the hardest thing; workers who don’t have to live on our farm; we only have limited space
for seasonal workers; this was a topic of concern to other members of our group.
Increased labor training across the entire industry.
Labor crisis.

Create & Utilize Aggregation Models (4)





More aggregated work – maybe state or coop extension takes a bigger role in some aspect.
Question between producer – how can aggregation work, what’s the economics behind it – that’s the step that’s missing.
Distribution efficiency and branded aggregation – a restaurant that can’t deal with 100 different producers; wants a single
source to go to.
Branded aggregation.

Attract & Retain the Next Generation of Farmers (4)





Young people who are interested in farming but for whom there was no sustainable Ag program, left the county to get that
education and stayed elsewhere. How can we attract them back?
The big potato farmers’ kids have left. What will those farmers do with their land?
People around need to have new folks get into it.
The average age in this county is 59.

Increase Promotion of Maine Products by State Government Leaders & Departments (4)







A lot of us, we’ve sold at farmers markets for many years. You’re selling to maybe 5% of Maine’s population. Somehow
there needs to be a shift – an educational shift – Governor Mills ought to be promoting at every opportunity the ability of
Maine farmers to produce and develop alliances, like with Bates College – they were giving employees $500 per year to buy
local food or CSAs. Churches, institutions that could come up with stipends for their employees or members to be spent on
Maine agriculture. University of Maine had a grant to develop a wheat grain system, and we went to Denmark to study
that. Cafeterias in businesses that use and serve exclusively local food.
The state is going to have to do some work there to push Maine products like they push Maine tourism. The state
government has to be serious enough and interested enough to go forward and think and support producers of all the
different products we’ve been talking about.
If it’s a priority of leadership, then it trickles down. When Russell Libby was the head of MOFGA, he said if families spent
only $10 per week, imagine the change that would happen to local Maine.
If you’re talking about a coop or even marketing, I know there’s money in august for marketing of Maine products.

Give Farmers Control over Product Price (4)





Just for blueberries – which is a unique crop – to have legal steps taken so that the people we sell to cannot elude and fix
the price so we can get a contract as opposed to what we have now.
I agree with the blueberry and the contract issue.
I would extend that to wool products.
Where farmers are getting pinched is selling to wholesalers. The structures we have in place put the farmer at a
disadvantage.

Increase Access to Peer Networking Opportunities (4)





I mentioned having a network between smaller producers like me and some of the larger producers to help fill some of the
gaps in the local markets. That would be a valuable change for my operation.
I enjoyed speaking to everybody and getting their view on things; understanding that not everyone is connected in the
same way or has a network around; we still need to work in the old school way to get the word out there
The networking, peer-to-peer, and having other people to commiserate with on emotional decisions as well as work-related
issues is an important outlet and source of support.
There used to be networking for all the different commodity groups, and it doesn’t happen anymore.
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Continue Resources across the Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation & Forestry (MDACF) (4)





Farms for the Future, with the associated business planning and grant programs.
Ag Marketing Loan Fund, with the associated grant and loan programs.
Board of Pesticide Control, using science as a basis to consistently and uniformly regulate pesticides across the state.
Land for Maine’s Future, with an additional focus on providing capital input to Maine’s commercial farms, rather than being
exclusively focused on farmland protection.

Increased Involvement by the Maine Board of Agriculture in Providing Direction to Cooperative Extension (3)





A more complete commitment of resources from the State and UMaine for personnel and research, once additional needs
have been determined and a well-developed plan has been put in place.
Agriculture needs both the basic research conducted at UMaine, as well as the applied research conducted by Cooperative
Extension that has a direct and timely benefit to producers. Both need a long-term plan, developed through the
involvement of all sectors of agriculture, and commitments from UMaine, Cooperative Extension, and the State to provide
the funding to support these efforts.
In order to have a quality research effort at both UMaine and Cooperative Extension, a commitment must be made to find
and retain the best and brightest people to lead this effort, and adequate funding will be needed to achieve that goal.

Lower Unemployment Compensation & Workers’ Compensation Rates (3)




I attended the Falmouth session, and what I didn’t hear in the labor or profitability section were some of the problems with
the unemployment compensation operation on farms. On my own farm, that was one of the largest issues I had.
Unemployment tax/worker’s comp rates for farmers.
Lower workers compensation rates.

Focus on Solutions that Benefit All Farmers (3)





Identify what are the predominant issues that we all can agree on regardless of the commodity, service or size of the
operation. If each of us sat down and wrote our own Ag policy platform, we’d come up with so many different ones, but
there are probably some things we can agree on. Research is key for example whether you’re a backyard gardener or large
scale commercial producer.
Seeing and understanding the consensus that comes out of this process.
With dairy, everyone needs to keep in mind that we create infrastructure for everybody – regardless of commodity – we
need to have infrastructure for the whole state to work together.

Reduce Regulatory Burden (3)





I came here understanding that I have a lot more to learn. This meeting confirmed that. One thing that came up for us is the
unduly burdensome regulations from large programs, national programs like HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Point) and FSMA (Farm Safety Modernization Act) – it’s become unnecessarily burdensome especially for small farmers in
the northeast, new England, etc.
There are some of the environment and health regulations are putting too many restrictions on the farms, interfering with
profitability.
See a major deregulation effort so that agro businesses could opt-in, but they wouldn’t be coerced. State should be
defending farmers against federal over-reach and against multiple ordinances; regulations are the number one barrier to
profitability.

Invest in Farmers as a Human Resource on Farms (3)




Farmers are kind of like a service category – do they warrant a local state or federal package that values that monetarily,
like a veteran would have?
If we could value the farmer as the critical resource on the farm
Valuing human resource – the primary input to farming – you don’t have a farm with a farmer – there’s no reason why
NRCS couldn’t step up to that – pension for preservation (health insurance through VA benefits, similar to what the military
gets) – a human resource package that would takes some pressure off the fact that we have decreasing farm values, and is
difficult to be profitable.
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Increase Access to Market Research (3)





As a young farmer, there’s a needs assessment from the consumer so I don’t have to do that legwork.
There likely is a saturation of our lowest market, and we need to have a realistic view of what today’s market is and who
our customer is – 60 year-old people do not purchase the way millennials do – they want to know where it came from, and
everything else before they pay money for it
Possible need for a needs assessment study to determine what the market might be if we could provide connections
between farmers and institutions like hospitals or schools – to assess how big that market is as a way of determining if we
can turn potatoes into peeled, cut potatoes for these institutions to use them. Is it feasible, does it make sense, does it
make money?

Increase Farmer Representation in Key Conversations & Policy Development (3)




Voice for the small grower; legislation that will give that voice to those people, please support with all your might; testify,
get involved. Without that voice, nothing will change.
So psyched to hear from the blueberry farmers – biggest thing was the need for a voice and representation for small and
sustainable organizations in our state and federal Ag dialogue.
Engage rural communities in this process in order to learn what they want in agriculture.

Increase Access to Capital (3)




I’m working my rear end off to pay my USDA loans. Local banks have been easier to deal with than the USDA.
Your lenders; there needs to be wiggle room based on your earnings.
I would like to see that the institutions – financial or insurance or state – that fund us can recognize that we’re not a high
risk business so we can have reduction in interest charges, etc.

Understand & Mitigate Impacts of Market Intervention (3)





There’s a lot of concern about markets in Maine and the impact outside groups have on those markets and how that
trickles down to farmers; it also affects farm turnover.
I admit that I work for a nonprofit, but my intention and my hope in the nonprofit side of things is that that supports
business. I don’t think we need to substitute nonprofits – or we have to feel bad about being in business as farmers. To be
successful as a business is going to do all the things you all have talked about. That’s the role extension plays and potentially
the role nonprofits could play. The problem is understanding where we’re competing with business vs enhancing the
visibility to stay in business.
Programs that use government money to duplicate or replace existing entrepreneurial enterprises are not a good use of
taxpayer dollars and are ultimately disruptive to the industry. Some examples are:
o Government funding for large distribution or processing systems that are focused on vegetable or potato sales.
There is currently adequate distribution, and several recent processing schemes have failed. Farmer-led processing
at on-farm scale is what is helpful at this time;
o Government programs that take a top-down approach to determining how and where farms sell their products
such as:
 Food strategies,
 Incentivized purchasing and local purchasing requirements at government-run facilities,
 Cooperative systems unless they are proposed by an industry group, or
 Grants for non-farmers to facilitate local food sales to stores or other end-users.

Address Transportation Barriers to Market Access (2)



A big part of that challenge in accessing markets is transportation – getting your goods to population centers.
I learned that our food transportation system in Maine is inefficient; for people trying to market outside of their very close
area, it poses a lot of challenges.

Lower Labor Costs (2)
 Training wage – instead of a flat minimum wage.


Slowing of the implementation of the minimum wage increases.

Increase Access to Subsidies (1)


EU style subsidy for animal agriculture so we can feed the whole value chain – farmers spend a lot of time trying to keep
animals all year round…that would value the partnership the partner has in keeping the whole value chain alive.
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Increase Support for Small Farms (1)


The USDA is geared for really big farms; so involved from food safety to low interest loans to government subsidy; doesn’t
seem that there’s any accountability for cost or passing down subsidy for growers. Has given out 30-40 million for
blueberries. Nothing boiled down to growers.

Remove Social Welfare Programs from Ag Policies (1)


I’ve given some input today that I hope will be helpful. I think that getting into social welfare programs is not the way to go.
I know some farmers are using those programs to get produce into those markets, I still think it’s a tough place to go when
farmers really want you to focus on their needs re: production, etc. Keep welfare programs out of this document.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT AG (31)
Profitability is Essential (12)














We also need to put the focus on making sure that whatever we’re doing to support ag, we’re helping the farmers achieve
profitability first and foremost, whether that means reducing overhead costs, helping them find alternative markets to give
them more competitive price, helping them with tech to right-size their operation. I talked to a goat farmer yesterday who
started making soap – she wanted to do something nonperishable first before starting to grow. That sort of thinking and
planning is really critical. If you can’t make it on that level, you’re never going to make it into the grocery store.
Someone in my group said if farms were profitable, a lot of these issues would dissipate.
Farm profitability is the big thing. A majority of problems would be solved if farmers could make a reasonable amount of
money in what they do.
Profitability came up a lot as well as access to info on a variety of levels.
Profitability is a huge challenge.
Profitability is key to the success of our businesses, our livelihood in general.
Enhance the profitability of farming is most important of 5 discussion topics; without this, the others fall by the wayside.
Farming needs to be profitable.
Developing profitable markets for all the different tastes and preferences – all of Maine Ag stands united in that effort.
If we look at the Ag sector, yes, increased profitability.
Helping farming become profitable is good all around.
If farms were profitable, the transitions at the end would be easier. Property taxes are town-based problem that you’d have
to fight at every level. You have to look at it harmoniously in terms of a whole structure of how do we deal with tax
structure, helping with costs – there’s many ways the state could help with costs; regulatory and tax structures need to
support it as well as comprehensive plans. If you really want to support farming in Maine, you’ve got to address it from all
directions and levels.

Farmers’ Needs are Not Uniform (4)





Also, the support needs to be flexible to the region, the commodity – this is not a one size fits all. People could get more
help if there was more flexibility.
As farmers, we’re divided. Some of us have advocated for less marketplace interference and other farmers have said we
need more programs. I don’t think we’re speaking as one voice. Farmers are not a unified block.
I don’t think we agree on how to get there. A lot of us think creating solutions on the production side, not so much market
interference, is going to be helpful to everybody.
How do we talk around differences in scale and commodity? The things I hear here are very different from the farms I see in
my work that have 700 employees. How can conversations moving forward both ends of scale in a way that’s productive
and useful?

Farms Produce Value to the Community, Environment & Economy (4)





How do we value not just the product but the environmental services?
Farmers distributing to local communities as opposed to elsewhere would raise the standard of living for everyone not just
the farmers
We can express the value of farms in tourisms and in open space and basically expand our policies beyond Ag into the
economics of the state.
Valuing of farmers –no farmers, no farms, no food.
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Distribution is Key (3)




Distribution is a main factor.
Last point is distribution – getting food to everyone in Maine should be farmers’ responsibility.
How can distribution issues help so that farmers are making a living?

Market Competition Drives Price Down (3)





We’ve seen the impact of national competition with potatoes and dairy also. Hard to compete with subsidy that happens
elsewhere.
Part of our problem comes from outside of our borders; free trade vs. fair trade and that is not the case today; Port
Hawkesbury plan (i.e. the example of the paper mill that went out of business as a result of prices falling continuously to
the point of eliminating profitability).
We live in a cheap food economy with a perfectly competitive marketplace and that just keep putting downward pressure
on the price.

Farming is not a Viable Enterprise (3)




I’m retired, so my farm is not paying the rent. I couldn’t survive doing what I’m doing.
I know now that I’m not the only one waking up at night in a cold sweat worrying about what I’m doing.
Farming – before mechanization and subsidies to farms – was farming ever profitable?

Improving Conditions in Ag is a Complex Challenge (2)



Everything that goes into building your farm/business, it’s a complicated, huge question about needing support for that
question and making those steps.
This is more confusing than I thought it was.

CHANGE CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (25)
Educate Consumers (16)




















Educate consumers.
I would echo educating the consumer.
I agree with education points.
Support your local farm education is the best thing going on and needs to be doubled-down on. Most people don’t realize
what they’re doing to their community when they buy their produce at Walmart.
People are more self-centered than that. We were just talking about the fact that you can’t just hand somebody a fennel.
We’re two generations away from people who cook. I don’t think people are against supporting their local farmer; it’s just
that they have to feed their family and know what to do with the food. Support your local farmer is a nice bumper-sticker,
but there are pieces that need to come together.
This comes back to education specifically about the value of eating healthy, and fresh produce is healthier.
There are only two institutions that have nutrition courses as a requirement for health professionals.
Our consumer doesn’t understand what we do and how we do it. If we make them understand, they will buy what we make
It covers all industries – a cultural shift where people naturally think, I eat from Maine – this is how we eat; you know where
food comes from and you buy and eat local – same across all income levels and geographies; Hannaford gets Maine stuff
first before they truck stuff in.
o Civil rights movement and others had to be shoved down people’s throat and happened incrementally over time.
What is the notion? Is it that climate change demands this, or we don’t want to live in a world without farms?
Have more educated consumers – outdated k-12 curriculum
I just listened, but I think that on a personal note, the way people of Maine have no clue how difficult your job is; they need
to be educated so that they can appreciate that farmers are feeding them three times per day
Education is vital – from seed to mouth – it’s sad that the check-out people at Hannaford don’t know what fennel is.
Education is a big component. Education on the consumer side. Education comes first, then marketing that the little people
don’t have the money to pay for.
To summarize everything, we feel that the dots need to be connected through the entire chain of how foods gets to where
it is grown or raised into a mouth – try to educate everyone about the whole picture, not one singular piece.
Get people to get out there and meet the farmer, but farmers don’t have time. You can’t stop what you’re doing to
introduce your product; corporations that you sell your milk to don’t let you – do what we say, or lose your market. The
demand is out there, and I think it will turn.
“Wild” blueberry
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Increase Demand for Local Products (9)












Increasing demand?
Increasing sales in the state or Maine Ag. Code of “8” in the dairy case is coming from Colorado. You want to look for “23”
which means it was made in Maine. Hannaford features a few local farmers, but they also have a lot of things from out of
the country. Educate consumers so they know where their food is coming from and that they demand Maine products.
Cognizant of what you’re purchasing whether its blueberries, hay or Christmas tree, make sure it’s local. It’s the best thing
to stimulate the economy.
The main limiting factor between small farms producing and having there be a demand locally, is the convenience factor –
how can we answer the convenience question? Develop a co-op store funded by sales from the store or by municipality
where people can come anytime, any day to shop.
Enhance profitability is a loaded point. We talked about how consumers expect farm produced food to be for nothing
unless it’s organic.
People with a fixed income can’t afford the local produce. Maybe they want to help the local market but they can’t.
I kept hearing that if you took Maine out of poverty and increased the income of the Maine population, they would buy
more food and our farms would be successful without any intervention.
Interested in comments re: food distribution into food donation programs; Mainers Feeding Mainers has been a terrific
program, but I think more farmers could get involved.
In the list of five discussion topics, take the last bullet point [connecting Maine produced food with healthy eating] and put
it first. Enhancing profitability is a pointless topic – it’s an end goal, not a means to an end.

COMMENTS ABOUT & REACTIONS TO FARMER ENGAGEMENT PROCESS (16)
Favorable Comments about Farmer Engagement Process (4)





This has been a very rewarding experience
Good diverse group of people
It was gratifying because I spend most of my days trying to get this point across – to consistently treat farms as businesses.
A lot of good stuff I can bring to my work – its’ all about perspective.

Frustration with Maine Department of Agriculture (4)






Department of Ag doesn’t serve us; they don’t have a clue or have a pulse on what is going on in Ag or timber industry.
Nobody in august knows that the blueberry industry in going in the tank. They should have known. Same thing with timber.
Department of Ag should be gutted and redone with a focus on serving the industries in this state and have a finger on
what is going on and asking what can we do to help you? Help us with GAP; don’t increase the cost; don’t farm out organic
certification.
My own experience that some of the most vocally interested players in terms of trying to help Ag are the ones that are in
my way, and I find that sad.
That was really well spoken. That’s why we’re doing this because they don’t really want to be in our way, and there’s a
certain frustration in the Ag community because we’ve thrown up our hands and have given up.
The state department of Ag does not do a good job of supporting farmers. In fact at times it’s even been hostile.

Unfavorable Comments about Farmer Engagement Process (3)





You gain experience along the way as you get old. I can remember 8 years ago, my wife and I went to a session just like this.
As we were driving away, my wife said we know what the conclusion will be – that we need another grant. A few years
later, MFS came out with a grant. Here we are today having the same conversation, saying the same things over and over
again. I’ll tell you what the result of this will be – we need another grant. This will be reconvened, asking the same
questions in the same format. Because it’s not about farms. It’s not about growing food. MFT has how many staff
members? MOFGA has how many? They’ve all got lawyers. Maine Farm Bureau has “x” staff members. Is this really about
farms? Or is it about sustaining these bloated bureaucracies. I’m getting tired in my old age answering these same
questions because nobody is paying attention except to how they can get another grant.
The group discussion was really hard because one voice dominated and constantly interrupted everyone. I just don’t need
that.
I would like to see this process be more diversified; there are people who have skills who are not here; some people have
land and don’t know how to activate it; there’s also labor there to be activated; it’s about trying to match the two groups.
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Desired Farmer Engagement Process Outcomes (2)



Whatever comes out of report, that it have actions items that can occur; a lot of this is something I’ve heard before.
There needs to be new institutions created in order to put out these new ideas, whether it is Maine Food Strategy or
another.

Learned Something New (2)



Surprised about wool – I learned some things about wool, but we’re taxed in ways that we’re not taxed other places
We’ve got 74 animals, and I did find out that in order for a deer farmer to survive in this neighborhood, you need 300
females.

Create New Entities to Implement Ag Solutions (1)


If we can’t work through the existing organizations, we need to create new ones.

MISCELANEOUS (5)






Makes me realize how insignificant my work is compared to what the needs are out there.
If we put marijuana in every product that leaves the state and they eat it, they’re going to want to come back.
Stability in your market.
We have no mechanism to identify or validate the fact that something with a local label is actually local.
Reliable and affordable broadband and cellular service throughout rural communities.
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All Responses
QUESTIONS & COMMENTS ABOUT PROCESS OUTCOMES (8)












Can any of this be used to influence policy change in Augusta?
The groups that came together as conveners are committed – I signed up because it’s not going to sit on the shelf; it’s going
to be actionable; it’s going to live and breathe, and you’re going to see it. This will morph into an ongoing process versus a
single event process.
It’s a hard question to answer at this point. It was useful if the things that we communicated are used. It was very
frustrating if not.
I’m looking for a non-governmental entity or a series of them to step up and say we’ve heard this; this is a nexus with our
own purpose of being; we are going to reach out as facilitators to all interested parties – those with financial resources,
those with land, and those with expertise – to come together and implement those strategies that you want. I don’t want it
to be my town or DECF.
I’m anxious to see where this goes from here.
Agreed. I’m anxious to see if this response is replicated through the remainder of the meetings.
Do you think it would be helpful when there’s outreach about this policy for instance, that the data you cited is part of the
narrative? We already know that 50% of farms that call themselves farms don’t make profit. Maine Sustainable Agriculture
Society did a problem a few years ago to try to paint the reality around farming at the Agriculture Trade Show. But who else
needs to get this information so that can be more realistic about our industry?
I anticipate farmer response to this report, and I think they will wish for more that is relatable to their farm operations.

IT WAS WORTH MY TIME (6)







I’m glad I did this, and I like the diversity of everybody that’s here. I am in dairy and so I really like this.
I’m also glad I came.
It is useful to be here.
This has been very helpful to flesh these out with some boots-on-the-ground perspectives.
Absolutely this was useful.
It was a great opportunity for everyone to see each other and know that we’re all looking for the same answers.

MISCELLANEOUS (6)








We have a vast labor source of people who chose not to work and stay on welfare. Back in the 30, 40 and 50’s, you always
saw a shed behind the dairy room where a worker lived. We need to take some of these welfare folks and somehow get
them on a farm and make them work somehow. I don’t know the avenue.
That might have been true in the 40’s but it’s not how it works today, making people work or taking food or housing away
from people because you don’t think they’re trying hard enough to find a job is nothing short of violent.
Expecting people who are trying to earn their own living – that that’s my responsibility – we’ve had that shoved down our
throat, too, and I’m not up for it.
We had a small government at one time. Today our government is huge, and in order for folks to get by in whatever
industry they’re in – one of the ways – is to work for the government.
Differentiate between the idea we have and people identifying where the change needs to come from. Specify barriers, not
just what we want to happen.
If anyone is familiar with strategies that municipalities have used to attract and support farmers, I would really appreciate
getting that information.

SESSION FORMAT & LOGISTICS (5)







Format is as good as it can be
The profitability of farming, we could have gone on – make more time for it, or time to come back to it at the end; or
consider having it at the end.
Logistically, I felt that I had to talk more because a viewpoint I disagree with took up a lot of space in the room. I want a
check mark next to where I think things can improve things for Maine agriculture.
I’m glad that you came up here so that we didn’t have to come to Augusta.
Normally I shudder when people say we’re going into small groups, but I really liked it.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR FEEDBACK & ENGAGEMENT (5)









What if there were another webinar for a bigger group open to all those who have participated so far?
o Webinar is not a great vehicle
o Or just more meetings like this once or twice per year
o Ag trade show every year? But it is segregated by day by commodity group, so not everybody is there on the same
day
Do we have a process to keep participants in this process involved as we go along?
The thing I sometimes see happen when groups like this get together and it’s boiled down to a report – it may have some
talking points, but it doesn’t have the depth that represents all of what we talked about. It might be good for the groups
who are convening this to have feedback on what being reported – a draft of some kind so that voices that may not have
been captured have a chance to reflect or comment on what they see coming out of the report.
One more comment on process – there’s 33 farmers that work with our nonprofit who are full time farmers, get their
income off the land and sell vegetables. The farmers we work with don’t speak English very well. In order to engage them, it
takes a different forum, and that can be very informative.
An improvement would be to get even more farmers engaged in this process and others like it.

THIS WAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO BE HEARD (3)




Thank you for everyone's contributions tonight. Very good dialog and I look forward to engaging in more.
Thank you for listening!
Thank you for your investment in us.

THERE WAS NOT ENOUGH TIME (3)




This could be a 90 day retreat; it feels like I’m leaving with a number of good thoughts and ideas not on the table; it’s hard
to get the full breadth of questions from 1 or 2 people.
I don’t think we had enough time.
Extend the session a half hour.

REFERENCES TO ENTITIES PROVIDING VALUE TO FARMERS (3)






The only people working well for us are Cooperative Extension. They are independent, nonpartisan, and science-based. If
we have questions or concerns, they offer business advice regardless of their ideology. The University is independent and
objective. We need more form the University. We need Ag engineering to come back in the state and for the nonprofits to
get the hell out of our businesses.
The other group that has historically supported us is the Department of Agriculture – doesn’t matter which party is in
charge. Our Department of Agriculture has been amazing to work with as a commercial farmer.
Department of Ag and the extension service need to talk to each other; I don’t think they do.

LIMIT MARKET INTERVENTION (2)




Twenty-two years ago, we started our farm and our guiding principle was to go to potential customers and say ‘what do you
want that you can’t already get from another farm?’ We did everything we could to make sure we respected our neighbors.
We did it pretty successfully, until it became a cause-select for the nonprofit industry. Now that they are involved it’s one
wholesale scheme after another. In Portland, it’s happening now – they’re dumping 7.5 million second quality products in
the market. If you talk to any 80 year old dairy farmers, they’ll tell you aggregation and distribution put me out of business.
For 15 years, it’s been one aggregation and distribution after another. It sounds great, so all nonprofits can get grant money
to do that. Maine Farmland trust had their Community Food Hub. We get nothing but knives in our backs from nonprofits.
We have a widespread culture of poverty in Maine around those who farm and those who frequent Maine farms. At the
state, we have an attitude that we will hold the hand of the federal agencies as they regulate our farmers, but the problem
is that, with FSMA (Food Safety Modernization Act) for example, we see that the exemptions seems as if they are custom
designed to stop anyone from going from hobby farm to profitable. From $25,000 to $500,000 where you start to become
regulated but are still mostly exempted and could really become profitable; where everything begins. In other words, it
seems as though it’s designed to keep everyone out of the middle except the hobby farms and incumbent, established, big
farms. The biggest player in the state is the state itself, working against the hope for food security and local farming. That
culture has to change. When I talked to Extension about this – I talked to someone very high up – I said your own clients are
about to be put out of business, most of them, by FSMA, and here you are instead of looking into that, you’re helping
shepherd everyone into compliance.
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PROCESS DOES NOT REPRESENT ALL VOICES (2)



There are several commodity groups that are opposed to what’s going on and have developed policy statements, and that
is not represented.
There are commodity groups that represent growers. I’m a grower, and I belong to 4 different commodity groups. I gave up
hope long ago that MOFGA would represent my interests. Those commodity groups aren’t on your list. They’re not even a
part of your process. All of this is going to be boiled down to – needing more aggregation and distribution, so that
nonprofits can get more grants, and to hell with the people who make their living growing stuff.

THIS WAS AN OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES (2)



Always great to hear perspectives outside the veggie world. I live in a silo sometimes with veggie producers.
We had a really diverse mix of people. It was helpful.

NEED TO CHANGE ATTITUDES TOWARD & PERCEPTIONS ABOUT AGRICULTURE (1)


The overall approach to agriculture should be as independent private enterprises that deliver economic development to all
areas of our state via food & fiber production.

WE FACE A CRISIS IN AGRICULTURE (1)


According to the last Ag census, there were about 82 entities designated as farms in Maine, and only about 6% of those
farms exceeded $250,000 in gross farm revenue. To become profitable – earning enough so that you’ve got something for
retirement or can attract a buyer, probably you have to be well above $250,000. You have to be in that top 2-3% of farms in
Maine, which means that there are probably only a few hundred farms in Maine that could conceivably become profitable.
This should be very sobering and should cause everybody in the Ag community to shudder because it means that most of
Maine farms are hopelessly unprofitable and unsustainable. I do not think as I’ve talked with people at the state and at
various NGOs that they really grasp this problem. So, I’m glad to see this dialogue start and that the emphasis is on
profitability, and I would like to see if there is going to be any R & D – at least some studies to grasp the economics of this. If
this is all true, we should all do a double-take.

PROFITABILITY IS KEY (1)
 If you want farming to be successful, all you have to do is make sure the farmers can make a living. If they do, the farm will
be successful; the land will stay out of development. If they sell it once, it’s gone. You need to concentrate on making sure
that existing farms can make a living; not putting existing farms out of business. Everything in the past 15 years has been
focused on displacing farms. All these identity groups are more important than everybody who was here first.

I AM UNSURE (1)
 Can’t tell if it’s worth our time until we look down the road at the report and future steps.
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All Responses
FAVORABLE COMMENTS ABOUT FARMER ENGAGEMENT PROCESS (4)





This has been a good exercise. It was good to reach out to the producers versus lead the way because it builds trust. Baby
steps. Thank you!
Thank you
Love this!
Keep these conferences going.

REDUCE REGULATORY BURDEN (3)





Streamline the Farms for the Future application. It is WAY too convoluted with the current Department and Fame and
private lending maze. Was much more streamlined when it was house by CEI as a full service institution.
Oversight and regulation by government at every level should be on an opt-in basis (non-aggression principle); the state
should defend Maine farmers from forcible imposition of federal, state and local regulations, and instead support voluntary
compliance on an opt-in and fee-for-service basis (FDA’s FSMA is one urgent example). By far, the biggest threat to
profitable agriculture consists of regulatory burdens: Therefore, unwind command and control regulation, at every level off
government (e.g.: DACF QA&R, EPA, Maine DEP, USDA, local ordinances, labor, BPC, building code, life safety code); if no
one’s rights are being violated, then there is no justification in regulating.
Extend range of miles from farm for Farm plated vehicles. With many smaller farms raising livestock.

ACCESS TO NEW & EXISTING MARKETS (3)





I want to emphasize again how important direct markets are too many Maine farmers, including myself. In Ag discussions
around the state, I hear a lot of emphasis being placed on "scaling up," which usually seems to mean moving into wholesale
markets and even marketing internationally. While getting local food into more mainstream food outlets like supermarkets
and institutions is important, I would hate to see the value of direct purchasing be overlooked. As a market/CSA farmer, I
get to set my own prices (within what the market will bear) and capture 100% of the customer dollar. This is what makes
my farm viable with a limited land base and labor pool. The markets I sell in have grown significantly in the past decade, but
they could grow even further with more promotion, support for market capacity and support from local governments and
business communities.
Make SNAP easier for farmer’s market usage...WIC uses those farmers’ market checks. They work pretty well.
We would like to see education and assistance for hemp production in Aroostook County.

PROGRAMS & MECHANISMS SUPPORTING FARMERS NEED TO BE LED BY PEOPLE WITH RELEVANT EXPERIENCE (2)



These programs also need to be created and ideally lead as much as possible by people with farming and education
experience.
Government funded processing facilities should be run by people who have a background in the industry to truly be able to
meet the needs of the farmer.

EDUCATE CONSUMERS (2)



Educating people about how low income people can get quality fresh foods for discounts. etc.
The public needs to be educated in food quality, safety, and the benefits of eating local.

MARKETING (2)



Continue with promoting Get Real Get Maine, support your local farmers. As our past Ag Commissioner said last year at a
MFT workshop – we can grow anything – it is marketing it that is hard!
brand Maine grown for Mainers

MORE FARMER REPRESENTATION (2)



Corporate farms have strong lobbies behind them. The little farms fall through the cracks and are under-represented.
We need to start including more young farmers on the boards and organizing bodies that are making decisions about the
future of agriculture in Maine. Invite them to participate so that their voices can be heard.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT (2)



State match to REAP awards.
Stop figuring out how not to fund and develop ways to create funding path to anyone.
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REDUCE FARM MANAGEMENT-RELATED COSTS (2)



Less expensive audits for GAP and organic certification.
The insurance lobby has a minimum price on liability insurance for farms. With the few agents offering remove and let out
of state competition. We already know of one company that's price is well below.

PRIVATE LAND PROTECTIONS (2)



Enhance private property protections for farmers and their customers.
Avoid ‘forever’ easements, and instead focus on short term renewable contracts.

GOVERNMENT COMMITMENT TO REVITALIZING MAINE WILD BLUEBERRY INDUSTRY (1)


Wild blueberries are one of only two major agricultural crops (including cranberries) that are native to this part of the world
– they are a rare treasure and are not grown or produced anywhere else. This is where the deepest genetic diversity on
Earth for this crop is to be found, and where resilience to global climate change for the worldwide blueberry crop will be
found. The Canadian provinces of Quebec, New Brunswick, PEI, and Nova Scotia all actively support and promote and have
helped increase the wild blueberry production there, while Maine producers have suffered many challenges with no
meaningful effort of support from our state. Most of Maine's wild blueberry crop is processed into IQF berries (a
commodity crop for an industrial wholesale international processed food market, subject to extreme price fluctuations, and
an inferior quality product for retail consumers/direct sales), and the IQF processors have been subject to very little
oversight so that they control the purchasing and the pricing of the crop from the farmers. There needs to be a state
government assessment of the current trends in the wild blueberry industry and a fresh new approach taken to lift Maine's
native, iconic agricultural crop (which most of the world now recognizes as a "superfood" due to its incredible health
attributes) into a new era of bounty and prosperity for Maine producers.

DIVERSIFY PRODUCTS (1)


Maine is in a very poor environment to supply "fresh" throughout the winter months. Value added products must be
produced and promoted in the urban centers throughout the north east.

REDUCE TAX BURDEN ON FARMS (1)


NO SALES tax on fiber (like there is none on food) and also like there is no tax on fiber in Mass to increase the growing trend
for fiber tourism in Maine. There is a HUGE missed opportunity here.

TRACEABILITY (1)


Require grocery stores to list the point of origin of products offered for sale.

ONE VOICE/PERSPECTIVE DOMINATED SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION (1)


I attended a Farmer Engagement session this afternoon in Falmouth. I had to leave early, and there was one very dominant
voice in my small group that I really did not agree with. Not sure how the meeting progressed after I left, but I wanted to
make sure I was able to express the views above, that reflect my perspective as a young farmer with a fairly new (four year
old) farm business.

QUESTIONS ABOUT FARMER ENGAGMENT PROCESS OUTCOMES (1)


This survey and outreach all seems grant funded and I'm curious who is supporting this work financially and what the
expected outcomes will be?

MORE PROGRAMS TAILORED TO FARM SIZE, TYPE & NEEDS (1)


I think we need more customized and individualized programs for the farmers themselves, farm size and type, training
apprentices, apprentices themselves, etc. There are a lot of great programs out there that provide good information, but
generally it is too broad. In addition, individualized training for farmers on how to be managers, stewards of farming in an
educational setting.

PROGRAMS SUPPORTING FARMERS NEED TO BE ACCESSIBLE TO FARMERS (1)


There are good programs out there but generally they are inaccessible (time, distance, money, method of delivery) etc.

CONSERVATION & PRESERVATION OF LAND (1)


If Maine does not stop big corporations from taking out natural resources, we will fail to have a future in agriculture. The
economy will also suffer from losing the scenic beauty which is in danger of being hijacked by out of state greedy
developers and rapers of the land.

KEEP LAND IN AGRICULTURE (1)


Farmland protection is most important. You can't farm if there is no land available.
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ATTRACTING & RETAINING FARM LABOR (1)


Maine is rich in natural resources and there is a need for jobs. The problem lies in being able for any farmer to be able to
pay a living wage.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT THAT FARMERS OPERATE STATEWIDE (1)


Would just like the rest of the state to realize that YES, there are farmers here in Washington County too.

AGRICULTURE IS ABOUT MORE THAN FOOD (1)


Fundamentally, the "narrative" about agriculture MUST stop being singularly focused on food. Agriculture is about growing,
all sorts of crops, and building the soils in the process, while all our production costs are skyrocketing. Those who are
driving the narrative are primarily concerned with feeding the hungry. The Ag. Conversation needs to be on production
solutions, not harvest and post-harvest market interrupters, especially as this is one of the few ways and means that
farmers can capture profit margins.

LABOR CHALLENGES (1)


Labor was the worst it’s been last year in terms of not finding workers and not finding reliable workers. Want to see a
service, like a brokerage, that connects farmers in need of workers with people who are looking for work. The connections
would be made/available on an immediate basis in order to address immediate needs.

LOWER PRODUCTION & PROCESSING COSTS (1)


Local feed bags are cost prohibitive most bulk deliveries are 3 ton minimum. But a farm truck loaded would save $1,000's
on the feed bill which can be reinvested.

PROFITABILITY IS ESSENTIAL (1)


Define Sustainability properly: Acknowledge that profitability (defined as enough profit to fully support the farmer’s
household, and also enough to realistically attract a potential entrepreneurial buyer) is the bottom line for agricultural
sustainability; profitability is put further off than necessary through burdensome regulations; by the latest US census data
of Maine farms (8173 farms), arguably fewer than 7% of Maine farms (by gross income, my estimate of farms with gross
annual revenue of $400,000 or more) are potentially profitable, and this should cause alarm among those who desire
continuing presence of sustainable local farming, as well as entities that place burdens on farm businesses.

LIMIT MARKET INTERVENTION (1)


Privately funded NGOs are encouraged to offer support according to their organizational agendas, in the form of grants,
technical services, coordination of communication between interested parties etc. Encourage a free market as much as
possible. Government must stop choosing winners and losers (through ‘sustainability’ awards, special labels, brands and
programs such as ‘Organic’, ‘special veterans labels’, ‘sustainably produced’ labeling and branding programs etc., and
through efforts to promote reduced carbon footprint, etc.). End public-funded wealth transfers (USDA farm bill grants and
loan guarantees, and government grant programs generally). End use of public funds for Ag promotion: all government
services should be 100% fee-for-service. Acknowledge that agricultural enterprise calculation is best done at the
entrepreneurial level, and that the entrepreneur is most qualified to make the best business decisions; government can
(and does) only make poorly informed policy and programmatic decisions (e.g.: mandated minimum milk prices and value
added product grants), and by so doing, sends confusing market signals to entrepreneurs, who then invest in production for
which there is no profitable demand (this is a basic principle of economics). Entities interested in supporting some aspect of
agriculture are encouraged to negotiate privately funded arrangements with farmers (or farmer associations) of their
choice. End price controls.

FARMERS’ & FARM BUSINESSES’ NEEDS VARY (1)


Acknowledge that ‘agriculture’ is not a monolithic block, and should not be treated as such; farmers should be related to
individually as entrepreneurs, and also in groups only as they voluntarily associate.

EDUCATE FARMERS (1)


The grower needs to be educated in food quality, safety, and the benefits of eating local.

REACH OUT TO NEW MAINER COMMUNITY (1)


Reaching out to New Mainer organizations, community leaders to meet with.
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APPENDIX P
All Feedback: Uses for Information Collected during the Engagement Process
Introduction
As a part of the farmer engagement session presentation, the PowerPoint referenced these possible uses of the
information collected during farmer engagement sessions:




Inform state government
Inform service and education providers
Advocate for related policy changes

At the end of each farmer engagement session, participants were asked for their input on any additional uses for the
information collected during the farmer engagement process. This appendix includes all the ideas generated during the
webinar and in person sessions.1 The list is organized into major themes (blue heading), and themes are listed in
descending order by frequency (number in parenthesis).
Table of Contents
INFORM LOCAL GOVERNMENT (5)

123

INFORM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (3)

123

INFORM POLICY ADVOCACY EFFORTS (3)

123

AS BASIS OF FURTHER DISCUSSION (2)

123

INFORM AGRICULTURE-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS (2)

123

EDUCATE CONSUMERS (1)

123

INFORM UNIVERSITY OF MAINE & COOPERATIVE EXTENSION LEADERSHIP (1)

123

INFORM STATE TOURISM DEPARTMENT (1)

123

INFORM STATE GOVERNMENT (1)

123

INPUT FROM SOME COMMODITY GROUPS IS MISSING FROM FARMER ENGAGEMENT PROCESS (1)

123

1

The survey did not ask for ideas about potential uses for this information.
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All Responses
INFORM LOCAL GOVERNMENT (5)






City government
Add municipal governments to the government bullet
I’m on planning board on Waldoboro and we’re looking at updating our land use ordinances; there are issues relevant to
certain farming and zoning, so I support the idea that municipalities should be informed as well.
Here in Falmouth, we’re constantly struggling with the fact that every farm wants to become a subdivision; on a municipal
level, this information would be helpful to be able to share
As a town councilor, one of the things that has helped me is seeing the cost of community services that development has
done because when you turn a farm land to housing, it costs more than it generates in taxes; this information is critical for
decision-makers to make the right decisions

INFORM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT (3)




Federal legislators who may be able to bring money to Maine that wouldn’t otherwise be available.
FSA – we’ve had people from here at some of these sessions
Federal government

INFORM POICY ADVOCACY EFFORTS (3)




Farmers don’t have any more time to push back; we need someone to advocate for us and do what they are salaried to do
As priorities that emerge from this process, those priorities will help inform what changes or advocacy positions are
needed.
Advocacy could be a producer group who would meet with a legislature about drafting a bill; could be a farm
organization/nonprofit

AS BASIS OF FURTHER DISCUSSION (2)



There are a lot of opportunities for cross-discussion – like having veterans, new Mainers, folks who have land, etc.
Distribution – if there are entities interested in bringing those groups together, that might be a role for the service
providers participating in this process – convening these groups.

INFORM AGRICULTURE-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS (2)



Maine Association of Conservation Districts
Broad network of agriculture related organizations; various conferences – economic democracy organizations

EDUCATE CONSUMERS (1)


Encourage people to buy local food, generally; educate the public about what a great job our farmers do.

INFORM UNIVERSITY OF MAINE & COOPERATIVE EXTENSION LEADERSHIP (1)
 We have a new President of University of Maine and also a new Dean of Cooperative Extension coming in.
INFORM STATE TOURISM DEPARTMENT (1)


Wouldn’t hurt to be shared with the office of tourism. We focused a lot on how we get things produced to Maine, but the
reality is that our growth potential for the state is outside the state of Maine. We’re proud of what we produce and people
in Boston look at Maine food as quality. That ought to be built into our tourism message. “Come to Maine where healthy
living is every day,” for example.

INFORM STATE GOVERNMENT (1)


Our government (Maine)

INPUT FROM SOME COMMODITY GROUPS IS MISSING FROM FARMER ENGAGEMENT PROCESS (1)


One of the issues I had early on about the process and the document is that it’s coming out of a subset of groups and not all
groups are included. I have some concerns with the handling of the initial policy platform process. Getting buy in from every
commodity group is critical for it to gain buy in and be accepted and as a potential product to be used by the new
commissioner coming in. this kind of a process is absolutely critical. Every new commissioner who has come in has relied on
these sorts of processes. The use of this report is to get to the other commodity groups to get their buy-in. we know who all
the commodity groups are in Maine. Build a broader base and broader input.
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